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Chapter 2 — Comments and Responses - DEIS

In this Chapter comments from:

• Federal Agencies

• State Agencies

• Local Agencies

• Tribes

• Groups and Individuals

• Public Meetings

Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) sent the Draft EIS (DEIS) to the public for
comments on the Proposed Action and alternatives.   The Draft EIS was distributed to
agencies, groups, individuals, and libraries in June 2001.  A 45-day public review
period was extended to September 4, 2001 at the request of some commenters.
A public meeting was held in Maple Valley, Washington on August 1, 2001 to review
and receive comments on the Draft EIS.  These comments were all captured and
catalogued.  As a result of the comments on the DEIS, BPA decided to analyze four
additional action alternatives in more detail and to more fully explore non-transmission
alternatives.  Six additional scoping meetings were held to gather additional issues and
concerns for the new alternatives in June 2002.  BPA received over 1,600 comments
during this additional scoping time.  Since then, BPA has completed a supplemental
draft environmental impact statement (SDEIS) for the proposed Kangley-Echo Lake
Transmission Line Project.  The SDEIS was released to the public for a 45-day review
and comment period that ended on March 1, 2003.  Five public meetings were held
at various locations in King County during the week of February 3-6 to gather public
comments on the SDEIS.

This chapter contains the written comments from letters, e-mails, and comment
sheets received during the comment period for the DEIS and BPA’s responses to those
comments.  It also contains the oral comments from the public meeting in August
2001 and telephone calls received during the comment period.  Chapter 3 contains
the written and oral comments received during the comment period for the SDEIS
and BPA’s responses to those comments.  Letters and comment sheets were given
numbers in the order they were received.  Separate issues in each letter were given
separate codes.  For example, letter 394 might have issues 394-001, 394-002, and
394-003 identified within its text.  Comments from the public meeting were also
numbered.  BPA prepared responses to each of these individual comments.

The chapter is organized in the following sequence:  comments from federal
agencies are followed by comments from state agencies (page 2-13), local agencies
(page 2-17), tribes (page 2-107), then groups and individuals (page 2-115).
Comments from the public meeting are at the end of the chapter (page 2-205).
Because we have organized comments this way and often reference responses to
other comments, please use the numerical list on the back of this page for reference.
A listing of related comments by issue is at the end of the chapter on page 2-218.

Chapter 2 — Comments and Responses-DEIS
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(Comments on the DEIS begin with BPA log #338;
earlier letters were for scoping)

Comment Letter Number Begins on Page

338 2-117
339 2-117
340 2-118
341 2-120
342 2-121
343 2-122
344 2-123
345 2-124
346 2-124
347 2-126
348 2-127
349 2-128
350 2-130
351 2-130
352 2-131
353 2-132
354 2-133
355 2-134
356 2-135
357 2-136
358 2-136
359 2-137
360 2-137
361 2-138
362 2-139
363 2-140
364 2-141
365 2-142
366 2-143
367 2-144
368 2-145
369 2-145
370 2-146
371 2-147
372 2-147
373 2-148
374 2-148
375 2-149
376 2-149
377 2-150
378 2-151
379 2-154
380 2-154
381 2-155
382 2-156
383 2-165
384 2-167
385 2-168
386 2-169
387 2-170

Comment Letter Number Begins on Page

388 2-171
389 2-172
390 2-15
391 2-172
392 2-173
393 2-174
394 2-19
395 2-79
396 2-175
397 2-176
398 2-5
399 2-177
400 2-178
401 2-180
402 2-181
403 2-183
404 2-184
405 2-109
406 2-185
407 2-186
408 2-187
409 2-100
410 2-188
411 2-7
412 2-189
413 2-103
414 2-189
415 2-190
416 2-191
417 2-192
418 2-192
419 2-193
420 2-193
421 2-194
422 2-195
423 2-195
424 2-196
425 2-197
426 2-198
427 2-199
428 2-200
429 2-201
430 2-202
431 2-203
432 2-203
Public Meeting 2-205
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398-001

398-001, -002, and -003   The trees that would be impacted do not
currently have owls in them, and the Proposed Action would
minimize the impacts to the extent practicable.  BPA is using
approved protocols to survey for spotted owls during the
nesting period for the species.  No owls have been found to
date.

Adding all forest impacts together, the total still represents a very
small percentage (1/10 of 1 percent) of that type of habitat that
will remain available for spotted owl use within the HCP.  BPA
would mitigate for adverse impacts.  BPA has consulted with
USFWS on potential effects to the northern spotted owl, and will
conclude that consultation prior to project construction.
Additional information on consultation is found on page 5-2 of
the SDEIS.  An updated description of potential impacts to the
northern spotted owl is found in Sections 4.7.2 and 4.7.3 of the
SDEIS.

398-002
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398-005

398-006

398-003

398-004

398-004 The Biological Opinion discusses the increased risk of
predation to the spotted owl, and impacts to spotted owls were
determined to be unquantifiable.

398-005 See response to Comment 340-002 for information about land
purchased for compensatory mitigation.  Site assessments that
have been completed for some parcels have been given to SPU
and the USFWS.

398-006 See response to Comments 398-001, -002, and -003.

398-002
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411-001

411-001 Comment noted.

411-002 BPA disagrees with EPA over its assessment that the DEIS
provides no information about the proposed project’s impacts
to the Cedar River Municipal Watershed.  Chapter 4,
Environmental Consequences, identifies impacts for each of the
14 resources identified, including the short-term impacts
(construction), and long-term impacts (operation and
maintenance).  With regard to the City’s newly adopted HCP,
BPA disagrees with the EPA’s assessment that the project “does
not appear to comply” with the HCP, which allows no logging
within the watershed.  The City of Seattle’s HCP for the Cedar
River Municipal Watershed is a plan between the signatories,
i.e., between the City of Seattle and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service.  The plan
covers only actions by the City of Seattle, and does not disallow
all logging within the watershed, only “commercial logging.”

BPA’s purpose is not to commercially log merchantable timber
within the Cedar River Municipal Watershed, only to clear a
right-of-way to construct a high voltage transmission line
between the existing Shultz-Raver No. 2 Transmission Line near
the community of Kangley and connect the line to the existing
BPA Echo Lake Substation, nine miles north of the tap point.
Removing trees to safely construct, operate and maintain the
proposed transmission is incidental to constructing the power
line.  To replace the 1/10 of one percent of the forested habitat
that would be converted to non-forest uses within the 90,546-
acre Cedar River Municipal Watershed, BPA would acquire
other lands that would be conveyed to SPU’s landholdings to
mitigate for this loss of forest habitat.  See response to Comment
340-002.  Additionally, BPA would undertake mitigation within
the CRW to mitigate for altering forested wetlands and
converting them to scrub/shrub wetlands.
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411-003 These sentences have been changed to clarify the information
and additional information was included in the SDEIS.

411-004 Comment noted.

411-005 Environmental quality includes both the natural environment and
the built environment, together with the human environment.
To maintain the environmental quality in a region, the health of
the natural environment and the built environment needs to be
protected.  BPA is the federal power-marketing agency that
markets power generated at federal dams and a nuclear power
plant in the Northwest.  This power is sold to public and private
utility customers and direct service industries throughout the
area.  Electric power is needed by all modern societies to
maintain and promote economic health of an area as well as to
maintain human health and safety.  BPA provides this public
service as required by law, while minimizing any disturbance to
the natural environment and meeting all applicable federal, state
and local laws and regulations.

411-006 In response to this and other comments on the range of
alternatives in the DEIS, BPA analyzed four alternatives outside
of the CRW and explored the non-transmission alternatives in
more detail in the SDEIS.  See pages 2-20 through 2-52 of the
SDEIS.

411-007 See response to Comment 411-006.

411-008 The EIS does clearly say what fish are thought to use each
stream, and cites a relevant authority for each.  Most of these
fish distribution data are based on information in published
databases, which are based on surveys by WDFW, King County
and Seattle biologists.  However, a detailed field survey is
required to conclusively identify whether a stream is or is not
occupied by a given species.  We believe that such surveys are
unnecessary for the purposes of this analysis.  This is because the
analysis presented in the DEIS assumed that all salmonids
potentially present in each stream were in fact present, and
impacts were evaluated in accordance with that assumption.
Moreover, the act of performing those surveys would itself have
a potentially high impact.

411-002

411-003

411-004

411-005

411-006

411-007
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411-009 The environmental analysis assumes that all streams that would
be crossed are fish-bearing.  Tall-growing vegetation would need
to be cleared in the proposed right-of-way, including the riparian
area of Deep Creek.  Low-growing vegetation would be planted
in the riparian area of Deep Creek to mitigate for the vegetation
cleared to the extent possible.

411-010 In siting its transmission facilities, BPA uses information from the
environmental process.  It first tries to avoid sensitive resources.
Where these resources cannot be avoided, the impacts are
minimized.  As for its purpose, BPA builds major electrical
transmission facilities, i.e., high voltage power lines and
substations and switching stations.  Transmission lines, by
necessity, are linear facilities, and as such have difficulty
avoiding all sensitive resources, many of which are also linear in
nature such as streams, and their associated riparian and
wetland areas.  BPA recognizes that local, state and federal
agencies have adopted standards to protect sensitive areas, and
BPA does meet these standards to the extent that it can.  BPA
would do so, however, only after designing its facilities to meet
the National Electric Safety Code, and its own clearing criteria,
so that it could safely and reliably construct, operate and
maintain its electrical transmission system.

411-011  It is true that selection of the No Action Alternative at the
conclusion of the environmental process does not mean that
there would never be a need for future transmission projects,
only that no power line would be considered in the general
area in the near future.  It is also true that the presence of any
existing utility facility would be a logical choice for the siting of
future proposals.

411-008

411-009

411-010

411-011

411-007
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411-012 BPA simply made an observation here that facilities “in the
future” generally cost more than things have in the past, and
that this is generally true for such things as land, materials and
labor.

411-013, -014, and -015   BPA did prepare a biological assessment (BA) and
submitted the document to the USFWS and the NMFS in July
2001.  The USFWS has indicated to BPA that it could not concur
in BPA’s finding that the Proposed Action “May affect, but is not
likely to adversely affect the northern spotted owl.”  As a result,
BPA has prepared an addendum to the BA, addressing the FWS
additional request for more information and submitted this
information to the FWS along with a request to enter into formal
consultation with them on this issue.

In January 2002, NMFS sent a letter to BPA concurring with its
effect determination of “may affect, but not likely to adversely
affect” for Puget Sound chinook and their designated critical
habitat.  This letter notified BPA that the NMFS was concluding
section 7 consultation with BPA in accordance with 50 CFR
402.14 (b)(1).  See Appendix U of the SDEIS and of the FEIS for
copies of letters from NMFS.  BPA’s BA covered the impacts of
the Proposed Action on federally-listed and candidate species
only; therefore, a number of species listed in your letter were
not addressed.  These include the Pacific lamprey, river lamprey,
northern goshawk, black swift, merlin, olive-sided flycatcher the
pileated woodpecker, and five species of bats.

411-016 A number of mitigation measures designed to limit potential
impacts to stream water quality are described in Sections 4.4.2.1
and 4.5.3.1 of the SDEIS.  For example, where the line crosses
the Cedar River (a public drinking source), BPA would double
circuit the towers on either side of the river.  This would avoid
the need to do any clearing of vegetation within about 600 feet
of either bank of the river. We are also avoiding filling any
waters, including wetlands.  BPA firmly believes that the
designated use of the streams the project crosses will retain their
designated uses.  We do not anticipate that a use attainability
analysis, the analysis you refer to, will have to be undertaken to
change the designated use or water quality criteria for any
streams in the project area.  In short, we believe the project
would comply with the state’s anti-degradation policy.

411-012

411-013

411-014

411-016

411-015

411-017
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411-018

411-019

411-017 Section 2.1.1.5 of the SDEIS was updated to include the most
current information about access roads.

411-018 The commenter is correct, the DEIS does state this.  Since the
release of the DEIS, our cultural resources consultant
completed a detailed survey of the project area.  Also, the
Muckleshoot Tribe Culture Committee representatives have
indicated to BPA that they would like to have a cultural
monitor to be present whenever any ground disturbing
activities would take place associated with project activities.
We will comply with this request.

411-019 BPA is working with SPU on the Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPP).  It will be completed and reviewed
before construction if BPA decides to build Alternative 1.
Additional information about the SWPP was included in the
SDEIS.

411-017
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390-001 Comment noted.  The DEIS prepared for the proposed project
contained Chapter 3, Affected Environment.  This chapter
describes the existing environment (conditions) that may be
affected by the project alternatives.

390-002 Please see response to Comment 382-017.

390-003 Comment noted.  Should a decision be made to build the line,
BPA would purchase the land rights from the Department of
Natural Resources to build that portion of the project that
would cross state land, however, BPA would not replace public
lands in addition to the land rights that would be acquired.
The state could, if it chose, use the funds obtained from BPA to
acquire the easement for the purpose of acquiring additional
lands.  This decision would be left to the Department of
Natural Resources.

See also response to Comment 340-002.

BPA will strive to meet the substantive standards and policies of
the Washington Forest Practices Act wherever possible.  BPA and
the Washington DNR have agreed that BPA is exempt from
acquiring a FPA permit when BPA documents that its easements
create federal ownership of the timber.  As such, BPA will not be
securing a FPA permit for this project.  BPA will meet the
applicable water quality standards for road construction.

390-001

390-002

390-003
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394-001 BPA acknowledged these concerns and prepared a SDEIS,
which was released in January 2003.

394-001
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394-003

394-002

394-004

394-002 BPA performed a regional system analysis that supported the
need for the project. This joint study was coordinated with
Seattle City Light, Snohomish County PUD, Tacoma City
Light and Puget Sound Energy.  BPA also received letters of
support stating the project is the right choice from Seattle City
Light, Tacoma City Light and Snohomish County PUD.  The
technical studies that are part of the analysis include computer
simulations of projected power flow.  (See SDEIS Appendix H,
available on request.)  The DEIS did contain the salient issues
with regard to why this project is needed.

Other improvements BPA is considering in the area are:  a new
230/500-kV transformer at Sno King Substation; and system
additions at Bothell, Monroe, Sno King and Snohomish
substations.  In addition, the need for a 500-kV transmission line
from Echo Lake Substation north to Monroe Substation is being
studied.  No decision about this project has been made. These
projects are proposed in response to growing Puget Sound area
load and the Treaty return to Canada.  Also see Section 1.2.1 and
Appendix M of the SDEIS and the response to Comment 1942-
006.

394-003 The description of the purpose and need for the project is
greatly expanded in Chapter 1 of the SDEIS.

394-004 See response to Comment 411-006.

394-005 Comment noted.

394-005
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394-006 Comment noted.  Information that has become available since
the DEIS was published was included in the SDEIS.  The
Proposed Action is described in more detail in Section 2.1 of
the SDEIS, including a variety of mitigation measures.  Design
information used for the biological assessment was not
available when the DEIS was being produced.  BPA typically
uses site-specific information and information gained from
past transmission line development to estimate and fully
disclose potential impacts.

394-007 Please see response to Comment 394-006.

394-008 BPA has submitted a consistency determination under the
Coastal Zone Management Act to the Washington Department of
Ecology.  The Department of Ecology concurred with BPA’s
determination that the proposed project was consistent with the
Coastal Zone Management Act.   See Section 5.11.2 and
Appendix V of the SDEIS.

394-009 BPA intends to provide compensatory mitigation for project
impacts, including permanent protection of adjoining lands.
Please see response to Comment 340-002.  The USFWS and
NMFS have assessed the proposed project’s impacts on the HCP
and have concluded that the HCP will retain its value and
function (see Appendix U and Appendix AA of the FEIS).

394-010 On March 16, 2001, BPA met with representatives of federal
agencies with ESA jurisdiction (USFWS and NMFS) to discuss
the purpose and need for the project, alternatives considered,
potential impacts and NEPA and HCP processes.  A SPU
representative was present at this meeting.  BPA prepared a
biological assessment to evaluate the potential effects of the
Proposed Action on listed and candidate threatened and
endangered species, and designated or proposed critical
habitat.  The BA was prepared pursuant to the final rules for
interagency cooperation under the Endangered species Act
(ESA) (50 CFR 402.12; June 3, 1986).  BPA initiated formal
consultation with the USFWS on the northern spotted owl.
NMFS has concurred with BPA’s determination that there will
not be any adverse impacts to federally-listed anadromous fish
(see Appendix U of the SDEIS and FEIS).

394-006

394-007
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394-011 BPA believes that presenting the extent of the potential impacts
in four defined impact levels (no impacts, low impacts, moderate
impacts, and high impacts) provides helpful information to the
reader and the decision maker since each level is defined and
specific to the resource impacted.  Readers are then able to
evaluate the “significance” of the impact based on the potential
change to the resource.

394-012 Please see responses to Comments 411-006 and 394-006.  The
expanded range of alternatives in the SDEIS allows BPA to
determine which course of action best meets the purpose and
need described in the SDEIS.  The fact that BPA chose to more
fully analyze additional alternatives shows that BPA has not
limited the choice of reasonable alternatives prior to the Record
of Decision.

394-013 BPA disclosed its preferred alternative in the SDEIS and has
included more information on the various alternatives.
Alternative 1 remains BPA’s preferred alternative.  BPA’s
Administrator will make a decision on this project using the
information developed during the NEPA process.  The
Administrator will make a final decision in a Record of Decision
at least 30 days after the publication of this FEIS, as required by
Council on Environmental Quality regulations.  If the
Administrator decides on one of the action alternatives, BPA
would initiate action after the Record of Decision is signed and
after all required permits and other legal obligations are met.

394-014 It was BPA’s intention to respond to all scoping comments in
the DEIS.  Many of the comment examples raised have been
addressed in more detail in the SDEIS.  Please see responses
to individual comments from letter 394 to determine how and
where additional information on specific issues raised during
scoping were addressed in the SDEIS.

394-015 Mitigation will be addressed in the appropriate detail in the
Mitigation Action Plan to be prepared for this project, and in
association with permitting discussions with the appropriate
federal, state, and local regulatory agencies.

BPA has purchased land that could replace that lost within the
Cedar River Watershed and is in the process of purchasing more

394-008

394-009

394-010

394-011

394-012

394-013
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394-014

394-015

394-016

394-017

394-018

394-019

for the purpose of compensatory mitigation.  Please see
response to Comment 340-002.

394-016 Comment noted.  The DEIS omitted the results of the cultural
resource survey since the survey had not yet been completed at
the time the DEIS was released.  HRA performed a thorough
survey of the preferred route and located a logging feature and a
trench feature, neither of which appears to be eligible for the
National Register of Historic Places.  The contractor conducted
further work at the trench feature, at the request of OAHP and
the Muckleshoot Tribe.  SPU protocols for cultural surveys were
followed.  Appendix X has standards of protection required for
any new finds during construction.

394-017 The statement that impact to cultural resources is expected to be
low was based on a sensitivity study of the project (DeBoer
2000). The Draft Cultural Resource Survey Technical Report
(Bialas 2001), based on an intensive survey with subsurface
testing, located only two cultural resources and determined both
as not eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic
Places.

394-018 Additional information regarding the Cedar River Watershed
and its importance as a source of drinking water was included in
the SDEIS.

394-019 Additional information regarding the Cedar River Watershed and
the potential impacts of the proposed project to the drinking
water supply was included in the SDEIS.

394-020 BPA created an extensive mailing list based on the mailing list
developed for the Cedar River Watershed HCP.  The purpose
of the mailing list was to identify elected officials and
individuals and groups who could be affected by the project.
The mailing list included local, state and federally elected
officials, tribes, environmental groups, landowners and others.

394-021 Please see response to Comment 382-011.

394-022 Use of existing crossings of major rivers and streams is proposed
as follows:
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394-020

394-021

394-022

394-023

394-024

394-025

394-026

394-027

• Rock Creek — existing county road crossing and BPA access
road.

• Raging River — no access road crossings.

One temporary bridge may be needed for construction.  No
water-crossing culverts need to be replaced or installed for
construction.  BPA is in the process of pursuing permits for
replacing some existing culverts to allow for fish passage.  See
Section 2.1.1.5 of the SDEIS.

394-023 The DEIS does clarify potential for impacts from vegetation
clearing both within the 150-foot ROW and outside.  In many
cases, however, this is classified as vegetation clearing and not
specific to whether that clearing is inside or outside the ROW.
The clearing of vegetation, no matter where it occurred, would
have similar impacts.

394-024 Please see response to Comment 394-017.

394-025 Construction equipment and log trucks would need to be
brought into the project area, if a decision were made to build
the project.  These vehicles would operate under the weight
requirements as identified by the State of Washington, and if
those weight limitations would be exceeded, permits would
need to be obtained prior to any work being undertaken.

394-026 Vehicles and other construction equipment that use diesel,
gasoline and/or hydraulic systems would be used to construct
the project.  In addition, maintenance and refueling of the
equipment would be required.  Oil or fuel spills could impact
the Cedar River water quality.  However, substantial
construction activities, such as tower placement or road
construction, would not be in proximity to water bodies such
that a spill, which would involve a relatively small volume
(such as from a hydraulic hose breaking) would impact the
water supply.  A detailed Stormwater and Pollution Prevention
Plan (SWPP), or similar document, such as a Water Quality
Control Plan (WQCP), would include a Spill Prevention and
Contingency Plan.  These plans would be prepared and
approved by regulating agencies, including Seattle Public
Utilities (SPU) and the Washington State Department of Health
(DOH) prior to project construction.  BPA would also hire an
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independent inspector with stop-work authority to monitor
ongoing construction activities.  Logging activities, which
include the use of log trucks, yarding towers, and ground-
based yarding equipment, have previously been allowed
within portions of the Cedar River Watershed.  In addition,
SPU maintenance vehicles also operate within the Watershed.
If SPU maintains a WQCP and/or SWPPP or similar plan
regarding contingencies for spills within the Watershed,
including their prevention and response, the BPA’s SWPPP for
the proposed project would include similar contingencies.

No substantial earth-disturbing construction projects, such as
road building or tower construction, are anticipated
immediately adjacent to or near water bodies that drain into
the Cedar River drinking water supply.  Clearing of most timber
within the ROW will be required.  Riparian areas would be
spanned, however, some clearing would be required in riparian
areas.  Much of the proposed alignment is along low- to
moderate-sloping ground and in soils that have a low
susceptibility to surface erosion, such that there is a low potential
for project-related mass wasting events and soil erosion; hence,
a low probability of impacts to drinking water supplies.  An
Erosion and Sediment Control Plan (ESCP), or similar document,
such as a WQCP, will be prepared and approved by the
regulating agencies prior to project construction.  The ESCP will
include Best Management Practices (BMPs) that will be
implemented as needed to reduce the potential for turbidity
events.  Where the project crosses steeper ground and/or more
sensitive soils, more strict BMPs, including seasonal work
restrictions and sediment barriers, can be implemented.

394-027 Section 3.4 of the revised Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix
A) discusses the role of shade as a control on stream temperature
in the streams that would be affected.  Section 4.6.2.1 of the
SDEIS discusses how stream temperature would likely be
affected by construction of the transmission line.  Likely effects
on stream temperature are also discussed in the biological
assessment for the proposed transmission line.

394-028 The length of the preferred route is just a little less than the
stated 9 miles thus accounting for the 152 acres stated in the
DEIS.  Please see responses to Comments 366-002, 382-011 and
394-108.

394-028

394-029

394-030

394-031

394-032
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394-029 BPA disagrees that impacts would be greater than those stated in
the EIS.  Please see response to Comment 340-002 for
information about mitigation.

394-030 BPA does not expect any major impacts to public health and
the drinking water supply during construction and operation of
the proposed project.  Mitigation is proposed to reduce the risk
of impacts.  Impacts to surface water and ground water would
be low.

394-031 The data used for these studies is a compilation of all customers
load forecasts, the existing transmission system, expected
generation condition forecasts and expected interchange of
power among utilities.  BPA prepares this study annually and it
is also used by other Northwest utilities.  For the particular
study that led to this proposed project, in addition to the
forecasts, these assumptions were used: extreme cold weather
load in the Northwest (similar to the Arctic Express of 1989); all
available thermal generation in the Puget Sound Area is
running (at lower generation levels the project would be
needed earlier) and Intalco Load on (Intalco presently holds a
transmission contract with BPA to serve the smelter although the
smelter is not currently operating.  However, BPA has included
the load in studies because the transmission capacity has to be
available because the load could return at any time).  At the
time of the studies, the joint study utilities (Seattle City Light,
Snohomish County PUD, Tacoma City Light and Puget Sound
Energy) approved these assumptions.  See Section 1.2.1 of the
SDEIS.

394-032 Cost estimates have been expanded in the SDEIS.  See Sections
2.1.4, 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3, 2.2.4, 2.2.5.12, 2.2.6.12, 2.2.7.12,
and 2.2.8.12.  The mitigation that would be included with each
alternative and an estimate of the costs are included in these
sections.

394-033 Helicopter construction techniques would be required for the
proposed action if BPA decides to build a transmission line.

394-034 Table 2-1 has been expanded in the SDEIS to clarify the areas
where full clearing is likely within the right-of-way, and where

394-033

394-034

394-035

394-036

394-037

394-038

394-039
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394-040

394-041

394-042

394-043

394-044

partial clearing would be evaluated (the removal of danger
trees).  In the areas identified as partial clearing, the remaining
trees will be protected as much as practicable.  Figure 4 has also
been added to the SDEIS to graphically show the difference
between horizontal distance and slope distance.  The range of
clearing shown in Table 2-1 is an example based on the average
height of trees given, of the distances from centerline to the
furthermost tree to be cut as a danger tree.  This is merely an
example.  There may be instances where the trees are taller
than the average and individual trees could be removed at
distances even farther than those listed in the table, but these
instances would be few.

The 50-foot easement is a road easement.  Please see response
to Comment 382-009.

394-035 See response to Comment 394-034.

394-036 See response to Comment 340-004.

394-037 The description of the types of impacts that could be expected
from constructing and maintaining access roads, and an
approximation of their acreage were included, as that was the
best available information BPA had in its possession.  Information
was updated in the SDEIS.

394-038 The 20-foot width was used for calculations because it would be
closer to the average disturbed width.  The 50-foot width is used
for acquisition purposes outside of the purchased power line
right-of-way.  Many of the proposed access roads to be
constructed are spur roads from existing power line or
watershed system roads and would be short.  This type of
access road is not constructed to the same standard as a longer
system access road.  The road would be constructed using an in
or out-slope type of design that does not require ditching.  The
typical disturbed width would be less than 20 feet.

Typically all temporary road and staging areas are re-vegetated.
Staging areas were not included in the analysis.

394-039 BPA access roads are not impervious.  While it is true that the
roads have rocked surfaces, the surface is not impermeable.
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BPA roads are not constructed like the system roads within the
CRW or tree farms in the region.  Those roads are built to
withstand heavy traffic while BPA access roads (unless they are to
become part of a private ownership road system) are built for
line construction then limited line maintenance.  The roads are
designed and constructed to a standard consistent with existing
drainage design practices.

Existing standards are used to design erosion control measures
and are employed as soon as construction begins.  An erosion
control plan is filed prior to start of construction.

394-040 At the time of publishing the DEIS, sufficient line design
information was not available, i.e., tower locations.  Some
preliminary information was noted but site-specific data was
not possible without the tower locations.  All stream crossing
information is now available and structure design has been
completed.  See response to Comment 394-022.  The map
presented in Figure 5 of the Wetlands Technical Report (revised
Appendix D) shows where all the proposed towers and new
roads would be located.

394-041 The location of staging areas are determined by BPA’s
construction contractors and are not known at this time.  No
staging areas will be allowed on the Cedar River Watershed.
Staging areas were not included in the analysis because they will
be chosen by the contractor, if a contract is awarded.

394-042 Overall cost estimates are included in the SDEIS for each
alternative.  The costs are based on “typical per unit” costs.
Those costs are modified with any additional information
available.  See response to Comment 394-032.

394-043 In total these three hydroelectric plants generate 15.5 MW
maximum.  The total Puget Sound area load in 2003 for extra
heavy cold weather is about 10,000 MW.  The three plants
could serve only about 0.155 percent of the total area load or
in other words could serve about 8 percent of one year’s load
growth. These are very small generators and as such are
usually netted with load near the generator.  Although the
generators are rated for 15.5 MW, the actual generation
available during extreme winter cold weather may be much

394-045

394-046

394-047

394-048

394-049
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394-050

394-051

394-052

394-053

394-054

less due to freezing and reduced runoff due to the cold
weather.  These projects were not considered in the decision
making process because there impact is minor.

394-044 and 394-045   Table 2-2 is a summary table of impacts.  Table 2-2
was updated and incorporated into the SDEIS as Table 2-3.  The
DEIS and the SDEIS addressed these specific issues in more
detail in their chapters on effects, Chapter 4.

See the list of issues and related comment numbers at the end of
the chapter.  This list includes comments and responses that
address HCP impacts, access roads, water quality, fisheries,
wetlands, and cultural resources.  Additional information on
fisheries is found in Appendices A, N and U of the SDEIS.
Additional information for Appendix A is in the FEIS.  Additional
information about wetlands is in Appendix D (also revised for the
FEIS), and Appendix Q of the SDEIS.

 394-046 Comment noted.

394-047 At the time the DEIS was being assembled, BPA had not
conducted a field review of the existing access road system
including drainage structures.  During the field review of the
road system within the CRW, a review that included both
previously-acquired system roads (roads for which BPA has
acquired rights of use) and unspecified roads, road quality was
evaluated.  BPA concluded that with few exceptions the existing
watershed system roads were capable of withstanding the travel
of line construction vehicles because the roads were originally
constructed for logging activities.  In most cases rock depths
exceeded 12 inches and all roads were ditched and drained
and kept in good serviceable condition.  The exceptions would
be the weight limitation placed on the Cedar River Bridge east
of the existing power line right-of-way and some “soft” spots on
some roads that would require additional rock.  Existing drainage
structures were adequate; removing and or replacing them
would only add to disturbance and siltation.

394-055
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BPA does not plan to construct any additional through access
roads.  While there will be new road construction, all roads
within the CRW will be dead-ended.  Most new roads will be
short, accessing only one or two towers and most are being
constructed because the existing route to travel along the
existing right-of-way has been designated as a wetlands or
wetlands buffer.  Some existing routes would be closed and
allowed to revegetate naturally.  All material will move along
designated routes approved and acquired if in private ownership
by BPA.  Movement of materials on public roadways is the
responsibility of the construction contractor.

Rock sources have not been identified.  Location and material
acceptability are the responsibility of the contractor.  BPA
provides specifications only.

Staging areas are the responsibility of the contractor.  BPA does
acquire the main materials yard where steel and conductor
may be picked up.

BPA bears all maintenance responsibility for roads and facilities
it constructs whose sole function is construction and
maintenance of the power line and right-of-way.  If BPA acquires
a right of easement along an existing road it will be responsible
for maintenance during the construction period, and will pay for
damage caused by BPA’s use after construction.  If BPA constructs
a gate or installs a drainage structure along an existing privately
owned road, BPA may accept full responsibility for maintenance
of the unit depending on formal agreement with the fee owner
of the property.

394-048 This sentence has been changed.

394-049 This information has been added.

394-050 In addition to surface water sources, water in the Cedar River,
which provides drinking water to 1.3 million people, is also
partially derived from groundwater sources.  As such,
contamination of the groundwater could impact the drinking
water supplies. Project construction- and operation-related
waste discharges, such as turbid water, spills, and project-related
sanitation, would be strictly controlled.  Construction and

394-056

394-057

394-058

394-059

394-060

394-061
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394-062

394-063

394-064

394-065

394-066

394-067

operation of the proposed project should not result in a
detectable degradation of the ground water quality.  This
information has been added to the SDEIS.  See also Appendix Y.

394-051 Comment noted.  This information is found in Section 3.6.4 of
the SDEIS.

394-052 Comment noted.  Every reasonable effort would be employed to
avoid potential impacts from project construction and operation
to the drinking water supplies.

394-053 BPA understands that this WQCP is an instrument used to modify
the Watershed Control Program (WCP) that has been adopted by
state and federal agencies to maintain the water quality in the
Cedar River Watershed.  BPA would work with the City to help
prepare a modification to the WQCP.

394-054 If BPA decides to build a line, it would strive to meet the
requirements of all regulations to maintain a clean and safe
drinking water source.  As previously stated, appropriate plans
will be designed, approved and implemented to avoid impacts,
such as spills and turbidity plumes, to the drinking water source.

394-055 and -056   Impacts to Chinook and coho salmon are addressed in
Section 3.2.4 of the Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A) and
further detail is provided in the Biological Assessment for the
proposed transmission line.  The results of informal consultation
with NOAA Fisheries on these species are described in Section
5.2 and Appendix U of the SDEIS.  Appropriate compensatory
mitigation for habitat impacts is planned.  See response to
Comment 340-002.  Impacts to steelhead are discussed in
Sections 3.0 and 4.0 of the Fisheries Technical Report.

394-057 Comment noted.

394-058 The distribution of streams providing potential anadromous fish
habitat is based on maps presented in the Final Cedar River
Watershed HCP (City of Seattle 2000).

394-059 Type 4 streams are defined as non-fish-bearing under the
Washington Forest Practices Rules (WFPB 2000).  The Final
Cedar River Watershed HCP (City of Seattle 2000) does not
identify any streams classified as Type 4 as being fish-bearing.

394-068
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394-060 This information has been added to the SDEIS.

394-061  The relationship between the two streams has been clarified in
the SDEIS and the revised Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix
A).

394-062 Methodology for analysis of riparian shade is based on that
presented in revised Appendix D of the Watershed Analysis
Manual, Version 4, published by the Washington Department of
Natural Resources.  Model predictions were further verified
using program SSSHADE and SSTEMP (Bartholow, J.  1989.
Stream Segment Temperature Model (SSTEMP) Version 3.5.
Temperature Model Technical Note # 2. Fort Collins, U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service).  These models show negligible
temperature effects resulting from altering 10 percent shade
cover on a 1,000-foot long stream reach.  The data presented in
the Fisheries Technical Report (revised Appendix A) support the
report’s conclusions.  These findings are fully consistent with the
most detailed analysis of the shade-temperature relationship yet
performed for Washington Streams: Sullivan, K. J.; Tooley, J.;
Doughty, K.; Caldwell, J. E. and Knudsen, P. A. 1990. Evaluation
of prediction models and characterization of stream temperature
regimes in Washington.  TFW-WQ3-90-006. Timber Fish &
Wildlife, Department of Natural Resources, Olympia,
Washington.

394-063 Comment noted.

394-064 This information has been included.

394-065 The project vicinity has been enlarged and is described along
with the approach to addressing wildlife impacts in Section 3.8
of the SDEIS.  In general, there are two levels at which wildlife
habitat is discussed.  The broad project vicinity is used to
address issues related to wide-ranging species, migratory
species, and species with large home ranges.  The project
area, defined as the area within 0.25 miles of the proposed
project, is addressed in more detail because the potential
impacts of the project would likely be focused within that
area.

The list of species with federal or state protection status has been
updated in Table 2 of the Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix

394-069

394-070

394-072

394-073

394-074

394-075

394-071
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B).  The decision to preclude species that were not expected to
occur in the project area was based on the habitat requirements
for the individual species.  Species with large home ranges were
excluded based on the lack of habitat within the boundaries
described under project vicinity.  Wording in Table 3 of
Appendix B was changed to “not expected to occur in project
vicinity” for these species.  The remainder of the species in
Table 3 are either habitat specialists or low mobility species and
habitat for them does not occur in the project area or vicinity.

Potential impacts to species with large home ranges are
discussed in general terms in Section 4.7.2 of the SDEIS and
changes in the amount of habitat available for species in the
project area are displayed in Table 4-10 of the SDEIS.

394-066 Comment noted.  The project vicinity was enlarged in the SDEIS
to include the upper watershed.  Table 2 of the Wildlife
Technical Report (Appendix B) lists marbled murrelet as “may
occur in the project vicinity.”  The risk of bird collision with
transmission lines is discussed in Section 4.7.2.4 of the SDEIS.

394-067 While signs of nesting activity were not observed during field
reconnaissance surveys for this project, and the area does not
meet the usual description of pileated woodpecker nesting
habitat (as in Rodrick and Milner 1991), Section 4.1.2 of the
Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B) was revised to reflect the
comment.

394-068 According to existing data sources (i.e., the Cedar River
Watershed HCP [City of Seattle 2000] and the WDFW Priority
Habitats and Species Database [WDFW 2000]) no peregrine
falcon eyries occur in the Cedar River Watershed or in the
project vicinity, as defined in the Wildlife Resources Report,
Section 3.3.

394-069 This information was not provided in the Vegetation Technical
Report (Appendix C) or the Wetlands Technical Report (revised
Appendix D).  However, we do not feel it is necessary to collect
or present the information because it would not substantively
contribute to the impact analysis, or the identification of
potential significant impacts as required under the National
Environmental Policy Act.   Riparian vegetation at the Cedar

394-076

394-077

394-078

394-079

394-080

394-081
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River crossing will be minimally impacted by the construction of
the new line.  The line design includes taller, double-circuit
towers on each side of the Cedar River.  The tower design and
location would reduce greatly the vegetation clearing required.

394-070 and -071   The discussion of wetland buffers within the Wetlands
Technical Report (revised Appendix D) provides a brief overview
of some of the functions provided by intact buffers.  The purpose
of this discussion is to outline general functional benefits from
intact wetland buffers and not to detail the entire suite of buffer
functions including benefits to water quality, water supply, stream
temperature, bank stability, and the associated benefits for fish,
amphibians, and other species.  However, we do not feel it is
necessary to collect or present additional information because it
would not substantively contribute to the impact analysis, or the
identification of potential impacts as required under the National
Environmental Policy Act.

394-072  The DEIS did refer to the mapped, ancient deep-seated
landslide which is on the southeastern flank of Brew Hill along
the preferred Alternate 1 route (see Section 4.4.2).  The DEIS
also referred the reader to the technical appendix (Appendix F
of the DEIS) for additional details regarding this landslide.  The
mapped, deep-seated landslide hazard along the Alternate 3
route in the Steele Creek basin is not referred to in the DEIS, but
is discussed in the technical appendix.  Evidence of recent or
historical mass movement in these mapped, deep-seated
landslide areas was not observed.

Several inner gorges are encountered along the alternative
alignments where the alignments cross rivers or creeks.  These
areas are discussed as potential shallow landslide and soil
erosion areas in the technical appendix.  Roads and towers
would not be placed on the steep slopes within these inner
gorges.  Instead, towers would be placed on the flatter slopes on
either side of the gorges and the transmission lines would span
these drainages.  As a result, the potential for project-related
landslides in these areas is remote.

Soil erosion is discussed in Section 4.4.1.1 of the SDEIS and in
the technical appendix. Soil erosion BMPs are discussed in
Section 4.4.2.1 of the SDEIS and in the technical appendix.

394-082

394-083

394-084

394-085

394-086

394-087
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394-073 See response to Comment 394-050.

394-074 Comment noted.

394-075 Since herbicides will not be used within the CRW, it is not
possible for herbicides to contaminate the Cedar River.  The
statement in the EIS has been changed to reflect that.

394-076 A site-specific Spill Prevention and Control (SPC) Plan will be
prepared that covers the project scope of work (including
equipment, materials, and activities).

This SPC Plan shall address the procedures, methods and
equipment to prevent discharge of oil (i.e., petroleum products)
into or upon the navigable waters of the United States.  This
SPC plan also shall meet the requirements of the State of
Washington, which specify the spill response, cleanup, and
disposal requirements of oil.  In addition, BPA requires that this
SPC Plan be prepared to include all hazardous substances
(including oil and other petroleum products) associated with the
scope of work.

394-077 Section 4.2 of the Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A)
describes operations and maintenance impacts of Alternative 1
(the Proposed Action).

394-078 Cumulative impacts of vegetation clearing are described in
Section 4.1.3 of the Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A).

394-079 Please see response to Comment 382-017.

394-080 Comment noted.  BPA has sited the proposed transmission
towers and access/spur roads to avoid streams, wetlands and
riparian areas.  While none of these facilities would be located
in these sensitive areas, some clearing would be required in
wetlands and riparian areas particularly where those areas are
found within the proposed right-of-way.  Table 4-5 displays
information on the amount of riparian vegetation that may be
cleared.  BPA would attempt to minimize the amount of clearing
in riparian areas.

394-088

394-090

394-091

394-092

394-093

394-089
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394-094

394-095

394-096

394-097

394-098

394-099

394-100

394-081 BPA is working with SPU to assure that all activities on the
Watershed meet SPU standards to the extent practicable.

394-082 At the time the Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A) was
prepared in late 2000, the Final Cedar River Watershed HCP
(City of Seattle 2000) was not yet available to the public, in
spite of the fact that the HCP had been approved by the Seattle
City Council in April 2000.  The Final HCP has since become
available.  The findings reported in the Fisheries Technical
Report were revised to be consistent with the Final HCP.  Text in
the SDEIS was changed to reflect these revisions.

394-083 See response to Comment 394-081.

394-084 An undetermined number of new cross drain culverts will be
installed and we will be replacing other culverts of this type.
BPA acknowledges that there are problems associated with some
of its existing culverts on its access roads on the Raver-Echo Lake
right-of-way within the Cedar River Watershed.  BPA is
committed to addressing these problems with SPU, the
landowner, and the Washington State Department of Fish and
Wildlife.

394-085 See response to Comment 394-081.

394-086 See response to Comment 394-081.

394-087 Comment noted.  Please see response to Comment 394-076.

394-088 BPA has included more information concerning potential impacts
to endangered species in the SDEIS.  The commenter states that
the DEIS concludes that the impacts are high but cannot be
mitigated.  BPA respectfully disagrees with the commenter’s
interpretation.  The DEIS makes it clear that two of the three
waterways which may potentially provide habitat to listed fish in
the future (once the proposed downstream fish ladder is
completed thereby opening up the Cedar and Raging rivers to
migration), would have low impacts.  A third waterway, the
Cedar River, may have high impacts if large conifers were cut
and removed, but this would not be needed.  There are
currently no listed fish in the project’s action area, and during
construction no trees will be cut near the Cedar River.
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394-101

394-102

394-103

394-104

394-105

394-106

394-107

394-108

Concerning the comments on the ESA, BPA fully intends to fully
comply with its obligations under the Endangered Species Act.
After submitting a biological assessment to the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, FWS concurred with BPA’s “not likely to
adversely affect” determination on the bull trout, marbled
murrelet, bald eagle, grizzly bear, gray wolf, and Canada lynx
and did not identify any other federally-listed endangered
species that would be adversely affected by the project.
Consultation on the spotted owl will be completed prior to
construction.

With respect to the NMFS, we received letters from them stating
that they expect the effects of the Proposed Action to be
discountable or insignificant.  Their letters announce the
conclusion of our informal consultation with them in accordance
with 50 CFR 402.14(b)(1) (see Appendix U of the SDEIS and
FEIS).

394-089 No bull trout spawning areas have been identified in western
Washington at elevations of less than 2,000 feet (King County
Department of Natural Resources, 2000).  See Section 4.1.3.1 of
the revised Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A).

394-090 The analysis of cumulative impacts has been changed in the
SDEIS.  The beginning of Chapter 4 includes the definition of
cumulative impacts and lists the foreseeable future actions that
were considered in estimating cumulative impacts to individual
resources.

394-091 The Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A) was included as an
appendix to the DEIS because the EIS is written, according to
CEQ regulations, in plain language the public and decision-
makers can understand.  The full findings of the analysis are in
the technical report so that reviewers interested in the details of
the analysis can read them.  The DEIS contained sufficient
information to assess the potential impacts of the Proposed
Action in accordance with NEPA requirements.

394-092 See response to Comment 394-089.

394-093 and -094   Table 5 of the Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A)
has been revised to include this information.  Information on the
lamprey is outside the scope of this project.
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394-109

394-110

394-111

394-112

394-095 Section 4.1 of the Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B) was
revised to include a more detailed analysis about the issues of
travel or dispersal barriers and how it affects the behavior of
animals.  More information was added to the SDEIS.

394-096 Section 4.1 of the Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B) was
revised to include a more detailed analysis about the issues of
collision and electrocution.  Additional information has been
added to the SDEIS.  Electrocutions associated with high
voltage transmission lines are extremely rare.  BPA is currently
helping to develop improved technology for monitoring bird
collisions in cooperation with the Edison Electric Institute.
BPA is providing funding and expertise in a study to test a bird
strike indicator, a device clipped onto overhead ground wires
to monitor and store impacts with the wire.  Some of these
devices are being tested in areas of known bird strikes that
have been previously studied in the Audubon Wildlife Refuge
in North Dakota.  If they prove to be a useful tool, these
devices will be placed for monitoring in the areas identified as
having the highest need.

394-097 Tables were double-checked, totals verified, and changes were
made as needed.

394-098 Although ruffed grouse are likely to be present in the project
area given the habitat types available, they do not meet any of
the criteria for inclusion in the analysis, as described in Section
3.3.2 of the Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B), and so were
not included in the analysis.  Blue grouse do meet the criteria, as
a species of local concern, and because the habitat modeled for
this species by Smith et al. (1997) for the Washington State Gap
Analysis included mixed and coniferous forest habitats at all
elevations, this species was included as potentially occurring in
the project area.

394-099 Comment noted.  Please see response to Comment 340-002.

394-100 BPA knows of no mortality issues involving avian species with its
existing Raver-Echo Lake power line in the project area;
however, the existing line has no overhead ground wire, and the
proposed line would contain an overhead ground wire over the
length of the project.  To mitigate for the potential for collision

394-113
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394-114

394-115

394-116

394-117

394-118

394-119

394-120

with the overhead ground wire, BPA would install bird flight
diverters over the Cedar and Raging rivers as a part of the
project.  This apparatus should allow any birds using these
wildlife corridors to see the overhead ground wire and avoid
the potential for bird strike.  BPA believes avoiding the potential
for mortality is preferable to offering compensatory mitigation for
its occurrence.

394-101 With the exception of installing bird flight diverters on the
overhead ground wire over the riparian areas of the Cedar and
Raging rivers, no alterations  would be made to the proposed
structures or line configurations to prevent and/or minimize
negative impacts to any avian species in the area since none
would be necessary.  Since the proposed conductors would be
spaced a minimum of 21 feet apart, it would be unlikely that any
bird could come in contact with two conductors at the same
time, thus avoiding any potential for electrocution.  And raptor
collisions with power lines are relatively rare.  For more
information, please see Section 4.1.1 of the revised Final
Wildlife Technical Report, entitled “Impacts common to All
Transmission Line Alternatives” in Appendix B.

394-102 The details about these mitigation measures will be included in
the Mitigation Action Plan for this project.  We will include
leaving existing snags and the creation of new snags to both
preserve existing habitat and the creation of new wildlife
habitat, where possible.

394-103 The location of towers and access roads have been developed to
help reduce the amount of riparian vegetation impacted.

394-104 The cumulative effects analysis was updated in the SDEIS.
Section 4.7.2.11 discusses cumulative effects associated with the
Proposed Action.  Table 4-9 in the SDEIS displays potential
cumulative impacts for each of the alternatives.  Although BPA
would require additional access roads, SPU is planning on
obliterating some of its current access roads.  BPA has acquired a
352-acre parcel of land north of the CRMW to prevent future
development (except for the Proposed Action and future
transmission lines) as mitigation for the forestland that would be
impacted by the Proposed Action.  See also response to
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Comment 340-002.  For these reasons, the cumulative impact of
the Proposed Action is low to moderate.

394-105 Comment noted.  BPA agrees.

394-106 See response to 366-002.  We will be using a stable tree criteria.

394-107 Table 4-6 from the DEIS has been deleted.  See Table 4-10 in the
SDEIS.

394-108 Mitigation for soil disturbance and the possibility of introduction
of noxious weeds would include any or all of the following:

• Reseeding disturbed areas with a seed mix acceptable by
BPA and SPU;

• Washing of construction and maintenance vehicles to prevent
spread of seed from one source to another;

• Treatment of known noxious weeds through manual or
mechanical measures.

394-109 Comment noted.  The statement has been revised in the SDEIS.

394-110 See response to Comment 382-017.

394-111 BPA has been meeting with the Muckleshoot Culture Committee
on the proposed project since early 2000.  One of the Tribe’s
chief concerns is what impact the proposed project would have
on cultural resources important to the Tribe.  BPA is working with
the committee to site the proposed project with the least impact
on cultural resources.

If BPA were to decide to construct the proposed project, BPA
would obtain land rights from the property owners to do so,
including Seattle Public Utilities.  BPA obtains easement rights to
construct, operate and maintain its transmission facilities;
however, the land within the right-of-way remains in fee
ownership of the property owner.  Although BPA has offered to
move its facilities, given certain constraints, to avoid cultural
resources, the Tribe needs to work with the landowner regarding
harvesting any resources important to the Tribe.

394-112 BPA would commit to these mitigation measures.  With respect
to the noxious weed issue, BPA is willing to work with the

394-121

394-122

394-123

394-124

394-126

394-125
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394-127

landowner in controlling noxious weeds on BPA’s existing right-
of-way attributable to BPA’s actions or inactions, as well as to
prevent the proliferation of noxious weeds on the proposed
right-of-way within the CRW that would also be attributable to
BPA actions or inactions.  Preventing the spread of noxious
weeds is an ongoing maintenance objective of BPA, but it must
be undertaken in concert with landowner help, particularly
where the noxious weed problem exists adjacent to BPA’s rights-
of-way as well.

394-113 BPA has sited all of its facilities, tower sites, access roads and
substation expansion to avoid filling any jurisdictional wetlands.
Although approximately 14 acres of forested wetlands would be
converted from forested wetlands to scrub/shrub wetlands, this
clearing would be undertaken by hand clearing only.  No
mechanized land-clearing equipment would be allowed in these
wetlands.  BPA believes in avoidance first, minimization next
and then providing compensatory mitigation where necessary.

394-114 Additional information was developed for the draft EIS after the
Wetlands Technical Report was prepared. The most recent
information was included in the SDEIS.

394-115 The sentence was changed.

394-116 Please see response to Comment 394-029.

394-117 Impacts to amphibian habitat are described in Section 4.1.2 of
the Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B), with habitat loss
expected to be the major potential impact for these species.

394-118 Please see response to Comment 340-002.

394-119 Please see response to Comment 394-016.

394-120 With respect to construction noise, the Muckleshoot Culture
Committee has expressed a concern about construction noise
impacts on fawning and calving by the deer and elk
populations within the CRW.  By the time BPA would initiate
construction activities (in August), the deer and elk-birthing
season would have ended.  Our understanding is that fawning
and calving are usually completed by June 15th.  BPA will do its
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best to honor this request while still trying to have the line
energized when it would be needed.  The construction noise
would be considered short-term and intermittent, and would
occur only in specific locations until the project would be
completed.

Regarding operation noise, Section 4.13.1 of the DEIS entitled
“Predicted Audible Noise Levels” stated that the incremental
noise contributed by the proposed line adjacent to the existing
Raver-Echo Lake 500-kV line would only be about 1 dBA at
the edge of the proposed right-of-way and would not be
discernible.  Wildlife such as deer and elk commonly use BPA
rights-of-way to browse, and do not appear to be affected by the
corona-generated audible noise.

With respect to the concern as to the potential effect of the new
transmission line on CRW staff radio usage and reception, the
DEIS, Section 4.13.5 entitled “Radio Interference” stated that
the project’s overall radio interference is expected to be
minimal.

394-121 Please see responses to Comments 394-051, 052, 053, and 054.

394-122 Information has been added to Chapter 5.

394-123 See response to Comments 394-096 and 394-066.  The
preferred power line route does not affect suitable nesting
habitat for the marbled murrelet and will parallel the existing
corridor, which substantially lessens any increase in risk
associated with the new line.  No noise disturbance associated
with this project would be conducted within 0.25 miles of
suitable or occupied habitat.  Therefore, the project is not
expected to increase the potential for incidental take.

 394-124   A survey for culturally modified trees was conducted on and off
the Cedar River Watershed.  No culturally modified trees were
found.

 394-125 BPA intends to abide by the King County Sensitive Areas
Ordinance including providing compensatory mitigation for
altering forested wetlands within the proposed right-of-way.
However, BPA disagrees with the commenter’s statement that
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BPA is required to meet the standards in this ordinance.  See
also responses to Comments 395-018, -019, and -020.

394-126 The DEIS states (on Page 5-16) that the HCP covers only actions
by the City of Seattle and activities undertaken by other
agencies (such as BPA) within the CRW are not addressed by the
HCP, and therefore, require separate review by USFWS and
NMFS.  The DEIS also stated “The BPA is consulting with both
the FWS and NMFS to ensure compliance with the HCP.”  See
also Appendix U in the SDEIS and FEIS, and Appendix AA of the
FEIS for the agencies’ opinions that the proposed project would
not adversely affect the HCP.

Furthermore, BPA has purchased land to be used a compensatory
mitigation to replace that which would be lost should BPA
acquire land rights to site its transmission line through the CRW.
Additional mitigation is under negotiations.

394-127 Construction and operation of the proposed BPA transmission
line would not require the underground injection of water or
wastes.  BPA would comply with applicable regulations of
federal, state and local agencies to protect drinking water
supplies, in particular, Seattle Public Utilities, Washington State
DOH, and the Cedar River Watershed, which provides drinking
water to 1.3 million people.
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394-128

394-129

394-128 This change has been made in Section 1.0 of the Fisheries
Technical Report (revised Appendix A).

394-129 Because the Biological Assessment was prepared after the
Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A), it included mitigation
actions such as avoidance of burning.  The Fisheries Technical
Report has been changed to reflect this new information.
Because of the proximity of the adjacent 500-KV line that would
remain energized during project construction, no burning would
be allowed on the proposed right-of-way.

Additionally, burning would not occur at this project because the
project is close to the Seattle-Tacoma CO maintenance area and
the King County urban growth boundary.  The state of
Washington forbids burning in non-attainment and maintenance
areas, and within the urban growth boundary.  Additionally, the
state forbids burning in any other area of the state when a
reasonable alternative to burning is found to exist (WAC 173-
425-040).  According to the state, reasonable alternatives
include chipping, woodwaste recycling, and landfilling.  Rather
than burn, BPA would pursue these alternatives. BPA typically
does not burn slash and tries to avoid such practices not only for
air quality reasons, but because soot from fires can cause
flashovers from one transmission line to another, resulting in
outages.  This information was included in Section 4.14, Air
Quality, of the DEIS.

394-130 BPA is committed to using Best Management Practices.  See
response to Comment 394-081.

394-131 See responses to Comments 366-002 and 382-009.

394-132 Section 5.15 of the SDEIS describes how BPA intends to meet
Clean Water Act requirements.  The Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPP) will describe in detail actions that will
be taken to limit erosion impacts.  Section 4.6.2.10 describes
specific mitigation that will be undertaken to lessen impacts to
fisheries.  BMPs would include silt fences and hay bales and
other such means that the contractor would use to keep
sediments from reaching surface waters.  The contractor is
responsible for identifying which specific BMPs would be used
to meet resource protection goals.
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394-130

394-131

394-132

394-133

394-134

394-135

394-136

394-137

394-133 Information not available when the DEIS was published has been
added to the SDEIS.

394-134 Comment noted.  See response to Comment 394-081.

394-135 and -136   BPA has committed to helicopter construction to reduce
the standard of road needed for construction.  Access road
design in the CRW is described in Section 2.1.1.5 of the SDEIS.

394-137 See responses to Comments 394-135 and 136.

394-138 See responses to Comments 394-135 and 136.

394-139 When establishing hazardous materials, equipment, and fueling
staging areas, consideration will be given to minimizing the
removal of existing trees and minimizing compaction of native
soils except as needed.  Staging areas will not be located
adjacent to sensitive areas, buffers, and waterways.  After
consultation with SPU, major hazardous materials and fueling
staging areas will be located outside of the CRW.  Mobile fueling
pads will be used sparingly within the CRW and only as
absolutely necessary to proceed with work in a safe and efficient
manner.

Hazardous Material Staging Area.  Drums of diesel and gasoline,
and small containers of diesel, gasoline, oils, hydraulic fluid, and
decontamination/cleaning solutions will be stored on weather-
resistant (i.e., hooded) spill containment pallets or specifically
constructed spill containment sheds.  Spill containment pallets or
shed containment will be able to contain 110 percent of the
largest container.  Hazardous materials and chemicals shall be
clearly labeled and segregated based on compatibility.
Hazardous materials and fuel storage areas shall be designed in a
manner that these areas can be secured and/or locked at the end
of each workday.  Only authorized personnel will be permitted
to enter these areas.  All products shall be clearly labeled and lids
securely fastened.  All storage tanks shall be kept off of the
ground.

Fueling Staging Area.  The fueling staging area shall consist of a
spill pad and fuel tanks (diesel and gasoline).  Temporary barriers
will be used to prevent heavy equipment from damaging/
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rupturing these tanks.  The fueling pad shall be designed with
impervious secondary containment capable of capturing any
spills that may occur during fueling operations.

The bulk fuel storage area shall be designed with a temporary
cover that also provides wind protection, and will have an
impervious berm around the perimeter of the storage area.  The
bermed area should have a storage capacity of at least 110
percent of the largest container.  The storage area shall be lined
with a double layer of plastic sheeting or similar material.

Mobile equipment fueling pads.  Construction equipment
fueling on the ROW would use pickups with saddle-mounted
tanks in their beds over portable chemically compatible
secondary containment systems.  Sorbent materials shall be used
to protect the fueling nozzle as it is transferred to and from the
fueling cradle and the vehicle being fueled.  Pickup beds will be
sealed to prevent any leakage.  Fueling will only occur in
designated fueling areas.  Fuel tanks are not allowed to be
topped off.  All equipment fueling operations shall use pumps
and funnels and absorbent pads.  All fueling vehicles would leave
the CRW daily.  All fueling operations personnel shall be trained
in SPCC procedures.

Hand-carried Equipment.  Fueling of hand-carried equipment
shall only take place in a mobile secondary containment system
consisting of a covered truck with a sealed bed and lined with an
appropriate chemically impervious material. All gas cans would
be stored and hand-carried equipment fueled in this area.  The
transfer of fuel into portable hand-carried equipment would be
performed using a funnel and/or hand pump.  The fueling system
and transport cans would be inspected daily.  All fuel storage
containers would be stored in a manner that reduces the
possibility of spills.  Gas cans would not be allowed outside of the
secondary containment area.  All hand-carried equipment
fueling vehicles would be removed from the CRW at the end of
each day.

Spill Prevention.  Spill response kits will be located in the
fueling area for easy access.  The spill response kits at a
minimum will include chemical resistant “zip-seal” storage bags,
plastic sheeting, plastic drum liners, sorbent sheets, sorbent

394-138

394-139

394-141

394-142

394-143

394-144

394-140
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394-145

394-146

394-148

394-149

394-150

394-151

394-147

booms/socks, granular oil sorbent, shovels, and overpack/salvage
drums.  Any spills shall be cleaned up immediately and the
contaminated material properly disposed of.  Accumulated storm
water in secondary containment vessels shall be collected and
disposed of properly.  Additionally sediments and sediment-laden
water containing oil on the construction site shall be captured
and managed properly.

Additional spill prevention procedures will include daily and
weekly inspections to ensure that spill controls are in place and
remain effective.  Any leaks from a fuel tank, equipment seal, or
hydraulic line will be contained within a spill pad placed
beneath potential leak sources.  An undetected leak from parked
equipment will be contained within the equipment staging area
and cleaned up upon discovery.  In addition to inspections,
employees shall be trained on spill source and receptor
recognition, spill prevention planning, spill prevention
techniques, spill response measures, and spill reporting protocol.
All employees are responsible for spill prevention and will
respond to a leak as appropriate based on their level of training,
or if a spill has occurred, they will assume a defensive posture
and immediately notify the designated person responsible for
assessing spills, implementing the SPC plan, and contacting
regulatory agencies.  Should the on-site personnel not have the
training, equipment, or materials to clean up spills, a spill
response contractor will be used.

Fire Safety.  Fire extinguishers shall be located adjacent to spill
kits in the material, equipment, and fueling staging areas.
Smoking will not be allowed in construction and fuel staging
areas and during re-fueling procedures.  Smoking will only be
allowed in designated areas.  The Contractor must comply with
forest fire laws, rules and regulations of the State of Washington
(e.g., RCW 76.04 and WAC 332-24 and WAC 332-24-405
Spark Emitting Equipment Regulations).  Construction operations
are subject to daily state fire precaution levels (FPL).  The
Contractor will need to check the level each day.  The operators
also need radio or telephone communications to report a fire.
Vehicles will be equipped with fire extinguishers and spark
arrestors.  The local fire department is responsible for
emergency containment procedures when called to the site.
The fire department takes measures necessary to prevent fire
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394-152

394-153

394-155

394-156

394-157

394-158

394-154

and explosion, and to protect people and property in the event
of a fire or explosion.

394-140 See response to Comment 394-132.

394-141 BPA is proposing using a special footing design, micropiles, so
that impacts would be reduced.  No grading would be necessary
except for the spur roads to each tower site and limited grading
at tower sites on very steep slopes for micropile drilling
equipment.  The location of stringing sites are determined by
BPA’s construction contractors and are unknown at this time.  It is
likely that there would be one stringing site where there is an
angle structure in the CRW.  Other sites would likely be outside
the CRW.

394-142 See response to Comment 382-011.

394-143 Blasting will not take place next to fish bearing streams.

394-144 Noise, particularly noise derived from activities not performed
underwater, has not been shown to have any impact on
salmonid fishes. The potential impacts of fine sediment (such as
dust) on fish habitat are described in Section 4.6.2.3 of the
SDEIS.

394-145 Locations would be restored to their original preconstruction
condition to the extent practicable.

394-146 Restored to previous condition without changing the character
of the road, if necessary.

394-147 Disturbed areas are to be reseeded with native seed mix as soon
as construction is completed in that area.  However, in many
cases, locally adapted native plant materials are not available.
Many native species available for restoration are actually from
other areas, representing different genetics than existing
vegetation.  BPA would consult with the DNR, SPU, other
agencies and Tribes about the appropriate seed mixtures to use.

394-148 BPA system planners are constantly studying the transmission
system.  BPA is proposing the Proposed Action since the capacity
of the present system is near the limits of its capability. If the limit
would be exceeded during time of peak demand (during the
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394-159

394-160

394-161

394-162

394-163

394-164

394-165

394-166

394-167

coldest days of the winter season) and a major BPA line were to
go out in the area, this scenario could develop.  See BPA’s
expanded discussion on need for the project in Chapter 1 of the
SDEIS.

394-149 An analysis of impacts to coho salmon habitat is presented in
Section 4.0 of the Fisheries Technical Report (revised Appendix
A) and is further detailed in the biological assessment for the
proposed transmission line.

394-150 See response to Comment 394-082.

394-151 Please see response to Comment 340-002.

394-152 Please see response to Comment 394-150.

394-153 The inventory of fish-bearing streams used in the analysis was
based on the inventory of such streams presented in the Draft
Cedar River Watershed HCP (City of Seattle 1998).  The Draft
HCP was used because the Final HCP (City of Seattle 2000)
was not available for public review at the time the Fisheries
Technical Report (Appendix A) was being prepared.  Figure 3
and revised Appendix A of the Fisheries Technical Report
includes the inventory of fish-bearing streams presented in the
Final Cedar River Watershed HCP.

394-154 Data do not indicate that detailed analysis of Type 4 and 5
streams would substantively alter the findings of the analysis.
The effects of the Proposed Action on such streams would be
approximately the same as the effects on Type 3 fish-bearing
streams, and those effects are detailed in Section 4.0 of the
Fisheries Technical Report (revised Appendix A).

394-155 The module used was Appendix D, Riparian Function (WFPB
1998), which is the only module that describes methods for
assessing riparian vegetation.  A skilled aerial photograph
interpreter has little difficulty interpreting stand structure using
the quality of aerial photographs available for this analysis.
Moreover, results were field-verified and, for that portion of the
project within the Cedar River Watershed, were corroborated
by vegetation structure maps provided in the Draft Cedar River
Watershed HCP (City of Seattle 1998).
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394-156 Not all trees in the ROW would be removed.  Transmission
towers are typically sited on higher ground, and they generally
span drainages and associated riparian areas.  Siting towers in
this manner would increase the likelihood that the conductors
may be above riparian areas and may require less removal of
vegetation.  BPA would also leave/protect low-growing
vegetation where possible.

394-157 The proposed right-of-way would be 150-feet wide. The right-
of-way would cross riparian areas and ravines where some of
this vegetation would not need to be taken.  BPA tries to remove
tall-growing woody vegetation from its rights-of-way and
establish low-growing vegetation to maximize cost-effectiveness
and minimize the environmental damage by having to
continually revisit the rights-of-way to remove tall-growing
species.

394-158 and -159   Comment noted. The technical appendices and the
SDEIS have been revised to reflect this comment.  BPA
appreciates the clarification provided.

394-160 Comment noted. Changes were made in the technical study
reports and the SDEIS to reflect this comment.

394-161 Comment noted.

394-162 Comment noted.

394-163 Section 3.4.1 of the Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A) has
been revised to clarify this point.

394-164 Section 3.4.1 of the Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A) has
been revised to clarify this point.

394-165 Section 3.4.1 of the Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A) has
been revised to clarify this point.

394-166 The affected streams have a much lower gradient.  Streams with
20-40 percent gradient are generally regarded as non-fish-
bearing and moreover are much less vulnerable to the types of
impact discussed in the Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A)
than are pool-riffle streams, especially fish-bearing ones.

394-168

394-169

394-170

394-171

394-172

394-173

394-174
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394-175

394-176

394-177

394-178

394-179

394-167 The relationship between the two streams has been clarified in
Section 3.4.1 of the revised Fisheries Technical Report
(Appendix A).

394-168 Comment noted.

394-169 Section 3.4.2 of the Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A) has
been revised to clarify this point.

394-170 Section 3.4.3 of the Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A) has
been revised to clarify this point.

394-171 Section 3.4.3 of the Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A) has
been revised to clarify this point.

394-172 Comment noted.

394-173 There is no inconsistency.  New access roads outside the ROW
would be distant from fish-bearing streams and have no potential
to cause impacts to them.  Temporary roads may be needed by
the construction contractor for clearing trees and for access to
pulling and reeling sites.  Temporary roads would be located
within the existing or new ROW in upland areas.  One
temporary bridge crossing, running from upland bank to upland
bank, may be needed for construction.  The bridge would be
removed after construction.  Temporary roads would be
abandoned and the disturbed area would be reseeded.

394-174 Comment noted.

394-175 No toxic materials have been identified leaching from
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) lines or towers.  BPA has
reviewed the processes by which the steel to be used for towers
in the CRW would be prepared to determine if hazardous
materials could leach from the steel.  The protective coating on
these towers will be hot-dipped galvanization.   This is a Zinc
coating that fuses with the steel as well as coats it.  This is the
same process used to galvanize steel pipes for potable water
transmission.

The galvanized steel is then dulled by dipping into acid.  This
gives the steel a darker appearance.  The acid is rinsed off
completely by dipping into a water bath.
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394-180

394-181

394-182

394-183

394-184

The last step in the coating process is to apply a white rust
inhibitor (keeps white rust from forming while in transit).  This is
accomplished by dipping the steel into a solution of Sodium
Dichromate, that when applied, fuses to the metal becoming
Zinc Dichromate.  This last step is optional and will be foregone
for material entering the CRW.

The fasteners (bolts) are galvanized in the same process as
indicated above.  A lubricating wax is utilized as dictated by the
ASTM A325 and ASTM A563 standards.

The aluminum conductors (lines) are essentially pure aluminum
(99.4% Al) with galvanized steel cores.  The aluminum (line) is
essentially inert as it is coated with a layer of aluminum oxide
NOTE:  Aluminum oxide is one of the most stable ceramics
known.  There are no oxidation inhibitors applied to ACSR
conductors.  The galvanizing on the steel core is sacrificial, as is
the standard scheme with any galvanizing.

Insulators are essentially an inert entity being of porcelain/
galvanized steel or EPDM polymer/galvanized steel.  Either
insulator type carries no corrosion inhibitor nor do they leach
any compounds in significant quantities (if at all).

394-176 Section 4.1.1.1 of the Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A)
has been revised to note this point.

394-177 When the DEIS was written, not all information was available.
The term “clearing plan” is not a plan per se — it is a clearing
advisory based on topography and location of the conductor (sag
and swing) that gives “safe” heights, i.e., heights that could be
allowed given a few years growth at various distances from
centerline.  This advisory, in conjunction with other tools, aids
in the selection of danger trees and retention of vegetation
within the ROW.  BPA will be preparing a clearing plan specific
to the CRW with assistance from SPU staff.

See response to Comment 394-081.

394-178 The Proposed Action does not only affect the Cedar River
Watershed.  Bull trout may be present in the Raging River
Watershed.  The Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A) does
not say that bull trout are likely to spawn in the project area.
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394-185

394-186

394-187

394-188

394-189

394-190

They are not, due to (relatively) warm waters throughout the
Raging River Watershed.  However, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service does not regard the absence of high-quality bull trout
habitat as proof of their absence from the Watershed; for
example, it is conceivable that an anadromous individual could
ascend the Raging River to the project area, in spite of the
absence of suitable spawning habitat in the Raging River
headwaters.  These and related considerations are discussed in
greater detail in the Biological Assessment for the proposed
project.  The USFWS did conclude that the project would not
affect bull trout (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, February  23,
2002).

394-179 See response to Comment 394-081.

394-180 Areas of soil erosion would be expected along steep banks of a
high-energy stream that is incising, such as was described for a
section of Rock Creek.  All but one of the soil units mapped
along the southern and eastern flanks of Brew Hill, which
Alternative 1 would cross, are indicated by the US Soil
Conservation Service (presently referred to as the Natural
Resource Conservation Service) to have a slight erosion hazard.
An area of moderate soil erosion hazard is mapped in the
headwaters of Rock Creek (soil unit 274, Welcome Loam,
Figure 5, Sheet 2 of 3, Geology, Soil, Climate, and Hydrology
Technical Report).  For more information, see Appendix F of the
FEIS.

394-181 Please see response to Comment 394-179.

394-182 Sedimentation is recognized as an effect in many parts of the
Fisheries Technical Report (revised Appendix A) and is discussed
at length in Section 4.1.1, Impacts Common to all Alternatives.

394-183 Thank you for your comment.  However, in the absence of
supporting data, this information is not sufficiently credible to be
incorporated into the technical analysis.

394-184 No bull trout spawning areas have been identified in western
Washington at elevations of less than 2,000 feet.  Section
4.1.1.1 of the revised Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A)
provides an appropriate citation.
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394-191

394-192

394-195

394-196

394-197

394-193

394-185 Please see response to Comment 340-002.

394-186 Please see responses to Comments 340-002 and 394-081.

394-187 See response to Comment 394-103.

394-188 See response to Comment 394-084.  Sizing and design of
drainage culverts is also described in Section 4.6.2.2 of the
SDEIS.  Section 4.4.2.1 also contains design guidelines for
culverts.

394-189 The only riprap that would be used would be 6-inch light riprap
as ditch lining associated with access road construction.  The
road where it would be used is located outside of any delineated
wetlands and is not along a stream.

394-190 The SDEIS includes more design information.  BPA knows of no
mortality issues involving avian species with its existing Raver-
Echo Lake power line in the project.  All proposed facilities
(towers, access roads and substation expansion) have been sited
in uplands, and BPA would prepare an erosion and sediment
control plan as required by the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System, to control stormwater runoff until the site has
become 70 percent stabilized, as required by the permit.  BPA
would file the stormwater permit with EPA, and also file a notice
of termination at the time the temporary stormwater erosion
control devices would be removed.  BPA would also try to
minimize the removal of any riparian vegetation.

394-191 Section 4.4.2.1 of the SDEIS describes a variety of mitigation
measures that will be imposed to control erosion during and
after construction.

394-192 Section 9.0 of the Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A)
includes a glossary that defines technical terms such as
“riparian.”

394-193 The Vegetation Management ROD is available upon request and
can also be found on the internet at www.efw.bpa.gov/cgi-bin/
PSA/NEPA/SUMMARIES/VegetationManagement_EIS0285.  It is
not difficult to obtain.

394-194

394-198
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394-199

394-200

394-201

394-202

394-194 As noted in Section 4.1.1.2 of the Fisheries Technical Report
(Appendix A), impacts due to acoustic shock would be avoided
by doing any required blasting when vulnerable life history
stages are not present.

394-195 The existing transmission line was considered in the cumulative
effects evaluation.  The cumulative effects evaluation in Section
4.0 of the Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A) was revised to
make this clear.

394-196 BPA intends to conduct a water turbidity monitoring program of
the Cedar River, prior to, during, and following the completion
of construction activities.  Although the details of the monitoring
program have not been worked out, the landowner’s input (SPU)
would be sought in how such a monitoring program would be
conducted.

394-197 BPA is committed to conducting water turbidity monitoring to
assure that its activities would not affect the water quality of the
Cedar River Municipal Watershed; although the terms of such a
monitoring program has not yet been determined.

With respect to maintenance activities, BPA tries to maintain all
of its facilities on an as needed basis and has developed a long-
term maintenance agreement with SPU for access road
maintenance in the CRMW.

394-198 Section 4.1.1.4 of the revised Fisheries Technical Report
(Appendix A) provides an appropriate citation.

394-199 Areas potentially affected by clearing at stream crossings are all
identified in Figure 3 of the Fisheries Technical Report
(Appendix A).  Areas potentially affected by clearing of riparian
forest are listed in Table 4 of the report.  BPA was unable to
obtain access to the CRW to gather site-specific clearing
information, so that data was unavailable.

394-200 The revised Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A)
acknowledges that potential coho salmon use of Rock Creek.
However, coho salmon is not a listed species under the ESA and
NMFS has found that listing is “not warranted.”  Therefore, it is
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394-203

394-204

394-206

394-207

394-208

not evaluated as “equivalent to listed species.”  Further details
on potential effects to chinook and coho salmon, and bull trout,
are available in the biological assessment for the Proposed
Action.  Because detailed designs have not been prepared,
information on the planned extent of riparian clearing is not
available.

394-201 See response to Comment 394-199.  BPA assumed that the
maximum potential amount of clearing would be necessary, and
impacts were evaluated on the basis of this assumption.

394-202 See response to Comment 394-175.

394-203 Potential impacts to streams resulting from the Proposed
Action are detailed in Section 4.0 of the Fisheries Technical
Report (Appendix A).

394-204 As is shown in Figure 3 of the Fisheries Technical Report
(Appendix A), the two new roads are located at crossings “9”
and “10” in Segment “E.”  Segment E is a part of Alternative 2,
not the Proposed Action.  BPA has designed its access road
system to avoid constructing any new roads across fish-bearing
streams.

394-205 All streams would be spanned.  BPA is proposing a double-circuit
option at the Cedar River crossing to reduce clearing.

394-206 Section 4.1.3.3 of the Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A)
has been revised to include this information.  Details about
potential impacts to lamprey species is presented in the
Biological Assessment for the Proposed Action.

394-207 BPA would design and maintain all roads to avoid or minimize
fine sediment delivery to streams.  It is true that some roads may
occur in the project area that are neither used nor maintained
by BPA.  Such roads represent existing conditions and their
future use or maintenance was not evaluated as part of the
Proposed Action.  As noted in the Fisheries Technical Report
(Appendix A), the new roads would be constructed in
accordance with a number of mitigation measures and would
have a “low” impact.  It is agreed that in the absence of such
mitigation measures, the impact of the new roads might not be
“low.”

394-205
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394-208 BPA personnel are readily available to address any problem or
need for maintenance.

394-209 The Fisheries Technical Report (revised Appendix A) does not
contain any references to road inspection after storms.

394-210 Section 4.1.1.1 of the Fisheries Technical Report (revised
Appendix A) states that vegetation clearing that is not performed
in accordance with established regulatory standards is assumed
to have a moderate or high impact on fish resources.  As noted
in the text, three different regulatory standards may apply.  One
of these is the Cedar River Watershed HCP (City of Seattle
2000).  On other lands within the project area, the WDNR HCP
(1997) or Washington Forest Practices Rules (WFPB 2000) may
apply.

394-209

394-210
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394-211 Comment noted.

394-212 BPA would gladly share the data within the clearing advisory and
show SPU personnel how that data is used to aid in the selection
of danger trees and retention of vegetation within the ROW.

394-213 There are but a few ways to value merchantable timber.  The
method most accepted within the appraisal industry is to value
that timber through the Cost Approach — delivered prices less
costs.  There is mitigation proposed to replace any potential lost
value of the CRW.

394-214 Burning will not be allowed.  See response to Comment 394-
129.  Disposal of nonmerchantable timber is usually part of
negotiations with landowners.  On some property
nonmerchantable timber is treated as slash and will be
disposed of through a number of possible ways including lop
and scatter, chipping, mulching, piling, etc.  Some landowners
prefer that the timber be left for their use.  In wetlands, the trees
cut would be left in the wetland, or removed by helicopter.

394-215 Some of the information needed to pinpoint the quantity of
clearing needed along the streams throughout the Proposed
Action area is not available at this time.  More field work needs
to be done to fully determine the amount of clearing that
would be required.

394-216 Comment noted.  These details would be worked out with each
individual landowner at the time the land rights would be
acquired.

394-217 BPA is proposing to use a new type of tower footing (micropiles)
to reduce the amount of disturbance at and near each tower
site.  Please see Section 2.1.1.1.

394-218 The road surface (crown) of the roads designed to accommodate
cranes and track hoes normally used to construct BPA’s 500-kV
towers, typically would be designed to be 16-feet wide for the
linear portions of the roads and wider at turns to accommodate
turning movements of the longer vehicles, such as the crane and
log trucks.  BPA roads typically range in width from 12 to 16 feet.

394-219 See response to Comment 394-147.

394-211

394-212

394-213

394-214

394-215

394-216
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394-220 See response to Comment 394-139.

394-221 BPA proposes using a new footing design for the proposed
project.  The new footing design would use what are known as
micropiles instead of the standard footing design.  See Section
2.1.1.1 of the SDEIS.

BPA would likely need to locate what is called a stringing or pull
site within the CRW.  These areas are selected by the contractor
and would need to be agreed to by the landowner prior to their
use in stringing conductors through the towers.  These sites are
typically about 1 acre, although they could be larger.  Please see
response to Comment 394-141.

394-222 The Final Wildlife Technical Report has been revised, as has
the other technical study reports, to remove this statement that
construction crews would remove selected trees in a 50 to 60
foot-wide area on each side of the proposed right-of-way.  BPA
would remove so-called “danger trees” off of the right-of-way
that would pose a threat to the safe construction, operation and
maintenance of the line.  However, these trees would need to
be identified on an individual basis and could be as far as 200
feet from the proposed right-of-way.  See also response to
Comment 394-217.

394-223 Sensitive resources include both sensitive species and habitats.
This was clarified in Section 1.1.1.6 of the Wildlife Technical
Report (Appendix B).

394-224 See response to Comment 394-147.

394-225 See response to Comment 394-147.

394-226 Analysis of potential impacts from habitat fragmentation within
the Cedar River Watershed was expanded in Section 4.1.1.1 of
the Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B).  Habitat loss is
analyzed in Section 4.1.2, and is discussed by alternative.

394-227 This discussion refers specifically to listed species.  This was
clarified in Section 1.3 of the Wildlife Technical Report

394-217

394-218

394-220

394-221

394-222

394-223

394-219
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(Appendix B) to mean species listed under the Endangered
Species Act, including northern spotted owl, bald eagle, and
marbled murrelets.  The project vicinity is not a known high
use area for any of these species, and given the habitat
conditions in the project area, high use by these species is not
likely, as described in Section 3.3.2 of the Wildlife Technical
Report (Appendix B) and supported by available data including
WDFW PHS data (2000) and in Section 3.5 of the HCP for the
Cedar River Watershed (City of Seattle 2000).

As described in Section 3.2, Study Area and Approach, of the
Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B), there are two landscape
levels at which impacts are analyzed.  The first is defined as the
project vicinity, is a large area encompassed by Kent-Kangley
Road, to the south, Highway 18 to the west, Interstate 90 and
Rattlesnake Ridge to the north, and the boundary between the
lower and upper Cedar River Watershed, as defined in Map 6 of
the Cedar River Watershed HCP (City of Seattle 2000), to the
east.  The second is a smaller area, 0.25 mile from the centerline
of the project, and was chosen because the potential impacts of
the project are expected to be focused within that area.

Potential impacts to species with large home ranges are
discussed in general terms in Section 4.1.1.1 and changes in the
amount of habitat available for species in the project area are
discussed in Section 4.1.1.2.  Impacts are presented as both a
total acreage amount and as a percentage of the amount of that
habitat type available within 0.25 mile on either side of the
ROW project area.  This latter number is provided as an index
to the significance of the habitat removal, to give an
understanding of how much is being removed compared to the
availability in the immediate area.

Data concerning an unvalidated report of a spotted owl near
Rattlesnake Ridge was not available to the authors and, given
that it is unvalidated, would not change the analysis.  Although
Rattlesnake Ridge could provide suitable nesting habitat for
peregrines, according to recent available information,
specifically in the Cedar River Watershed HCP (City of Seattle
2000) and WDFW PHS data (2000), they are not known to
nest there.

394-224

394-225

394-226

394-227

394-228

394-229
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394-228 Section 2.1 of the Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B) was
revised to include a description of the field methodology and
data collection.

394-229 Comment noted.

394-230 BPA does not agree that the project is inconsistent with the HCP.
See Appendix U of the SDEIS and FEIS and Appendix AA.

394-231 Potential impacts to species with large home ranges are
discussed in general terms in Section 4.1.1.1 of the Wildlife
Technical Report (Appendix B), with the greatest impact
expected to be habitat fragmentation.  This analysis was
expanded in the section to focus on changes in habitat for
these species.

394-232 Please see response to Comment 394-227.

Analysis of potential impacts from habitat fragmentation within
the Cedar River Watershed was expanded in Section 4.1.1.1 of
the Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B) to include an analysis
on increased edge affect.  Habitat loss is analyzed in Section
4.1.2, and is discussed by alternative.

394-233 This is a typographical error and the text has been revised.

394-234 As stated in Section 3.3.1 of the Wildlife Technical Report
(Appendix B), these terms are defined in the Vegetation
Technical Report (Appendix C), specifically Section 3.4.

394-235 Species that were not included in the analysis were those not
expected to occur in the project vicinity, as described in Section
3.3.2 of the Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B).  Inclusion of
species that are not expected to occur in the vicinity was
deemed unnecessary.

394-236 The spotted owl sighting in the project vicinity was of a single
bird and did not have the status of residential single (WDFW
2000) and, therefore, would not be considered a site center
around which a home range territory would be established.  The
0.5-mile figure was provided as a reference to the proximity of
the historic sighting to the project area only.  Additionally, habitat
for spotted owls in the location of the sighting is no longer
present.

394-230

394-231

394-232

394-233

394-234

394-235

394-236
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Data concerning an unvalidated report of a spotted owl near
Rattlesnake Ridge was not available to the authors and, given
that it is unvalidated, would not change the analysis.  Although
Rattlesnake Ridge could provide suitable nesting habitat for
peregrines, they are not currently known to nest there (i.e., in
the Cedar River Watershed HCP [City of Seattle 2000] and
WDFW PHS data [2000]).

394-237 Section 3.3.2.1 of the Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B)
recognizes that the project area may contain suitable foraging
and dispersal habitat for these species.  According to the Cedar
River Watershed HCP (City of Seattle 2000), nesting habitat for
Goshawk may occur in the lower Cedar River Watershed,
although potential nesting stands listed did not include the types
found within the ROW.  The HCP also identified pileated
woodpecker and Vaux’s swift nesting habitat as occurring
primarily in the upper watershed.  The discussion of impacts
was revised to include loss of recruitment habitat for forest
dependent species.

394-238 The discussion of impacts was revised to include loss of
recruitment habitat for forest dependent species.

394-239 See response to Comment 394-238.

394-240 The discussion of impacts was revised to include loss of
recruitment habitat for forest dependent species.  This would
include marbled murrelets and Johnson’s hairstreak.  The lower
Cedar River Watershed (the project vicinity as defined in
Section 3.3 of the Wildlife Technical Report) is not likely to
provide habitat for lynx in the future because of the low
elevation of the area and the known association of lynx with
high elevation subalpine fir/spruce forests (Ruediger, et al. 2000).
Future potential development of suitable habitat for gray wolf
and grizzly bear is also questionable given the amount of
ongoing human activity in and around the watershed.

394-241 A discussion about peregrine falcons was added to Section 3.3.2,
Species to be Analyzed, of the Wildlife Technical Report
(Appendix B).  The Cedar River Watershed HCP (City of Seattle
2000) does not identify potentially suitable habitat within the
lower Cedar River Watershed.  However, because Rattlesnake
Ledge is within the described project vicinity and could

394-237

394-238

394-241

394-239

394-240

394-242

394-243

394-244
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394-245

394-246

394-247

394-248

394-249

394-250

394-251

potentially be used by peregrine falcons for nesting, the Wildlife
Technical Report was revised.

394-242 Because the project is located at low elevation, it does not meet
the definitions given for golden eagle habitat and so golden
eagle was not included in the analysis in Section 3.3.2 of the
Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B).

394-243 The discussion about impacts was revised to include loss of
recruitment habitat for late successional forest dependent
species.

394-244 Elevations for Cascades frog occurrences were not included in
the Cedar River Watershed HCP (City of Seattle 2000), therefore
this information was not available to the author.  Section 3.3.2.3
of the Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B) was revised to
show that Cascades frogs occur at these elevations in the Cedar
River Watershed.

394-245 The 150-foot clearing was based on information available when
the report was first prepared in late 2000.  Section 4.1.2 of the
Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B) has now been revised to
reflect currently available data on clearing.

394-246 Information about the electromagnetic effects of transmission
lines on limited -mobility species, such as amphibians is not
readily available, and the detailed discussion that would be
required to address this issue would be outside of the scope of
this EIS, therefore BPA will not be undertaking such a study
during the environmental review.

394-247 The “low level” impact was derived from the expectation that
blasting would be infrequent and that disturbance from blasting
would be of short duration.  This analysis was expanded in
Section 4.1.1.1 of the Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B).

394-248 Habitat loss is discussed in Section 4.1.2 of the Wildlife Technical
Report (Appendix B), and is discussed at the species level by
alternative.  Habitat loss was added to the list of major issues and
also discussed at the broader scale, in Section 4.1.1 of the
Wildlife Technical Report.
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394-249 See responses to Comments 340-002 and 394-235.  The details
about these mitigation measures will also be included in the
Mitigation Action Plan to be subsequently developed for this
project.

394-250 The discussion about impacts in Section 4.1.2 in the Wildlife
Technical Report (Appendix B) was revised to include
discussion about the loss of recruitment habitat for late
successional forest dependent species.  See response to
Comment 340-002 for a discussion of mitigation.

394-251 See response to Comment 394-249 above.

394-252 Information has been added to Section 4.7.2.10 of the SDEIS to
address creating and leaving snags where appropriate.  Also
information has been added to address replanting tree species in
areas impacted outside the ROW.  Creation of snags and
replantings will be done in cooperation with SPU to meet goals
as set forth in their HCP.

394-253 See response to Comment 340-002.

394-254 On lands north of the CRW, BPA would be conducting some pre-
commercial thinning.  With the exception of a few places, much
of the timbered acreage north of the CRW (not counting the
plantations) is composed of trees that are about 25 years old.
Stable Douglas fir is a species BPA would prefer next to its lines.
The 25-year-old stands are currently overstocked with trees.  By
taking out the smaller, weaker, deformed trees along with the
hardwoods and the Western Hemlock, a strong, stable stand of
Douglas fir will be left next to BPA’s line.

394-255 Section 4.1.1.2 of the Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B)
was revised to include information about species that would
benefit from leaving course woody debris in the project area.

394-256 See response to Comment 340-002.

394-257 See response to Comment 394-255.

394-258 See response to Comment 340-002.

394-259 Section of 4.1.1.2 of the Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B)
was revised to reflect more current recommendations and
describes techniques that are available.

394-252

394-253

394-254

394-259

394-255

394-257

394-258

394-256
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The details about these mitigation measures will be included in
the Mitigation Action Plan to be subsequently developed for
this project.

Section 4.1.1.2 of the Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B)
was revised to include information about methods to minimize
bird collisions.

394-260 See response to Comment 394-227.  As stated in the Mitigation
Measures, Section 4.1.1.2, a distance of 2,600 feet will be the
standard for bald eagle nests.  The bald eagle nest surveys will be
conducted via aerial survey methods using a helicopter to fly
above and to the side of potential bald eagle nesting habitat and
visually searching for nests.  These surveys will be conducted by
a qualified biologist and the method has been approved by the
WDFW and USFWS.

394-261 The Wildlife Technical Report, Appendix B and Section 4.7.2.10
of the SDEIS have been revised to add mitigation measures to
avoid impacting raptor nests.

394-262 The project vicinity is described in Section 3.3, paragraph 1 of
the Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B).

394-263 The finding of a low level impact was based on the definitions
given in Section 4.0 of the Wildlife Technical Report
(Appendix B), reduction of a habitat type that is very common
in the project vicinity.  Within the defined project area (0.25
mile either side of the proposed center line), forest removal
under Alternative 1 would represent 5 percent of the habitat that
is available.  In the lower Cedar River Watershed, the HCP
identifies 12,255 acres of second growth forest, of which 120
acres of forest clearing would represent 0.98 percent of the
habitat that is available.

394-264 See response to Comment 340-002.  Section 4.1.2.1 of the
Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B) was revised so that
spanning riparian reserves was no longer termed mitigation. The
details about mitigation measures will be included in the
Mitigation Action Plan to be developed for this project.

394-265 Comment noted.

394-260

394-261

394-262

394-266

394-263

394-264

394-265
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394-266 See response to Comment 340-002.

394-267 See response to Comment 394-252.

394-268 Section 4.1.3 of the Wildlife Technical Report was revised to
address currently available data about construction of access
roads. The details about these mitigation measures will be
included in the Mitigation Action Plan to be developed for this
project.  BPA is proposing to add approximately 1.4 miles of new
roads within the CRW, and abandon approximately 0.6 mile of
existing roads.  The net total of new access roads would be about
0.8 mile, encompassing an area of approximately 2 acres.

394-269 No roads would be built in wetlands.  Some new roads would be
built in buffers.

394-270 Section 4.1.5 of the Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B) was
revised so that it does not appear that road removal by others is
being considered mitigation for the project.  Road closures by
the City of Seattle were included in this discussion on the basis
of the definition of cumulative impacts, which is to include
reasonably foreseeable actions in the project area.

394-271 BPA acknowledges that the transmission project was not
specifically contemplated by the HCP.  The HCP was undertaken
by the city to include activities carried out or authorized by the
City of Seattle, and not for BPA.  The HCP did recognize,
however, that new rights-of-way may need to be given.  See, for
example, Chapter 4.2-73.

394-267

394-268

394-269

394-270

394-271
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394-272 See response to Comment 394-271.

394-273 Comment noted.

394-274 Comment noted.

394-275 The distance used was changed from 60 feet to 75 feet.  Partial
clearing within the additional 75-foot zone (on the east side of
the ROW) would be focused in those trees with sufficient height
to strike the transmission line and/or towers in the event of a fall.

394-276 Approximately 2 acres would be cleared to accommodate the
new access roads within the CRW, all of which would be
located within the new or existing right -of-way.  No impacts
have been ascribed to any staging areas, since it is not known at
this time where those areas would be located.  Typically, BPA’s
construction contractors select the necessary staging areas and
arrange their use in concert with the property owner.  No
staging areas would be located within the CRW at the request
of the landowner.

394-272

394-273

394-274

394-275

394-276
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394-277 Comment noted.

394-278 The plant associations given in the report are correct.  TSHE/
POMU, TSHE/TITR and other Tsuga heterophylla associations are
frequently dominated by Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii).
Plant associations are based on regeneration and climax
communities, not on current dominance.  True Douglas fir plant
associations in the Pacific Northwest are much drier than the
Cedar River Watershed sites.  A true PSME (Douglas fir) plant
association in the west Cascade low forests is extremely
uncommon, and is not found within the project area.

394-279 Comment noted.

394-280 A “0.5-mile [wide] corridor centered on the ROW” and an area
“within 0.25 miles [extending from each side the centerline] of
the ROW” are descriptions about an equivalent area.

394-281 The definitions of “seral” and specific class labels are detailed
within the text.  While the terms used may not fall within
standard forestry practice, that does not preclude the use of the
words.  The definition and explanation of the terms’ use provide
a clear understanding of the intended meaning.

394-278

394-279

394-280

394-281

394-277
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394-282 With regard to the first point, commercial logging in the Cedar
River Watershed HCP is now strictly limited; however, the age
distribution of trees within the project area still reflects logging
practices in the recent past.  The characterization of the present-
day stands is based on past practice, with no implication or
inference for future management practices.

394-283 The reviewer agrees with your comment and the age-class
mapping of the referenced area was reevaluated.

394-284 A revision is not required because Survey and Manage
requirements apply to USDA/U.S. Forest Service and USDI/
Bureau of Land Management lands only (see Record of Decision
for Amendments to Forest Service and Bureau of Land
Management Planning Documents Within the Range of the
Northern Spotted Owl, USDA/USFS and USDI, BLM, April
1994).

394-285 See response to Comment 394-193.

394-286 The reviewer agrees with your comment and reevaluated data
collected for Table 3 to make the acreage totals in that table
consistent with acreage totals elsewhere in the document.

394-282

394-283

394-284

394-285

394-286
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394-287 The 75-foot width is the appropriate figure for identification
of trees with potential to fall across the centerline of a 150-
foot corridor.  Section 4.1.3.1 does not mention use of a 45-
foot width.

394-288 Riparian habitat will be spanned.  No wetlands will be filled.

394-289 See response to Comment 340-002.

394-290 See response to Comment 349-005.

394-291 Certified weed-free straw is typically not available in the local
area and comes from farms within eastern Washington.  WSDT
has a list of sources of certified weed-free straw.  Before
purchasing any straw from these farmers, BPA would verify with
the local noxious weed board that the field, and the straw, are
indeed weed-free and would require proof of any herbicide
used on that field from the farmer.

394-292 See response to Comment 340-002.

394-288

394-289

394-290

394-292

394-287

394-291
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394-293 Comment noted.

394-294 Road information has been updated in the SDEIS.  See Sections
2.1.1.5 and 4.4.2.1 of the SDEIS.  See response to Comment
340-002.

394-295 See response to Comment 340-002.

394-296 See response to Comment 394-139.

394-297 See response to Comment 394-193.

394-298 See response to Comment 394-139.

394-293

394-294

394-295

394-296

394-297

394-298
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394-300

394-299

394-301

394-299 Please see response to Comment 394-230.

394-300 You are correct in identifying that this information was not
provided in the Vegetation Technical Report (Appendix C).
However, we do not feel it is necessary to collect or present the
information because it would not substantively contribute to the
impact analysis, or the identification of potential significant
impacts as required under the National Environmental Policy
Act.

394-301 Comment noted.
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394-302

394-303

394-304

394-302 See response to Comment 394-147.

394-303 A detailed description of potential impacts to wetlands associated
with Alternative 1 is provided in Section 4.9.2 of the
Supplemental Draft EIS.  Following the release of the draft EIS,
BPA conducted a wetland delineation of the wetlands within the
proposed right-of-way and substation expansion area.  Although
a total of 35.63 acres of wetlands and 20,277 linear feet of
streams were delineated in the project area, no permanent fill
material would be placed within waters of the United States,
including wetlands, during construction of the proposed project.

 See also response to Comment 340-002.

394-304 and -305   Additional information regarding methods used to
identify wetlands has been added to the Wetlands Technical
Report (Appendix D) in Section 2.1, Data Sources and Study
Methods.  For the purposes of preparing the initial Wetland
Technical Appendix, no waters of the United States were
“delineated;” subsequently no jurisdictional wetland boundaries
were established for the purposes of the DEIS.  Wetland
biologists located wetlands, including waters of the United States
within the 500-foot survey corridor as regulated by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (Section 404), the Washington State
Department of Ecology, and King County.  Methods used for
identifying and locating waters of the U.S. are listed in Section
2.1, Data Sources and Study Methods, of the Wetland Technical
Report (Appendix D).

Wetland and stream boundary flags observed by SPU were
established in April 2001 for the purposes of guiding the
placement of tower and access road locations, and to minimize
the potential for wetland and stream impacts due to road and
tower construction.  The wetland and stream boundaries flagged
in April 2001 occurred after the drafting of the Wetlands
Technical Report (Appendix D) in late 2000.  These boundaries
were a reconnaissance of approximate jurisdictional wetland and
stream boundaries, using the 1997 Washington State Wetlands
Identification and Delineation Manual, the 1987 U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers Wetlands Delineation Manual, and King
County’s Environmentally Sensitive Areas Ordinance (King
County Code, Chapter 21A.24). Official wetland boundaries
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394-306

394-305

394-307

394-308

394-309

were not “delineated” during this reconnaissance.  See response
to Comment 394-303.

The 1:24,000-scale orthophotos were used as an aid for the
creation of a base map of approximate wetland locations.  This
field map was then used in the field by wetland biologists to
guide the reconnaissance of approximate wetlands locations.
The map was then altered to reflect wetland boundaries as
observed in the field.  The orthophotos were not used to
determine the vegetation community composition of wetlands;
this was determined through a ground reconnaissance.

394-306 Brief descriptions about wetland community types and buffer
habitats have added the information to the Wetlands Technical
Report (revised Appendix D), Section 3.3, Study Area.  See also
response to Comment 394-303.

394-307 King County Environmentally Sensitive Areas (Chapter
21A.06.1415 A.1.) states that Class 1 wetlands are those “which
have present species listed by the federal or state government as
endangered or threatened or outstanding actual habitat for those
species.”  Concerning fisheries, the Landsburg Diversion Dam
on the Cedar River currently presents a passage barrier to all
anadromous fish species including bull trout (Coastal/Puget
Sound DPS [Threatened]), chinook salmon (Puget Sound ESU
[Threatened]), and coho salmon (Puget Sound/Strait of Georgia
ESU [Candidate]).  (Please refer to the Final Biological
Assessment for the Kangley-Echo Lake Transmission Line Project
2001 for more information).  Thus, no wetlands within the Cedar
River Watershed and within the Alternative 1 construction
corridor meet provision 21A.06.1415 A.1 as presumed by your
comment.  We understand that a fish ladder at the dam is being
constructed and these species may be present in the future.
Wetlands located within the Raging River Watershed may
provide riparian habitat for threatened anadromous fish species.

To ensure proper rating and protection of wetlands, prior to
permitting and construction all wetlands will be delineated and
rated using both King County’s Environmentally Sensitive Areas
Ordinance (King County Code, Chapter 21A.24) and the
Department of Ecology’s Washington State Wetlands Rating
System for Western Washington, Second Editions, August 1993,
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394-311

394-312

394-313

394-315

394-310

394-314

394-316

Publication 93-74.  While this information will be used for the
impacts analysis and compensatory mitigation planning, we do
not feel it is necessary to collect or present the additional ratings
information at this time because it would not substantively
contribute to the impact analysis, or the identification of
potential significant impacts as required under the National
Environmental Policy Act.  However, additional information
concerning potential impacts to wetlands from the construction
of the transmission line corridor has been provided in Section
4.1, Construction Impacts, of the Wetlands Technical Report
(revised Appendix D).  (Please also see response to Comment
394-303.)

394-308 Comment noted.

394-309 You are correct in identifying that this information was not
provided in the Wetlands Technical Report (Appendix D).
However, we do not feel it is necessary to collect or present the
information because it would not substantively contribute to the
impact analysis, or the identification of potential significant
impacts as required under the National Environmental Policy
Act.  See response to Comment 394-303.

394-310 Please see response to Comment 394-303.

394-311 You are correct in identifying that specific tower sites were not
provided in the Wetlands Technical Report for Alternatives 2-4B
(revised Appendix D).  However, we do not feel it is necessary
to present the information because it would not substantively
contribute to the impact analysis, or the identification of
potential significant impacts as required under the National
Environmental Policy Act.  See response to Comment 394-303.
A detailed description of potential impacts to wetlands
associated with Alternative 1 (the Proposed Action) is provided
in Section 4.1, Construction Impacts, of the Wetlands Technical
Report (revised Appendix D).  This approximation of wetland
impacts was made using the wetlands reconnaissance
information and BPA’s current roads and tower siting plan (Figure
5 in the Wetland Technical Report).

394-312 Please see response to Comment 394-303.
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394-318

394-317

394-319

394-320

394-313 Please see response to Comment 394-303.

394-314 Please see response to Comment 340-002.

394-315 Please see response to Comment 340-002.

394-316 Please see response to Comment 394-303.

394-317 See response to Comment 382-017.

394-318 Comment noted.

394-319 See response to Comment 394-303.

394-320 Please see response to Comment 340-002.
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394-322

394-323

394-324

394-321

394-321 See response to Comment 394-303.

394-322 Please see response to Comment 340-002.

394-323 Your comment regarding mitigation is noted and will be
addressed in the appropriate detail in the Mitigation Action Plan
to be prepared for this project, and in association with
permitting discussions with the appropriate federal, state, and
local regulatory agencies.  Please see responses to Comments
340-002 and 394-303.

394-324  A revision is not required because though the HCP (April 2000)
has committed to not harvest timber within aquatic and riparian
ecosystem components, this does not prevent the City from
conducting operations and activities associated with watershed
management.  The restriction alluded to by your comment only
applies to the commitment not to harvest timber for
“commercial purposes.”  (Cedar River Watershed HCP, April
2000: pages 4.2 6–7 and 4.2 45–46).  BPA did not intend to
imply that the City of Seattle would be responsible for any
impacts created as a result of the proposed project.
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395-001 At the time the wetland technical study report was prepared,
the amount of wetlands was estimated to be 25 acres within
the proposed right-of-way.  Further refinement of the amount
of wetland impacts was made for the DEIS which stated 16
acres of wetland impact.  Additional refinement of the level
of wetland impact contained in the SDEIS is 14 acres.  For
more information please see the revised Appendix D.

395-002 BPA recognizes the value that wetlands contribute to the
environment, and agrees with King County that these areas are
productive biological systems, providing habitat for fish and
wildlife.  BPA also recognizes that King County allows alteration
of wetlands for utility development (King County Comprehensive
Plan Policy E-139), as included in the comments provided by
King County, provided that all wetland functions are evaluated,
the least harmful and reasonable alternatives are pursued,
affected significant functions are appropriately mitigated and
mitigation sites are provided with monitoring.  BPA is committed
to complying with this King County Comprehensive Plan policy,
as well as other applicable King County policies.

BPA has selected Alternative 1 as its Preferred Alternative.  It
parallels an existing high voltage transmission line and takes
advantage of the existing clearing that has already taken place,
the existing access road system, avoids a separate crossing of the
Cedar River downstream of the existing crossing, and also avoids
paralleling the Cedar River as Alternatives 4A and 3 would do.
Furthermore, BPA has sited its substation expansion, transmission
towers and access roads in uplands to avoid filling any wetlands.

BPA proposes to provide compensatory mitigation to satisfy King
County regulations to mitigate for the 14 acres of forested
wetlands that would be converted to scrub/shrub wetlands within
the proposed transmission line right-of-way. See response to
Comment 340-002.

395-001

395-002
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395-003

395-004

395-003 BPA understands that King County’s goal is “no net loss of
wetlands.”  BPA will work with King County to develop
acceptable mitigation that meets both agencies’ needs.

BPA would use best management practices when constructing its
facilities so that wetland functions are protected, buffers are
protected to the extent practicable and significant adverse
impacts to wetlands are prevented.

395-004 BPA understands that the King County Code provides for the
alteration to wetlands to accomplish a public agency or utility
development such as the proposed project, provided that all
wetland functions are evaluated, the least harmful and
reasonable alternatives are pursued, the affected significant
functions are appropriately mitigated and mitigation sites are
provided with monitoring.

BPA has prepared a wetland report that it has submitted to the
King County Department of Development and Environmental
Services in compliance with King County requirements, and also
intends to provide compensatory mitigation to mitigate for the
alteration of forested wetlands to scrub/shrub wetlands that
would be necessary to construct the project.

Please see the revised Appendix D and the Wetland Delineation
Report (sent to the County under separate cover).

395-005 BPA understands that when adverse impacts cannot be avoided,
such as hand clearing of tall-growing vegetation in forested
wetlands in the proposed transmission line right-of-way,
compensatory mitigation may be allowed.  See response to
Comments 395-003 and 395-002.

395-006 BPA understands that King County zoning guidelines prohibit
development from occurring within wetlands except where the
minimum requirements are satisfied, and when there are no
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395-005

395-006

direct impacts to jurisdictional wetlands as a result of the
proposed project.  BPA has sited all of the proposed facilities,
e.g., transmission towers, access/spur roads and the substation
expansion, on uplands.

BPA intends to satisfy the minimum standards as identified in
King County’s comments to the DEIS. To wit:

KCC 21A.24.320 Wetlands — Development Standards.  BPA
recognizes that all wetlands within King County are protected
by buffers from 25 feet to 100 feet, and that the buffer widths
are dependent on the classification of their associated wetland.
BPA also understands that buffer widths can be increased by
King County when necessary to protect wetlands.

KCC 21A.24.330 (B) — BPA understands that King County
allows alterations to wetlands and wetland buffers pursuant to
K.C.C 21A.24.075 or if the proposed development will (a)
protect, restore or enhance the wildlife habitat, natural
drainage or other valuable functions of the wetland resulting in
a net improvement to the functions of the wetland system; (b)
develop a plan for its design, implementation, maintenance
and monitoring prepared by a civil engineer and a qualified
biologist; (c) perform the restoration or enhancement under the
direction of a qualified biologist; and (d) will otherwise be
consistent with the purposes of this chapter.  BPA also
understands that to establish baseline conditions, detailed
studies “may be required,” such special studies, should they be
required, shall include specific recommendations for mitigation
which may be required as a condition of any development
proposal (approval); and that these recommendations (if made)
may include specific design and construction techniques.

In complying with the King County Code, BPA has prepared a
wetland delineation report that identifies the direct and indirect
impacts to the sensitive areas, and how they can be reduced.
Additionally, BPA agrees to provide compensatory mitigation to
offset the unavoidable impacts to the sensitive areas as a result of
the proposed project.

While BPA has successfully cited all of its proposed facilities in
uplands, some buffer areas would be affected.  BPA
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395-009

395-010

395-011

395-007

395-008

understands that this section of the King County Code allows for
utilities such as transmission lines to be located in wetland buffer
areas “if no practical alternative location is available and the
utility corridor meets the additional requirements set forth in the
administrative rules.”  The rules say that utilities may be allowed
if:  (1) King County determines that no practical alternative
location is available, and (2) the utility corridor meets any
additional requirements set forth in the administrative rules
including, but not limited to, requirements for installation,
replacement of vegetation and maintenance.

BPA has undertaken an environmental review of the Proposed
Action and several alternatives, including the No Action
Alternative, under the National Environmental Policy Act of
1969, as amended.  BPA has reviewed a range of alternatives
that included alternatives that circumvented the Cedar River
Municipal Watershed as well as those that crossed the Watershed
and non-transmission alternatives.  Alternative 1 was selected as
the proposed action since it would create the least impacts to
the human environment, which includes both the social
environment as well as the natural environment.  It avoided a
second separate crossing of the Cedar River, which is protected
under the Washington State Shoreline Management Act; would
avoid clearing riparian habitat along the Cedar River; was the
least likely to affect cultural resources; would require the least
amount of clearing in that it would be located immediately
adjacent to BPA’s existing 500-kV transmission line, and would
also require the least amount of new access/spur roads.
Additionally, the alternative was the one that the King County
Comprehensive Plan (ET-203) suggests should be looked at first
when attempting to site additional utility lines, and that is in
existing utility corridors.  The Proposed Action was the shortest
line under review, and therefore would have the least line
losses.  It also is the least costly to construct, including material,
land and mitigation costs.

Two alternatives, Alternatives 3 and C, would likely impact fewer
wetlands than the Proposed Action.  Implementation of these
alternatives, however, would create many other impacts to other
environmental resources.  Both alternatives would require more
clearing and more access roads and have a higher risk of
impacting cultural resources and scenic quality.  Alternative 3
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395-013

395-014

395-015

395-012

would require a separate right-of-way through the Watershed
and a separate crossing of the Cedar River at a point where the
river would have shorter banks, requiring riparian vegetation to
be cleared.  Alternative C would impact a large number of
residences outside of the Watershed and wells on private lands.
These impacts seriously handicap these alternatives when
compared to the Proposed Action.

Since BPA is prepared to meet any additional requirements set
forth in administrative rules including requirements for
installation, replacement of vegetation and maintenance, so long
as these requirements would allow BPA to meet NESC (National
Electric Safety Code) requirements and its own maintenance
standards for safe operation and maintenance of the line, BPA
believes that it complies with the King County Code.

BPA understands that Section KCC 21A.24.330 (N) of the King
County Code allows constructing roads in wetlands as long as
certain conditions are met.

Since BPA has sited all of its facilities in uplands, no roads would
be constructed in wetlands.

All jurisdictional wetlands would be avoided as a result of BPA’s
proposal to construct the transmission line using a helicopter
instead of a boom as much as possible.  Doing so eliminates the
need to construct 16-foot wide access roads to reach the
proposed tower sites and the need to fill wetland areas.

BPA has submitted a wetlands report to King County that
addressed the impacts that its facilities would have on the
storage capacities of the wetlands, if any, and the degree that the
proposed project would impact the hydrology of these sensitive
areas as well. The agency agrees to mitigate the effects of these
impacts on these sensitive areas, as required by the King County
Code.

BPA understands that (as determined by King County) mitigation,
maintenance and monitoring measures shall be in place to
protect sensitive areas and (their) buffers from alterations
occurring on the development proposal site.
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395-016

395-017

395-018

BPA will be complying with EPA’s National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System in developing a storm water pollution permit
and filing the permit with EPA prior to the onset of construction
activities.  BPA also will be initiating water turbidity monitoring
before, during and following its construction activities to ensure
that no adverse impacts would be created to sensitive areas and
their buffers, including Seattle Public Utilities drinking water.

King County requires that mitigation be offered in the following
order of preference:  Avoidance, minimization, rectification,
reduction or elimination over time, compensation by replacing,
enhancement, etc., and monitoring.

BPA has successfully avoided the need to fill any wetlands.
However, some forested wetlands within the proposed right-of-
way would need to be cleared of tall-growing vegetation.  BPA
would minimize this impact by removing that vegetation that
would be a hazard to the safe construction, operation or
maintenance of the line.  Additionally, BPA would work with
King County and anticipates that it can provide the appropriate
level of compensatory mitigation to satisfy King County
requirements.

Section KCC 21A.24.340 of the King County Code states that
restoration shall be required when a wetland or its buffer is
altered in violation of law or without any specific permission or
approval by King County.  BPA understands this section of the
King County Code, and does not anticipate any activities that
would be found to be a violation of law, or that would be
found to be out of compliance with King County regulations.

Section KCC 21A. 24.340 of the King County Code states that
replacement shall be required when a buffer is altered
pursuant to an approved development proposal or a wetland is
used for a regional flow facility or other approved use.
Requirements for the restoration of wetlands may be met by
replacement wetlands.

BPA intends to avoid all wetland and stream buffers where it can
(avoidance) and minimize any disturbance where it cannot
(minimization).  Where impacts cannot be avoided, BPA will
work with the County to develop  acceptable mitigation that
meets both agencies’ needs.
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395-019

395-020

395-021

BPA understands Section KCC 21A 24.340 (D) of the King
County Code.  Enhancement may be allowed, but the wetland
biologic and or hydrologic functions shall be improved.

KCC 21A.24340 (F) — Replacement or enhancement off site
may be allowed if the applicant demonstrates to the satisfaction
of King County that the off-site location is in the same drainage
subbasin as the affected wetland and that greater biologic and
hydrologic functions would be achieved.  BPA understands this
section of the King County Code, and intends to provide
compensatory mitigation.

395-007 KCC 21A.24.070 — Exceptions to the wetland standards are
allowed if no practical alternative exists with less impact on the
sensitive area and the proposal minimizes impacts on sensitive
areas.

BPA understands this section of the King County Code.  As
mentioned above, BPA believes there is no practical alternative
to the Proposed Action with fewer environmental impacts, and
the Proposed Action is designed to minimize impacts to the
sensitive areas that could not be avoided.

395-008 BPA did identify these impacts in the DEIS and also identified
mitigation measures that would reduce these impacts.  Please
see Section 4.6.2.11 of the DEIS and Section 4.6.2.10 of the
SDEIS.

395-009 Please see response to Comments 394-084, 394-188 and 394-
132.

395-010 Potential blasting impacts are detailed in Section 4.1.1.1 of the
Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A).  That discussion also
states that no in-water blasting would occur, and that blasting
within 400 feet of fish-bearing streams would not occur when
sensitive life history stages of fish are present in the blasting area.

395-011 Comment noted.  BPA understands that King County
precludes development from occurring within rivers, streams
and associated buffer areas unless minimum requirements are
satisfied.  BPA has sited its proposed facilities to avoid all of
these sensitive areas, and agrees to provide compensatory
mitigation to offset impacts where they could not be avoided.
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395-022

395-024

395-025

395-027

395-028

395-026

395-023

395-012 Chapter 4 and Appendices A, C, and D of the SDEIS describe
the potential effects and mitigation for the Proposed Action
regarding water quality, fish habitat, and wildlife habitat.

See response to Comment 394-044 for a reference to response
to comments with additional information on impacts to water
quality, fisheries, and wetlands.

See response to Comments 394-062, 394-088, 394-096, 394-
098, 394-100, 394-101, 394-102, 394-227, 394-236, 394-237,
394-240, 394-241, 394-242, 394-247, and 395-006 for
additional information on impacts to wildlife.

395-013 The BPA, as specified under the EPA rules pertaining to
stormwater discharges into surface water bodies (40 CFR 122–
124), shall obtain an National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit for construction activities, including
clearing, grading, and excavation, that disturbs one or more
acres of land.  Under Section 402 of the Clean Water Act,
federal facilities (or projects) are subject to these permitting
requirements; administration of this program has been
delegated to the state, however, for federal projects, EPA
administers this program.  BPA, as a federal agency, will obtain a
general NPDES permit from EPA Region 10.  BPA will prepare a
project specific Storm Water Pollution Prevention (SWPP) Plan.
This plan helps ensure that erosion control measures would be
implemented and maintained during construction.  It also
addresses best management practices for stabilization,
stormwater management, and other controls.  Additionally the
SWPP plan contains a site-specific Spill Prevention and Control
(SPC) Plan that covers the project scope of work (including
equipment, materials, and activities).

395-014 Comment noted.  See response to Comment 395-011.

395-015, -016 and -017   KCC 21A.24.360 Streams: Development
Standards — BPA recognizes that King County has adopted
development standards for sites near streams, and that the
streams have buffers depending on how they are classified.
Class 1 streams have 100-foot buffers, Class 2 streams containing
salmonids also have 100-foot buffers, Class 2 streams (without
salmonids) have 50-foot buffers, and Class 3 streams have 25-
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395-030

395-031

395-033

395-032

395-029

395-034

foot buffers.  BPA also understands that King County can increase
buffer widths when necessary to protect streams.

KCC A.24.370 Streams: Permitted Alterations — (A) Alterations
may only be permitted if based on a special study see KCC
21A.24.100; 110; and 120.

BPA has sited its proposed transmission facilities to avoid
sensitive areas like streams and wetlands and their associated
buffer areas.  While all streams would be spanned, tall-growing
vegetation would likely need to be removed in buffer areas to
comply with the National Electric Safety Code.

KCC 2A.24.370 D — This section of the King County Code
allows utilities to be located within stream buffers if:

1. No practical alternative exists; and

2. The utility corridor meets any additional requirements set
forth in the administrative rules including, but not limited to,
requirements for installation, replacement of vegetation and
maintenance.

BPA is undertaking this environmental review to determine the
best alternative to meet the purpose and need of the proposed
project.  The Proposed Action was selected as the preferred
alternative because it meets the project’s purpose and need,
creates the least environmental impact, is technically superior
to the other alternatives and has the least cost.  The Proposed
Action would parallel an existing transmission line, therefore
taking advantage of an existing access road system, minimize
the amount of clearing that would be required (because of the
adjacent transmission line right-of-way), require the least amount
of new conductor, and avoid a second separate crossing of the
Cedar River.

With respect to meeting the additional requirements set forth in
the administrative rules, BPA could not comment without
knowing what these additional “requirements” would be.  In
building, operating and maintaining its high voltage system, BPA
must conform to the National Electric Safety Code to construct,
operate and maintain its facilities in a safe and reliable manner.

395-028
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395-036

395-037

395-038

395-035
KCC 2A.24.370 G — Stream crossings may be allowed and may
encroach on the otherwise required stream buffer if:

1. All crossings use bridges or other construction techniques
which do not disturb the stream bed or bank, except that
bottomless culverts or other appropriate methods to provide
fisheries protection may be used for class 2 or 3 streams if the
applicant demonstrates that such methods and their
implementation will pose no harm to the stream or inhibit
migration of fish;

2. All crossings are constructed during the summer low flow and
are timed to avoid stream disturbance during periods when
use is critical to salmonids;

3. Crossings do not occur over salmonids spawning areas unless
King County determines that no other possible crossing site
exists;

4. Bridge piers or abutments are not placed within FEMA
floodway or the ordinary high watermark;

5. Crossings do not diminish the flood-carrying capacity of the
stream;

6. Underground utility crossings are laterally drilled and
located at a depth of four feet below the maximum depth of
scour for the base flood predicted by a civil engineer
licensed by the State of Washington; and

7. Crossings are minimized and serve multiple purposes and
properties whenever possible.

BPA understands these conditions.  No new stream crossings are
proposed. BPA would use its existing access/spur road system to
cross any streams associated with the proposed project.

KCC 2A.24.370 J — A stream channel may be stabilized if:  (1)
Movement of the stream channel threatens existing residential
or commercial structures, public facilities or improvements,
unique natural resources or the only existing access to
property; and (2) the stabilization is done in compliance with
the requirements of the King County Code 21A.24.230
through 21A.24.270 and administrative rules promulgated
pursuant to this chapter.
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Comment noted.  BPA does not anticipate the need to stabilize
any stream channels associated with the Proposed Action.

KCC 21A.24.130 — As determined by King County, mitigation,
maintenance and monitoring shall be in place to protect
sensitive areas and buffers from alterations occurring on the
development site.

BPA has identified the environmental impact of the proposed
project along with a list of mitigation measures that are designed
to eliminate, or at least minimize, the resulting environmental
impacts.  BPA proposes to undertake monitoring activities to
ensure that any impacts are minimized.

With respect to maintenance activities, BPA would maintain the
proposed transmission line and related facilities to ensure safe
and reliable transmission of high voltage electric power over the
life of the facility, and also to comply with the easement BPA
would have with the underlying landowners.

KCC 21A.06.750 — Mitigation defined.

KCC 21A.24.380 (D) — Replacement or enhancement is
required when a stream or buffer is altered.  Replacement or
enhancement shall result in no net loss of stream functions and
result in no impact to streams.

BPA anticipates no alteration to streams as a result of the
proposed project, however, stream buffers would be affected.
Approximately 14 acres of wetland buffers and stream buffers
would be affected by the Proposed Action (see revised Appendix
D).

KCC21A.24.380 (F) — Mitigation shall be on site and in-kind
unless on site mitigation is not possible, mitigation occurs within
the same subbasin and greater biologic and hydrologic functions
are achieved.

BPA understands this King County ordinance and will work with
the County to develop acceptable mitigation that meets both
agencies’ needs.
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KCC 21A.24.070 — Exceptions to the stream standards are
allowed if no practical alternative exists with less impact on the
sensitive area and the proposal minimizes impacts on sensitive
areas.

BPA understands this exception to the stream standard,
adopted by King County Code.

395-018, -019, and -020 Comments noted.  At the time the DEIS was
released, BPA had not yet designed the proposed project.  BPA
routinely uses the environmental process to design its facilities.
If BPA were to complete the design of its facilities prior to
initiating the environmental review, the affected/interested
publics could not provide meaningful and timely input into
BPA’s decision-making process.  Therefore, the design of a
project typically parallels the environmental process, with the
environmental review out front.

BPA has now delineated all of the sensitive areas within the
proposed right-of-way and has sited all of its facilities
(substation expansion, tower sites and access/spur roads) on
uplands.  No wetlands would be filled as a result of the project.
To do so, BPA would implement extraordinary measures to
construct the project, including requiring the contractor to
construct most towers with a helicopter instead of a truck
mounted boom.  Doing so would reduce the road width
normally needed.  Additionally, BPA would be using a new
footing design (micropiles) to reduce the disturbance area at
each tower site.  See Section 2.1.1.1 of the SDEIS.

BPA disagrees with the County’s evaluation of its proposed
project being inconsistent with its land use plans and zoning
ordinance.  In designing its projects, BPA tries to be consistent
with all federal, state and local plans and programs to the extent
practicable, while still meeting the National Electric Safety Code
requirements, and its own right-of-way maintenance criteria for
safe construction, operation and maintenance of its facilities.
While BPA is not an “applicant” here, since it is a federal agency
and Congress has not waived federal supremacy, it tries to meet
or exceed state and local plans and programs to the extent
practicable.
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See response to Comment 395-006.

Having proposed extraordinary measures to avoid sensitive areas
and mitigate potential impacts, BPA believes that the proposed
project is consistent with the King County’s land use plans and
zoning regulations to the maximum extent practicable.

Construction specifications would be developed before
construction that would show sensitive areas and clearing
required.

395-021 Comment noted.  BPA agrees to provide the appropriate level of
compensatory mitigation for all unavoidable impacts to sensitive
areas, as provided by the King County Code.

395-022 through -028   BPA has prepared a wetland report (see revised
Appendix D) and a Wetlands Delineation Report (sent under
separate cover).  These reports identify the location of the
sensitive areas, the measures BPA has taken to avoid the
sensitive areas to the extent that it can, and what measures
would be taken to reduce impacts to the maximum extent
practicable.

395-029 Herbicides would not be used anywhere on the Cedar River
Watershed.  Outside the Watershed, it is unlikely herbicides
would be used in wetlands and wetland buffers.

395-030 through -034   Please see responses to Comments 394-022, 395-
009, -014, -015, -016, and -017.

395-035 See response to Comment 395-029.

395-036 Potential impacts to these corridors are discussed in Section
4.1.1.1 of the Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B).

395-037 This source of disturbance is included in construction activities
and is described in Section 4.1 of the Wildlife Technical Report
(Appendix B).

395-038 Impacts to these species are analyzed in the Fisheries Technical
Report (revised Appendix A) and Wildlife Technical Report
(Appendix B).
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395-039

395-039 and -040   Comment noted.
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395-041

395-042

395-040

395-041 Appendix B and Section 4.9 of the SDEIS have been expanded
to provide additional information on impacts to wildlife.  BPA has
been in formal consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service and has completed informal consultation with NOAA
Fisheries (see Appendix U).

See response to Comments 394-062, 394-088, 394-096, 394-
098, 394-100, 394-101, 394-102, 394-227, 394-236, 394-237,
394-240, 394-241, 394-242, 394-247, and 395-006 for
additional information on impacts to wildlife.
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395-043

395-044

395-045

395-042

395-042 See response to Comment 394-065.  In addition, the potential
for noise disturbance outside of the 0.25-mile corridor is
recognized and discussed in Section 4.7.2.5 and mitigation
described in Section 4.7.2.10 of the SDEIS.

395-043 As mentioned in Section 4.1.1.1 of the Wildlife Technical Report
(Appendix B), the proposed transmission line would span the
Cedar River and so it is expected that the corridor in that area
would remain largely intact.  The other corridor would likely be
impacted.  See response to Comment 340-002 for information
about compensatory mitigation.

395-044 Please see response to Comment 394-022.  All streams would be
spanned.

395-045 and -046   Comments noted.  BPA’s proposed project would cross
over two Class 1 Streams (the Cedar and Raging rivers),
however, the proposed project would not involve any ground
disturbing activities within 200 feet of these streams; therefore,
BPA would not be considered to be directly affecting the coastal
zone, and no substantial development permit from King County
is needed.
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409-001 Comment noted.

409-001
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409-002

409-003

409-004

409-005

409-002 and -003   Please see response to Comment 349-001 for more
information about conservation.  Please see the response to
Comment 340-003.  A new alternative discussing potential
non-transmission alternatives was added to the SDEIS to fully
disclose current non-transmission options.  Additional
information about the purpose and need for the project have
been added to Chapter 1 of the SDEIS.  Alternative actions
that were considered but dropped, including double-circuiting
in the existing right-of-way through the Cedar River
Watershed, are described in Section 2.3 of the SDEIS.

 409-004 See response to Comment 340-002.

409-005 See response to Comment 340-002.
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408-008

409-006

409-007

409-006 See response to Comment 340-002.

409-007 Comment noted.

409-008 Comment noted.
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413-001 Comment noted.

413-001
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413-002 Please see responses to Comment Letter 395.

413-003 Please see response to Comment 339-001.

413-004 See response to Comments 411-006, 349-001, and 394-090.

413-005 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

413-004

413-002

413-003

413-005
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413-006

413-007

413-006 See response to Comment 340-002.

413-007 Please see response to Comment 382-017.
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405-001

405-001 Please see response to Comment 411-006.

BPA has sited the transmission towers to avoid sensitive natural
areas such as streams, wetlands and riparian areas adjacent to
streams and wetlands.  After selecting these tower sites and the
proposed access/spur road locations, BPA gave the Cultural
Committee the opportunity to suggest that BPA move any of its
facilities, with the exception of angle structures, either ahead on
line or back on line, if any cultural materials could neither be
harvested or relocated.

If BPA were to decide to build the project, it would inform the
Culture Committee as soon as the decision is made, so that the
Committee could either harvest or relocate these resources with
the permission of the landowners.  As mentioned to the
Committee in recent correspondence, in many BPA rights-of-
way, tribal members routinely harvest berries, roots, and
medicinal plants under the transmission lines annually.  BPA
would work with the Muckleshoot Tribe as with other tribes to
identify and take extra caution with vegetation management
practices to avoid contaminating gathering sites.

405-002 Prior to deregulation of the electric utility industry, utilities could
plan new resources such as new generation, 10 or more years
out in the future.  Since deregulation, new generation and
additional loads can be added over a 5-10 year time frame.  So,
while in the past long-range planning studies were done over a
longer period of time, often 20 years in the future, current
planning requirements have changed the time frame considered
long term.

The existing line through the CRW was built over 30 years ago.
BPA’s conservative estimate is that a new line and additional
lines added to the infrastructure would serve loads for at least
another 30 years.  Please also see responses to Comments 382-
004 and 382-005 and Appendix H (available on request).

405-003 It is true that the presence of any existing utility facility would be
a logical choice for the siting of future proposals.  BPA has no
plans for additional lines at this time.

405-002

405-003
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405-004

405-005

405-006

405-007

405-008

405-009

405-004 More information has been added about the Canadian
Entitlement.  Please see Appendix I.

405-005 Additional information about clearing and maintenance has
been included in the SDEIS.

405-006 Additional information about access roads and stream crossings
has been included in the SDEIS.

405-007 BPA has prepared Table 2-3 “Summary of Impacts from
Alternatives,” by taking the information presented in Section
(Chapter) 4 “Environmental Consequences” of the SDEIS and
attempting to quantify the level of impact for each resource
area as low, moderate, high, or no impacts.

405-008 Comment noted.

405-009 We concur that there is use within the Cedar River Municipal
Watershed beyond recreation.  The DEIS stated that the Cedar
River Municipal Watershed is managed as an ecological reserve
(Page 3-3).  The document also states that the primary use of the
watershed (CRMW) is to provide a reliable, high-quality supply
of (drinking) water to the region.  And in addition to supplying
drinking water, the CRMW is also managed for generation of
electric power, for education purposes, and also for recreation
i.e., swimming at Rattlesnake Lake.

Although the document did not evaluate the visual impact of a
tribal member practicing a sacred tradition within the CRMW,
the proposed line would be located immediately adjacent to the
existing Raver-Echo Lake 500-kV Transmission Line; therefore,
the proposed line would add only slight incremental visual
impacts.  If the impact of a transmission line would interfere with
the aforementioned sacred tradition, then we would assume that
such tradition would be practiced elsewhere in the CRMW
where no line currently exists.

405-010 Comment noted.  However, BPA disagrees with the premise that
existing and proposed rights-of-way would negatively impact
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405-010

405-011

405-012

405-013

405-014

deer and elk herds in the area.  With the removal of the over
story in the forested environment and the establishment of low-
growing vegetation within the cleared right-of-way, more feed
would be made available for ungulates such as deer and elk,
instead of less.  Deer and elk need both feed and cover to
survive and be healthy.

405-011 Please see response to Comment 349-005.

405-012 BPA would plant native seed to revegetate disturbed areas
within the Cedar River Watershed created by the project.
Doing so would minimize the potential for erosion, provide feed
for ungulates such as the deer and elk, and minimize the
potential for noxious weeds to sprout, or spread where they are
already present.

If BPA decides to build the project this year, construction would
not begin until after the Record of Decision, now scheduled for
August 2003. It is our understanding that the calving and fawning
period for deer and elk normally begins in March and typically
ends in late spring, around the middle of June. Most, if not all, of
the calving and fawning will have already taken place prior to
the onset of construction activities.

405-013 Please see responses to Comments 382-017 and 394-108.

405-014 Comment noted.  At the time BPA released the DEIS, the
proposed transmission line had not been designed.  BPA uses
the environmental process to help design its projects.  After
identifying survey points in the field, BPA conducted a wetland
and stream determination, tying the location of these sensitive
resources to centerline of the proposed transmission line, and
then selected tower sites in upland areas to avoid impacting
wetlands and streams and their associated wetland areas.
While forested wetlands would be converted to nonforested
wetlands, BPA would not fill any jurisdictional wetlands as a result
of the Proposed Action.

Any trees removed from the forested wetlands would be cut by
hand-held equipment (chain saws) and portions of this
vegetation would be left in the wetland areas for use as wildlife
habitat or removed by helicopter.  No mechanical clearing
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405-015

405-016

405-017

405-018

would be undertaken in wetland areas.  See also response to
Comment 405-001.

405-015 Impacts of the Proposed Action would occur in Douglas fir
dominated stands that are 36 to 75 years of age.  Due to the
height of the trees, additional cutting would be needed at
various locations beyond the 150-foot ROW to remove danger
trees.  This additional cutting would be required whenever the
height of trees, in combination with the topography, location and
swing of the conductor, wind direction, lean, evidence of high
water table, past tree failures, overall health of the tree, etc.,
could represent a danger to electrical transmission line reliability.
Selective danger tree cutting could occur as far away as 200 feet
from the edge of the ROW, but most would occur within 75 feet
from the edge of the ROW.

405-016 If the landowners agrees to planting the species and the species
does not grow too tall, it could be planted under the line.

405-017 The project’s Area of Potential Effects (APE) is discussed in the
Draft Cultural Resource Survey Technical Report (Bialas 2001). It
consists of a 300-foot (91-meter)-wide corridor containing the
150-foot (45.5-foot)-wide construction corridor and a 150-
foot (45.5-meter)-wide danger tree removal zone. Some
facilities, such as the Echo Lake Substation expansion area,
extend beyond the construction corridor.  Access roads and
staging areas also would be used but their precise locations have
not yet been defined.

405-018 The statement on page 4-96 that impact to cultural resources is
expected to be low was based on a sensitivity study of the
project (DeBoer 2000). The Draft Cultural Resource Survey
Technical Report (Bialas 2001), based on an intensive survey
with subsurface testing, located only two cultural resources and
recommended both as not eligible for listing in the National
Register of Historic Places.

BPA will continue consulting with the Muckleshoot Tribe to
request the Tribe’s concerns about potential project impacts and
mitigation measures. We believe that the environmental
analysis, including cultural and social impacts, can be completed.
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405-019

405-020

405-021

405-022

405-019 BPA will be pleased to enter into a Memorandum of
Agreement (MOA) regarding National Historic Preservation
Act (NHPA) compliance, if continued analysis and consultation
determines that the project would affect one or more National
Register of Historic Places properties and avoidance or
mitigation is needed. BPA looks forward to receiving any
information the Muckleshoot Tribe may have on traditional
cultural properties or uses of the project area.

405-020 The Proposed Action calls for construction of nine miles of
transmission line and the expansion of Echo Lake Substation by
approximately three acres for the purpose of constructing a new
bay to accommodate the additional transmission line.  BPA
regrets this oversight if it was not mentioned during the scoping
meeting with representatives of the Muckleshoot and
Snoqualmie tribes.  With respect to surveying these areas for
cultural resources, BPA cultural resource contractor, HRA Inc.,
surveyed the substation expansion area at the time the line was
surveyed during summer 2001.  Although the proposed
substation expansion area was surveyed, no survey was
undertaken for any staging areas because they were unknown at
the time.  Any area where ground disturbing activities would
take place would be surveyed for cultural resources before
construction.

405-021 Once BPA has a timber cruise, we would be willing to share that
information with the tribe.

405-022 Comment noted.  BPA received many requests for more
information as a result of the review of the draft EIS and decided
to publish a SDEIS to respond to the comments.
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338-001

338-001 Comment noted.

339-001

339-001 Additional information has been added to the SDEIS to address
this comment.  Please see Chapter 1.  The purpose of the
project is to meet the level of reliability that will reasonably
insure that all customers in the region have electrical power
available when it is needed.
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340-001 Our reference to the “human environment” includes both the
social environment as well as the natural environment, and
our EIS looks at impacts to both.  We do not put one above the
other, but analyze all impacts in our environmental
documents.  With respect to what we mean by the project
purpose “Maintain environmental quality,” we mean that it is
our intention to build, operate and maintain the proposed
transmission facilities in an environmentally-responsible
manner, should BPA make a decision to build the project.

340-002 Your comment regarding mitigation is noted and will be
addressed in the appropriate detail in the Mitigation Action
Plan to be subsequently prepared for this project, and in
association with permitting discussions with the King County
Department of Development and Environmental Services.

BPA has purchased 350 acres in the Raging River Basin
immediately adjacent to the Cedar River Watershed.  One
hundred ten acres would be turned over to the city of Seattle
with the remaining acreage sold with a conservation easement
or deed restriction such that no commercial or residential
construction could take place.  BPA may also purchase or fund
the purchase of other properties that could be used for
compensatory mitigation.  Portions that will not be turned over
to the city of Seattle would be sold with a conservation easement
or deed restriction such that no commercial or residential
construction could take place.  These properties would more
than offset any impacts the project may cause to the Cedar River
Watershed and its HCP and impacts to wetlands inside and
outside the watershed.

In addition to this compensatory mitigation measure, BPA has
designed mitigation measures into the proposed project.  It has
avoided impacts to jurisdictional wetlands by avoiding filling any
wetlands, using a small footprint for tower footings to minimize
ground disturbance, planting low-growing vegetation in forested
wetlands that would be changed to shrub-scrub wetlands and
planting low-growing vegetation on other disturbed ground to
rehabilitate it, requiring helicopter/sky crane construction be
used to minimize new road construction, and using existing
access roads to the extent possible.

340-002

340-003

340-004

340-005

340-006
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With respect to the proposed conversion of forested wetlands to
scrub/shrub wetlands, BPA would only use hand clearing
techniques to remove tall-growing woody vegetation, and either
leave all vegetation taken in the wetland areas or would remove
vegetation by use of helicopter/sky crane.  Additionally, BPA
would provide the appropriate level of compensatory mitigation
as recommended by King County for altering these wetlands.

340-003 See Section 2.3.8 of the SDEIS.

340-004 Danger trees would be identified using a combination of
information – topography, location and swing of the conductor,
wind direction, lean, evidence of high water table, past tree
failures, overall health of the tree, etc.  See Section 2.1.1.4 of
the SDEIS.

340-005 The proposed line would not cross the north face of the Taylor
Mountain, and would not be visible to travelers on I-90.  The
line would terminate at Echo Lake Substation, more that a mile
south of I-90.

340-006 Please see the response to Comment 340-002.
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341-001 Section 3.3.2 and Table 2 of the Wildlife Technical Report
(Appendix B) were revised to indicate that wolves are highly
mobile species and could be observed in a variety of habitats,
including the project area.  However, the finding that the
project area does not provide suitable denning or rendezvous
habitat is still accurate.  BPA believes that the proposed project
would have no effect on the gray wolf, a federally-listed
endangered species, and the USFWS has concurred with this
determination in their February 23, 2002 letter to BPA.

341-002 Section 3.3.2 of the Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B)
describes the process used to select species for inclusion in the
analysis.  Species included are those that are federally-listed as
threatened or endangered; federal species of concern; listed by
the state of Washington as threatened, endangered, sensitive, or
monitor species; identified in the King County Comprehensive
Plan as being of local concern; and are expected to occur on
the west side of the Cascades.  One additional species, the
black-tailed deer, was also included as a result of comments
made during public scoping for the project.  Because neither
black bear nor cougar fit these criteria, they were not included.

341-003 Comment noted.341-002

341-003
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342-001

342-001 The route suggested was field reviewed on two occasions.
The route is not level and would require additional
acquisition from private owners, and more new
construction.
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343-001

343-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-002.
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344-001

344-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-002.
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345-001

345-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-002.

346-001 Comment noted.

346-002 Please see response to Comment 340-003.

346-003 Comment noted.  We understand that the City of Seattle has
acquired most of the land above Landsburg Dam within the
Cedar River Watershed to protect water quality and wildlife.
We also understand that the City of Seattle has “negotiated a
conservation plan with the secretaries of the Interior and
Commerce to minimize and mitigate any impact to endangered
species while conducting otherwise lawful activities.”  HCP’s
are a long-term plan authorized under Section 10 of the
Endangered Species Act (16 U.S.C. 1539). (HCP, Page 1.1-3).

As a federal agency, BPA is not subject to Section 10 of the ESA,
but is subject to Section 7.  BPA has initiated formal
consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) and
has concluded informal consultation with the National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS).

346-004 BPA tries to first avoid environmentally sensitive areas, such as
wetlands, in siting its transmission facilities.  Where it cannot,
these areas are spanned.  Where they cannot be spanned, the

346-001

346-002

346-003

346-004
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impact is minimized.  For the Proposed Action, BPA finds that no
wetlands would need to be filled; however, approximately 14
acres of wetlands would be altered from forested wetlands to
scrub/shrub wetlands.

The proposed project would change some forestland to managed
grass/forb/shrub habitat, and change some forested wetlands to
scrub/shrub wetlands.  BPA would provide compensatory
mitigation for these impacts as described in Response to
Comment 340-002 above; however, such wetland mitigation
would be determined by King County regulations and not the
Washington State Department of Ecology.  Since no wetlands
would be filled as a part of the proposed action, no permit would
be sought from either the Army Corps of Engineers or the
Department of Ecology.
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347-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

347-002 Please see the response to Comment 340-002.

347-003 Please see response to Comments 411-006 and 394-090.

347-002

347-003
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348-001

348-001 Comment noted.  Please see response to Comment 340-002.

348-002 Please see response to Comment 340-002.

348-002
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349-001 Conservation was studied as an alternative to the transmission
line.  BPA is actively involved in conservation programs as
noted in the EIS, but BPA plans the transmission system on
the basis of the loads supplied by its customers.  BPA’s
customers (Seattle City Light, Snohomish County PUD, Puget
Sound Energy, etc.) encourage conservation and have a
closer relationship to end users of electricity.  At the same
time, local utilities have requested transmission service from
BPA sufficient to serve their expected load.  BPA is obliged to
maintain and construct a system that can meet those
contracted needs.  Conservation cannot provide the level of
reliability and capacity needed.  See Section 2.2.9 and
Appendix J of the SDEIS.

349-002 Please see Section 2.3.8 of the SDEIS.

349-003 The proposed transmission line requires access to each tower
site for the purposes of construction, maintenance and
continuous operation of the line.  BPA has selected the
Proposed Action as its preferred alternative, in part, due to its
minimal impact on the environment of all of the action
alternatives under consideration.  Since the Proposed Action
would parallel an existing BPA 500-kV line, BPA would take
advantage of an existing access road system.  Because an
existing access road system is already in place, BPA would need
to build about 2.9 miles of additional access/spur roads to
construct, operate and maintain the proposed transmission line.

349-002

349-003
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349-004

349-004 Please see the response to Comment 340-002.

349-005 BPA has prepared a programmatic EIS for its vegetation
management program associated with transmission lines, roads,
and related facilities.  The EIS identifies appropriate measures to
protect the environment while minimizing danger tree risks and
maintaining the ROW within safe, reliable conditions.  These
guidelines provide for protecting water resources by using
herbicide buffer zones.  BPA would comply with the standards
and guidelines established in this EIS and the Record of Decision
for vegetation management (BPA 2000).  See Appendix K of the
SDEIS for more information.  See also response to Comment
394-193.  BPA would discuss the use of herbicides with
individual landowners.  Herbicides would not be used in the
Raging River Watershed if landowners object.

349-005
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351-001 Comment noted.

350-001

350-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

350-002 Please see the response to Comment 340-002.

350-003 Comment noted.  Please see response to Comments 411-006,
349-001, and 394-090.

350-002

350-003
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352-001

352-001 Please see the response to Comment 339-001.

352-002 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

352-003 Comment noted.

352-004 Comment noted.

352-005 Not all trees in the ROW would be removed.  Transmission
towers are typically sited on higher ground, and they generally
span drainages and associated riparian areas.  Siting towers in
this manner would increase the likelihood that the conductors
may be above some riparian areas and may require only limited
removal of vegetation.  BPA would leave/protect low-growing
vegetation where possible.

352-002

352-003

352-004

352-005
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353-001 Please see response to Comment 352-005.

353-002 Comment noted.  If BPA makes a decision to build the proposed
project, it would do so in an environmentally-responsible
manner.  BPA would obtain all applicable environmental permits
from the appropriate land management agencies and other
federal agencies, such as the USFWS, before initiating
construction activities.

353-002
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354-001

354-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

354-002 Please see the response to Comment 340-002.  BPA has
purchased lands adjacent to the Cedar River Watershed as
compensatory mitigation for the forestland that would be taken
out of production within the Cedar River Watershed.  These
lands could also be used as mitigation for the wetlands that
would be impacted as a result of the proposed project.

354-003 Please see responses to Comments 349-001 and 350-003.

354-002

354-003
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355-001 Please see responses to Comments 340-003 and 352-005.
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356-001

356-001 The Final Cedar River Watershed Habitat Conservation Plan
for the Issuance of Permit to Allow Incidental Take of
Threatened and Endangered Species (HCP), does not
“disallow logging of this type in the Watershed,” as the
commenter states.  On the contrary, the HCP states “Removal
of trees, down or standing, will be allowed along the existing
or new rights-of-way, including roads, to protect public safety
and facilities and to allow access. Trees removed for such
reasons may be sold by the City, as long as any net revenues
are used to offset costs of the HCP or watershed
management.”

356-002 Comment noted.  Please see the response to Comment 340-
003.

356-003 Comment noted.  Please see responses to Comments 349-001
and 350-003.

356-002

356-003
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357-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

357-002 As described in Section 3.4 of the Vegetation Technical Report
(Appendix C) of the EIS, the proposed transmission line ROW
does not pass through old growth forest.

357-003 Comment noted.  Please see response to Comments 411-006,
349-001, and 394-090.

357-004 Analysis of potential impacts from habitat fragmentation within
the Cedar River Watershed was expanded in Section 4.1.1.1 of
the Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B).  No old-growth
forest habitat would be affected.

357-005 Comment noted.  BPA has purchased land to be used as
compensatory mitigation, to partially mitigate for the forestlands
and wetlands that would be impacted by the proposed project.
See response to Comment 340-002.

357-002

357-003

357-005

357-004

358-001

358-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.
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359-001

359-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

359-002 Comment noted.

359-002

360-001

360-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

360-002 See response to Comment 357-004.

360-003 The Proposed Action would not require cutting any old growth
on the Cedar River Watershed, or anywhere within the project
area.

360-004 Comment noted.  See response to Comment 357-003.

360-002

360-003

360-004
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361-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

361-002 Comment noted.

361-003 Please see the response to Comment 340-002.

361-004 Please see responses to Comments 349-001, 350-003, and
357-005.

361-002

361-003

361-004
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362-001

362-001 Comment noted.

362-002 Please see response to Comment 394-090 for additional
information on cumulative effects analysis.

As a part of this analysis for the SDEIS, BPA identified the
potential effects on federally-listed threatened and endangered
species, species of concern, and Washington State-listed
threatened and endangered, and sensitive and monitor species
with the potential to occur on the west side of the Cascades.  Tall
Bugbane was included in the analysis.

362-003 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.362-002

362-003
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363-001

363-001 Comment noted.
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364-001

364-001 Please see responses to Comment Letter 361.
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365-001

365-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

365-002 Comment noted.  Please see response to Comment 340-002.

365-003 Comment noted.  BPA is siting the needed facilities to minimize
the impacts on the environment, while meeting the project’s
purposes and need.

365-003

365-002
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366-001

366-001 Increasing the number of routes and building additional lines
would increase the environmental impacts.

366-002 Please see response to Comment 394-034 and Section 2.1.1.4 of
the SDEIS.

366-003 Please see response to Comment 349-001.

366-003

366-002
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367-001

367-001 Comment noted.

367-002 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

367-003 Please see response to Comment 349-001.

367-003

367-002
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368-001

368-001 BPA understands that the City of Seattle has recently adopted
a HCP in compliance with the Endangered Species Act.  BPA
expects to minimize any impacts to the environment in
constructing, operating and maintaining the facilities over the
life of the project.  Please see response to Comment 340-
002.

368-002 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

368-003 Comment noted.  Should BPA make a decision to build the
project, it would do so in an environmentally-responsible
manner.  BPA understands the sensitivity of the Cedar River
Watershed and adjoining lands, and intends to do what it can
to protect and preserve the municipal watershed and not cause
any harm, should a decision be made to site the facilities
through the Watershed.

368-003

368-002

369-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

369-002 Although the Cedar River Watershed is owned by the Seattle
Public Utilities, it is located in unincorporated King County.
The environmental regulations that govern the environmentally
sensitive areas, such as wetlands, within the Watershed are the
King County Sensitive Areas Ordinance, and state and federal
regulations.  BPA intends to comply with all applicable federal,
state and local environmental laws and regulations to the extent
practicable.

369-002

369-001
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370-001

370-001 Please see responses to Comment Letter 361.
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371-001

371-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

371-002 Comment noted.  BPA intends to minimize the impacts to the
environment, should a decision be made to build the project.
Please see response to Comment 357-003.

371-003 Comment noted.

371-003

371-002

372-001

372-001 Please see responses to Comment Letter 361.
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373-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

373-002 Please see response to Comment 349-001.

373-002

373-001

374-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

374-002 Comment noted.

374-003 Comment noted.  BPA designs its facilities to have an economic
life of approximately 50 years.  It does not make hasty decisions
in siting transmission facilities.  As a federal agency, BPA is
subject to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969,
as amended.  NEPA requires that BPA undertake an
environmental impact statement on all major federal actions
prior to making its decisions.

Over the last three years, BPA has made a concerted effort to
work with the potentially-affected public and involved
government agencies to find alternatives for the proposed
power line and related facilities, including undertaking this
environmental impact statement.  BPA is committed to
complying with the letter and the intent of NEPA in identifying
all of the environmental impacts the proposal would cause, in
advance of the decision-maker making an informed decision.
If a decision is made to build a transmission line, then those
impacts would be minimized to the maximum extent
practicable.  See response to Comment 340-002.

374-002

374-001

374-003
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375-001 Please see responses to Comment Letter 361.

375-001

376-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

376-002 Please see responses to Comments 340-002, 349-001 and
357-003.

376-002

376-001
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377-001 BPA has proposed siting the transmission facilities (towers and
access/spur roads) to avoid sensitive areas such as wetlands,
and their buffer areas.  Where these sensitive areas could not
be avoided, we have attempted to minimize their impact.
No wetlands would be filled, but about 14 acres of non-
jurisdictional wetlands would be converted from forested
wetlands to scrub/shrub wetlands.

Additionally, BPA intends to purchase or fund the purchase of
additional land that could be used for compensatory mitigation
to mitigate for the damage done to sensitive areas, should BPA
make a decision to build the project.  See response to Comment
340-002.  BPA intends to comply with all federal, state and local
regulations with respect to the proposed project, and minimize
impacts to wetlands.

BPA has concluded consultation with the National Marine
Fisheries Service under Section 7 of the Endangered Species
Act.  We have prepared a biological assessment (BA) and have
concluded that the Proposed Action would not result in
destruction or adverse modification of designated critical
habitat.  We asked NMFS for their concurrence in this finding,
and received their concurrence in early February 2002.  Please
see Appendix U.

377-002 Please see responses to Comments 340-002, 349-001 and 357-
003.

377-002

377-001
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378-001 Comment noted.  BPA has selected its Proposed Action based on
a number of factors, including electrical performance, cost, and
level of impact to the human and the natural environment.
Table 2-3 of the SDEIS compares the impacts among alternatives.
The Proposed Action is less likely to impact cultural resources,
would have the least line losses, and is one the most economical
of the alternatives analyzed in the SDEIS.

BPA has agreed to a long list of mitigation measures to diminish
the impact of the Proposed Action in the Watershed.  Double-
circuiting the crossing of the Cedar River will avoid clearing
vegetation along the riverbanks.  Constructing the towers with
helicopters and using new tower footing designs called
micropiles would reduce the amount of ground disturbance.
The purchase or funding the purchase of land adjacent to the
watershed for natural resource protection will more than offset
the small amount of disturbance that is expected to result from
the construction.  Locating the Proposed Action adjacent to an
existing line would take advantage of the existing access road
system and would also minimize the amount of clearing of
vegetation that would be necessary.   See also response to
Comment 340-002.

378-002 Please see response to Comment 349-001.

378-003 BPA anticipates no short-term or long-term impact to the
municipal water supply as a result of the Proposed Action.  If a
decision is made to build the project, BPA would prepare and
implement a storm water pollution prevention plan, under the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), a
program regulated by the Environmental Protection Agency.  In
complying with the NPDES requirements, no sediments in
measurable quantities would be allowed to enter surface water.
As a federal agency, BPA is required to comply with the Clean
Water Act, and the National Drinking Water Act and BPA intends
to do so. BPA is aware of the sensitivity of the area, particularly
in the Cedar River Municipal Watershed, where drinking water
is collected for 1.3 million people in the Seattle metropolitan
area.  BPA currently has an existing transmission line that crosses
the Cedar River Municipal Watershed, and BPA knows of no
problems the City of Seattle currently has with this existing line

378-002

378-001

378-003

378-004
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378-006

378-005

378-007

378-008

378-011

378-010

378-012

378-013

378-009

other than an ongoing noxious weed problem that BPA is aware
of.  BPA would take precautions, such as washing vehicles, to
prevent the spread of noxious weeds if BPA decided to build a
line through the CRW.

BPA is working with Seattle Public Utilities and the Muckleshoot
Tribe to develop a long-term solution to the noxious weeds
issues on the CRW and on other BPA ROWs.

378-004 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

378-005 Comment noted.  BPA feels that we have adequately addressed
the impacts of the project.  Regarding potential soil erosion,
BPA would comply with the Clean Water Act and the NPDES
requirements in designing and implementing a storm water
pollutant prevention plan.  Erosion control devices would be left
in place until the area has become at least 70 percent stabilized.
They then may be removed or remain in place for a longer
period.  When removed, a Notice of Termination will be filed
with EPA.

Please see response to Comment 357-004 addressing habitat
fragmentation.

With respect to the clearing impacts, the commenter is correct,
danger trees could be taken as far or farther than 200 feet from
the power line, depending on their height, condition, and
relationship to the line.  See response to Comment 340-004.

378-006 Please see response to Comment 349-004.

378-007 Please see response to Comment 340-002.

378-008 BPA proposes to double circuit (at a cost of over $2 million) the
proposed line with the existing line at the crossing of the Cedar
River.  This would avoid the need to clear additional riparian
vegetation along the banks of the river.  The crossing at the
Raging River would use tower heights that would minimize
clearing in riparian habitat as much as possible.

378-009 BPA is only proposing to build access/spur roads outside of the
proposed right-of-way to avoid wetlands.  Trails are not sufficient
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surfaces for the equipment used to build and maintain the line.
Helicopters would be used to construct the project, but BPA
needs access to its tower sites at all times to operate and
maintain the transmission system.  Regarding eliminating roads
elsewhere in the Watershed, BPA has no control over existing
roads on private land.  To access its transmission system, BPA
prefers to acquire rights on existing access roads and only builds
its own roads where there are no existing roads or access to
those roads has been denied.

378-010 BPA feels that it has done an adequate job addressing cumulative
impacts of past, present and any reasonable foreseeable future
projects in the area in the SDEIS.  BPA disagrees that critical
wildlife corridors would be affected between Tiger Mountain
and Rattlesnake Ridge.

378-011 Comment noted.  BPA agrees that of the alternatives under
consideration the Proposed Action is the preferable route.

378-012 and -013  Comment noted.  A SDEIS was produced and distributed
with updated information on cumulative impacts, fisheries,
streams, mitigation measures, and site-specific information.
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379-001 Please see response to Comments 349-001, 340-003, and
409-002.

379-001

380-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

380-001
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381-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

381-002 Please see responses to Comments 340-002, 350-003, and
357-003.

381-001

381-002
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382-001 Comment noted.

382-002 Comment noted.

382-003 Please see responses to Comments 394-003, 378-012, and 378-
001.

382-004 The description of the purpose and need for this project is
greatly expanded in Chapter 1 of the SDEIS.  A summary of the
transmission planning studies (Appendix H) is available upon
request.

382-005 BPA performed a regional system analysis that supported the
subject project.  These analyses are conducted through
computer simulation studies.  A summary of these studies is
available upon request (Appendix H).

BPA is considering other improvements in the area.  See
Section 1.7 of the SDEIS.

382-006 Comment noted.  Cost estimates for all the alternatives in the
SDEIS were updated to include mitigation cost estimates.  BPA is
committed to providing the appropriate level of mitigation as
required by King County’s Environmentally Sensitive Areas
Ordinance, Chapter 21A.24 of the King County Code.  Although
BPA as a federal government agency is not required to meet
these procedural requirements, it strives to meet or exceed local
development regulations’ substantive requirements wherever
possible.  As a result, BPA is working with King County as well as
Seattle Public Utilities and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in
developing a reasonable mitigation package that is acceptable to
all of these agencies’ needs.   Please also see response to
Comment 340-002.

382-007 Please see response to Comment 394-090.

382-002

382-001

382-003

382-004

382-005
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382-006

382-007

382-010

382-009

382-008

382-008 The DEIS and SDEIS contained a cumulative impact analysis
that looked at the cumulative impacts of existing facilities
when added to the proposed project and any reasonable
foreseeable future actions.  BPA does not know whether a line
between Echo Lake Substation and Monroe Substation is
needed.  BPA’s system planners are constantly studying the
system, and only propose improvements to the system as they
are needed.  System planners have not determined that such a
line is needed, and therefore, it would not be considered to
be reasonable foreseeable at the present time.

382-009 The 50-foot road easement is a BPA standard for acquisition of a
road to be constructed along a 500-kV transmission line.  The
typical cross section of a 16-foot wide road with ditches is 36-
foot maximum with additional as may be required for cuts and
fills or curve widening.  Typically, a 16-foot wide road on the
type of terrain in the project area would not require more than
26 feet.

BPA will specify helicopter/sky crane tower erection within the
Cedar River Watershed to minimize impacts in the area.
Helicopter tower erection would also be used outside the
Watershed in those areas where access might impact wetlands.
Roads would still be necessary to allow access to most of the
tower sites that could be reached from uplands, for both
construction and maintenance activities.  However, no wetlands
would be filled to reach tower sites.

382-010 Comment noted. BPA has purchased or will fund the purchase of
land to offset those forestlands and wetlands that would be lost
due to the Proposed Action.  See response to Comment 340-
002.

382-011 Please see response to Comment 394-034 and Section 2.1.1.4 of
the SDEIS.

382-012 A SDEIS has been provided with more in-depth analysis of a
variety of issues raised during the comment period for the Draft
EIS.

382-013 When siting its transmission facilities, BPA avoids sensitive areas
such as wetlands where it can.  Where it cannot, these sensitive
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382-012

382-011

382-013

382-014

382-016

382-015

areas are spanned, and where they cannot be spanned, BPA
minimizes its impact to the extent that it can.  BPA has
determined that the Proposed Action would convert
approximately 14 acres of forested wetlands to scrub-shrub
wetlands.  No wetlands would be filled.  BPA is looking for ways
to mitigate for the wetland impacts; however, it proposes to use
part or all of the 352-acre parcel recently purchased from the
Trust for Public Land to mitigate for the conversion of forested
habitat to non-forest uses, as well as to mitigate for a portion of
wetland impacts associated with the Proposed Action.  See also
response to Comment 340-002 for information about
compensatory mitigation.

382-014 Comment noted.  BPA is aware that the City of Seattle intends to
reestablish some species of salmon in the Cedar River, above
Landsburg Dam, and that the Raging River has coho and
chinook salmon.  While additional road construction, clearing
activities and potential spills could adversely impact these fish
species, BPA would put in place mitigation measures to
minimize any impacts.  Additionally, BPA has written a biological
assessment (BA) on the Proposed Action that has concluded that
the Proposed Action may affect, but is not likely to adversely
affect the chinook salmon (listed as threatened in the Puget
Sound area) and their designated habitat, and that it may impact,
but is not likely to adversely impact, the coho salmon (listed as a
candidate species, under the Endangered Species Act).

In January 2002, NMFS issued a letter to BPA concurring with its
effect determination of “may affect, but not likely to adversely
affect” for Puget Sound chinook and their designated critical
habitat; therefore, BPA has concluded informal consultation on
these actions in accordance with 50 CFR 402.14 (b)(1).  See
Appendix U.

382-015 Section 4.1.1.1 of the Wildlife Technical Report (Appendix B)
was amended to include a discussion of potential collisions
with power lines by marbled murrelets potentially flying up
river corridors.  Section 3.3.2 was revised to include marbled
murrelets as a species to be analyzed.

Section 3.3.2.1 of the Wildlife Technical Report was revised to
reflect the level of potential future habitat loss in the lower
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382-017

382-018

382-019

Cedar River Watershed and to discuss the potential impacts of
creating dispersal barriers for this species.  Although spotted owls
may use habitat in the lower Cedar River Watershed in the
future, it is not guaranteed.

The analysis of potential impacts from habitat fragmentation
within the Cedar River Watershed was expanded in Section
4.1.1.1 of the Wildlife Technical Report.

382-016 For safe and uninterrupted operation of the transmission line,
vegetation within the ROW is not allowed to grow above a
certain height.  Restrictions vary, however, depending on the
terrain, the type of vegetation, and growth rates.  It is BPA’s
intent to protect and maintain, as much as practicable,
vegetation in the ROW that will not interfere with the safe and
reliable operation of the line.  In some places, towers are sited
so that trees in canyons and along rivers can be maintained.  In
addition, long-term vegetation management on the ROWs
includes the promotion of low-growing plant communities on the
ROWs to “out compete” trees and tall-growing brush.

382-017 BPA contracted for a noxious weed survey in July 2001.  Six
noxious weed species were found within the Proposed Action
area, with three being so common that King County and the
Noxious Weed Program recognizes that control or eradication is
not economically feasible.  Most of the noxious weeds were
found on the more disturbed sites outside the Cedar River
Watershed.  During construction, BPA will follow the
recommendations in that report regarding preventative
measures such as educating the construction contractor to
identify and avoid infested areas, washing vehicles and
equipment prior to entry and upon moving to another location,
using certified weed-free materials brought onto the project
area, and reseeding disturbed areas.  Following construction,
BPA will follow standards and guidelines set forth for noxious
weeds as defined in the FEIS and Record of Decision for BPA
Transmission System Vegetation Management Program (BPA
2000). The Vegetation Management ROD can be found on the
Internet at www.efw.bpa.gov/cgi-bin/PSA/NEPA/SUMMARIES/
VegetationManagement_EIS0285.   See also Appendix K of the
SDEIS.  BPA and SPU are drafting an agreement that addresses
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382-021

382-020

382-022

382-023

382-025

382-024

382-026

vegetation management of target species, including weeds,
within the CRW.

382-018 In response to comments received about the range of
alternatives analyzed in the DEIS, BPA analyzed five additional
alternatives in the SDEIS that would avoid construction in the
Cedar River Watershed.

382-019 Please see the responses to Comments 340-003 and 382-018.

BPA stated that the line could not be taken out of service long
enough to be rebuilt.  This is one of the main lines BPA relies
on to carry power for the Seattle area when the existing Raver-
Echo Lake line is forced out of service.  Without the Covington-
Maple Valley line, load in the Seattle area and/or Treaty return
for Canada may have to be curtailed for the time period the line
is out to be rebuilt.  BPA has reevaluated and as a result included
Alternative A, which uses the Covington-Maple Valley line
corridor in the SDEIS.

The existing Raver-Echo Lake line (formerly the Raver-Monroe
line) was built in the early 1970s.  This line has been sufficient
for system load purposes for the last 30 years.  The addition of
the second line will more than triple the power carrying
capability of the two lines because each line will be more
effective in backing up the loss of the other line and should
therefore provide another 30 to 50 years of load serving
capability.

382-020 See response to Comment 382-018.

382-021 Please see response to Comment 349-001.

382-022 Please see response to Comment 382-012.

382-023 BPA has no information on where the staging area(s) would be
located at this time.  The selection of staging areas would be at
the discretion of the contractor and would be approved by the
landowner.  No staging areas would be in the Cedar River
Watershed.

382-024 Erosion impacts and riparian clearing are assessed in Section
4.1 of the Fisheries Technical Report (Appendix A).  Site-
specific stream data are in Appendix A of the Fisheries
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382-034

382-027

382-028

382-031

382-030

382-032

382-029

382-033

Technical Report.  Data do not indicate that detailed analysis of
Type 4 and 5 streams would substantively alter the findings of the
analysis. The effects of the Proposed Action on such streams
would be approximately the same as the effects on Type 3 fish-
bearing streams, and those effects are detailed in Section 4.0 of
the Fisheries Technical Report.

382-025 Please see response to Comments 378-005 and 382-012.

382-026 BPA agrees that the proposed project has potentially significant
impacts.  That is why we immediately proceeded to produce
an EIS rather than an Environmental Assessment.  However, we
intend to mitigate any potentially significant impacts to a level
below significance because we believe doing so is in the public
interest.  We disagree that it is improper to use relative terms
such as “low, medium or high” to discuss the nature of the
impacts.  We believe making these assessments helps the public
and decision-maker to be better informed concerning the
nature of the various impacts upon the environment.

382-027 BPA hired a team of consultants to assist the agency develop
technical study reports that the agency used to write the DEIS
and the SDEIS.  Subsequently, BPA needed to survey the
Proposed Action before the tower sites could be located and
access/spur roads identified to reach these facilities.  Following
the survey, BPA identified where the wetlands were, and sited
the proposed towers to avoid these sensitive areas.  While it is
true that our biological assessment contained the proposed
tower site and access/spur road locations and was printed a short
time after the DEIS, this information was not available at the time
the DEIS was written.  Additional information is in the SDEIS.

382-028 Chapter 2 of the SDEIS describes the alternatives considered to
meet the need, and summarizes how the environmental
consequences differ among alternatives.  More detailed
information is presented in Chapters 3, Affected Environment,
and Chapter 4 Environmental Consequences.

382-029 Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences, identifies the impacts
of the Proposed Action and alternatives.
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382-035

382-036

382-037

382-039

382-038

382-040

382-041

382-042

382-030 Please see response to Comment 382-012.

382-031 Section 5.10 of the SDEIS addresses the Coastal Zone
Management Act.  The information shows that BPA is, to the
extent practicable, consistent with all federal, state and local
government plans and programs, including the City of Seattle’s
recently adopted Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP).

With respect to the King County Environmentally Sensitive Areas
Ordinance, Chapter 21A.24 of the King County Code, BPA is
consistent to the extent that it can be.  The proposed power line
and access/spur roads were sited to avoid impacting sensitive
areas.  All are located on uplands.  Where sensitive areas could
not be avoided, i.e., conversion of forested wetlands to scrub/
shrub wetlands within the proposed right-of-way, the impact
would be minimized by undertaking hand clearing, and either
leaving the vegetation removed within the right-of-way as
wildlife habitat, or removing it by sky crane or helicopter to
avoid ground disturbance to the wetlands, and avoid fuel loading
within the right-of-way.  Additionally, BPA would be providing
compensatory mitigation as required by the King County Code
to mitigate for altering these wetlands.  With respect to the
Shoreline Management provisions of the King County Code,
BPA’s proposed project would not be considered to be directly
affecting the coastal zone.  Although the proposed transmission
line would cross two Class 1 Streams, the Cedar and Raging
rivers, which are governed by the Shoreline Management Act,
no ground disturbing activities would be undertaken within 200
feet of these waterbodies.

382-032 Please see Section 5.2 of the SDEIS for a complete description of
consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and NOAA
Fisheries on threatened and endangered species.  See also
response to Comments 377-001, 382-014, 394-010, 394-088,
400-001, and 411-013.

382-033 The DEIS (Pages 5-16) stated that the HCP covers only actions by
the City of Seattle, and that activities undertaken by other
agencies are not addressed by the HCP, and therefore, require
separate reviews by FWS and NMFS.  Furthermore, the DEIS
stated that BPA is consulting with both FWS and NMFS to ensure
compliance with the Endangered Species Act.
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It is unlikely that the City of Seattle will be required to modify its
HCP as a result of BPA’s project.

While BPA is not requesting any changes to the HCP, BPA has
purchased or will fund the purchase of land to provide
compensatory mitigation to replace spotted owl habitat as well as
to compensate for the conversion of forested wetlands to scrub/
shrub as a result of project.  See response to Comment 340-002.

While we recognize that the proposed project crosses the City
of Seattle’s CRW, we do not believe it will seriously interfere
with the purpose or objectives of the HCP that Seattle Public
Utilities recently adopted.  While admittedly the project will
have some adverse impacts, the proposed alternatives represent
the least-damaging routes that could be identified.  For example,
impact to wetlands and cultural resources were avoided to the
maximum extent practical. Additionally, BPA intends to mitigate
for any adverse impacts resulting from project implementation in
a manner consistent with the HCP purposes, and which will, in
effect, keep the HCP whole.

382-034 Please see response to Comment 340-002.

382-035 Please see response to Comment 340-002.

382-036 Please see response to Comment 340-002.

382-037 BPA would be altering habitat on the CRW from a forested
habitat to a non-forested habitat over the 5 mile right-of-way
within the CRW.  BPA has purchased land to offer as
compensatory mitigation for the forested habitat that would be
converted to a non-forest use.  Please see response to Comment
340-002.

382-038 The 135-ft tall tower referred to in the EIS is an average based
on past experience with 500-kV towers.  The actual height of
the towers would be determined during the design phase of the
project.  The towers flanking the Raging River will be sized to
minimize clearing in riparian habitat.  BPA is using double-
circuit towers on the Cedar River crossing to eliminate clearing
near the river.
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382-039 BPA would be building access/spur roads outside of the cleared
right-of-way only to avoid sensitive areas such as wetlands and
their buffer areas.  With regard to eliminating the need to access
tower sites, BPA cannot do so.  BPA needs access to each tower
site to construct, operate and maintain the transmission system in
a safe and reliable manner.  BPA will specify that helicopter
construction techniques be used for this project if BPA decides
to build the transmission line.

BPA has no authority to eliminate roads in the Cedar River
Watershed.  Seattle Public Utilities owns all roads within its
property boundaries.  BPA holds easement rights across some of
these roads.

382-040 Please see response to Comment 340-004.  Topping is not a
recommended alternative to tree removal and should only be
used if there are no other alternatives.

382-041 Comment noted.  As a result of this and another comment, BPA
has requested that the tower steel manufacture not dip the
tower steel in a solution of sodium dichromate prior to
shipment.  Sodium dichromate is commonly used on tower
steel following the galvanizing process to prevent white rust
from forming on the tower steel during shipment.  This material
is water soluble, and would add a short-term pollutant to the
Watershed.  BPA thanks the commenter for the comment.

382-042 In response to comments, the SDEIS includes more information
about these topics. BPA has initiated formal consultation with the
USFWS and has concluded informal consultation with NMFS.
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383-001 Please see responses to Comment Letter 361.

383-001
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383-002 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

383-002
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384-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

384-002 See response to Comment Letter 361.

384-003 See response to Comment Letter 361.

384-001

384-002

384-003
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385-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

385-002 BPA would not be filling any wetlands. See response to
Comment 340-002.

385-003 Please see responses to Comments 350-003 and 357-003.

385-001

385-002

385-003
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386-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

386-002 Please see response to Comments 340-002 and 357-003.

386-001

386-002
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387-001 Please see response to Comment 386.

387-001
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388-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

388-002 See response to Comment 340-002.  The SDEIS identified the
impacts of the Proposed Action and the impacts of the
alternatives to the Proposed Action, including the No Action
Alternative.  The Administrator of BPA will use the SDEIS and the
Final EIS to make a decision on the Proposed Action.

388-001

388-002
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389-001 Please see response to Comment 382-018.

389-001

391-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

391-001
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392-001 Please see the response to Comment Letter 361.

392-001
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393-001 Please see the response to Comment Letter 361.

393-001
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396-001

396-001 Please see responses to Comment Letter 361.
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397-001 BPA is proposing to construct a new 500-kV line immediately
adjacent to the existing 500-kV line from near the tap point to
the Echo Lake Substation.  Paralleling the existing 500-kV line
would take advantage of the existing access road system already
in place, and also the clearing that has taken place for the
existing line.  The reason that the second line could not be
located within the same 150-foot wide right-of-way is that it
would violate BPA design standards.  Right-of-way widths are
established to ensure safe, reliable operation of the lines.  The
existing 500-kV line is located in the center of the 150-foot-wide
right-of-way.  The proposed line also would be located in the
center of a 150-foot-wide right-of-way; therefore if the line
were built the two lines would be 150 feet apart.  This is the
minimum distance that the two lines could be operated safely
and reliably.  Section 2.3.8 of the SDEIS examines use of double-
circuit towers.  Also see responses to Comments 426-002 and
1459-009.

A non-transmission alternative that included conservation has
been fully analyzed in the SDEIS.  See Section 2.2.9 and
Appendix J of the SDEIS.
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399-001

399-001 Please see responses to Comment Letter 361.

399-002 Please see SDEIS for more information about cumulative
impacts.

399-002
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400-001 BPA agrees that the Cedar River Watershed is a very valuable
water source and wildlife resource, and that any intrusions into
the area should not occur lightly, or without good cause.  The
DEIS and SDEIS was sent to both USFWS and NMFS, who were
invited to comment on the proposed transmission line.  We have
initiated formal consultation with USFWS and have concluded
informal consultation with NMFS.  See Appendix U.

The HCP is a plan that SPU had to prepare to build the
Landsburg fish ladder and return chinook salmon to the upper
Cedar River.  It is a plan that was entered into between the
landowner, Seattle Public Utilities, two state agencies,
Washington State Department of Ecology and the State
Department of Health, and the two federal agencies that have
responsibilities under the Endangered species Act, the Fish and
Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service.  As a
federal agency, BPA does not prepare habitat conservation
plans (HCPs), but instead is coordinating with these federal
agencies under Section 7 consultation.

While SPU’s HCP is not applicable to BPA’s activities, BPA is
subject to the Coastal Zone Management Act, which requires
federal agencies to be consistent, to the extent practicable, with
all applicable local, state and federal plans and programs in
exercising its mission as the federal power marketing agency in
the Northwest.

BPA contacted NMFS and USFWS earlier on in the project to
request their participation as “cooperating agencies” under the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended.  Both
agencies declined.  Subsequently, in early summer 2001, BPA
prepared a biological assessment that identified what impacts, if
any, would be created for listed and candidate species, as a
result of the proposed project.  BPA subsequently prepared an
addendum to the BA, submitting additional information
requested by FWS after receiving a letter from them stating that
it could not concur in BPA’s finding of no affect on the
northern spotted owl, and requested that BPA enter into formal
consultation with the agency.  NMFS subsequently concluded
that since the Proposed Action incorporates avoidance and
minimization measures into the project, the agency can expect
the effects of the action “to be discountable or insignificant.”
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400-002

Therefore, NMFS concurred with BPA’s effect determination of
“may affect, but not likely to adversely affect” for the Puget
Sound Chinook and their designated critical habitat.  BPA has,
therefore, concluded informal consultation with NMFS.

BPA has entered into formal consultation with the FWS.  BPA
will conclude this formal consultation with the agency prior to
initiating any construction activities.

400-002 Please see response to Comment 409-002.

400-003 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

400-004 See response to Comment 340-002.

With respect to the road issue, BPA would be building about 1-
1/2 miles of new road within the Cedar River Municipal
Watershed to build, operate and maintain the line.  About half a
mile of road in the CRW that crosses wetlands would be
removed from service.  Although BPA would be acquiring the
rights to build these roads, it would have no authority to
abandon any existing roads within the Cedar River Watershed,
outside of those that it presently uses to operate and maintain
the existing Raver-Echo Lake 500-kV line located there.

400-005 Please see response to Comment 357-003.

400-004

400-005

400-003
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401-001 The existing Raver-Echo Lake 500-kV Transmission Line is
located on a 150-foot-wide right-of-way, the same width as
the proposed right-of-way.
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402-001

402-001 The proposed project would begin at the tap point at the
southern end of the project and terminate at Echo Lake
Substation, about a mile and a half south of I-90.  The
proposed line would not be located on the north face of
Taylor Mountain; therefore, it would not be visible to
travelers on I-90.

402-002 Please see the response to Comment 340-003. BPA will
encourage low-growing vegetation in the right-of-way.  BPA is
proposing to use a “stable tree” criteria for identification of
danger trees that would allow more trees to be left near the
right-of-way.  See Section 2.1.1.4 of the SDEIS.

402-003 and -004   Please see response to Comment 340-002.

402-002

402-003
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402-005

402-006

402-007

402-005 In response to this and similar comments from government
agencies, BPA is proposing to provide compensatory
mitigation to offset impacts as a result of the Proposed Action.
Please see response to Comment 340-002.

402-006 Please see response to Comment 340-004.

402-007 Comment noted.
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403-001

403-001 With respect to the comment that the commenter strongly
disapproves of the proposal to construct the power line
through the Cedar and Raging River watersheds, this
comment is noted.

BPA is also concerned about the impacts of the proposed project
on both the natural and human environment including impacts
on fish and wildlife.  Our SDEIS identified the impacts of the
Proposed Action, and alternatives on the fisheries and wildlife
resources (see Sections 4.6 and 4.7 of the SDEIS), and has also
identified mitigation measures that would eliminate or at least
minimize impacts identified.

We do not expect that any pollutants would enter surface waters
as a result of the proposed project.  BPA will comply with the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System, and develop a
storm water pollution prevention plan, prior to the onset of any
construction activities.  BPA will construct erosion control
devices to prevent any sediment from entering surface waters,
as required by the Clean Water Act, and the general permit
issued by the state of Washington, Department of Ecology.  To
ensure that no pollutants enter ground water, BPA will leave the
erosion control measures in place until the site is 70 percent
stabilized, as required by the permit.  Additionally, all disturbed
areas would be reseeded following the completion of
construction activities to reduce erosion.

403-002 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

403-002
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404-001 See response to Comment 349-001.

404-002 The Proposed Action would be next to an existing corridor.

404-003 See response to Comment 357-003.

404-004 See response to Comment 340-002.

404-005 Comments noted.  BPA does its best to notify all those who
would either be affected by or interested in the Proposed
Action.  It does so early on after the system planners have
identified a need.  The comment period was extended
from August 15th to September 4th, 2001.  BPA tries to
address all comments received even those submitted after
the “official” review period has ended, to the extent
possible.

404-005

404-002

404-001

404-004
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406-001 Comment noted.  BPA has purchased a 352-acre parcel
formerly owned by the Trust for Public Land.  This parcel is
located immediately adjacent to and north of the Cedar
River Municipal Watershed.  The proposed power line
would bisect the parcel.  See also the response to Comment
340-002.

406-001
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407-001 Comment noted.

407-001
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408-001 Comment noted.

408-002 Comment noted.

408-003 Please see response to Comment 340-002.

408-003

408-001

408-002
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410-001, -002, and -003   Comments noted.

410-003

410-001

410-002
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412-001 Comment noted.  Though BPA’s Proposed Action would cross
through the Cedar River Municipal Watershed, BPA does not
believe that this line is a threat to the Watershed.  BPA is
undertaking extraordinary measures to ensure that it does not,
threaten the watershed, including providing compensatory
mitigation to replace that forest habitat that would be
converted to non-forest habitat following project
implementation.  See response to Comment 340-002.

412-001

414-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

414-001
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415-001 Comment noted.
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416-001

416-001 and -002   Please see new information included in the SDEIS
and the response to Comment 382-018.

416-002
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417-001 Comment noted.

418-001

418-001 Comment noted.
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419-001

419-001 Comment noted.

420-001

420-001 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

420-002 See response to Comment 340-002.

420-003 See response to Comment 357-003.

420-002
420-003
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421-001 The Cedar River Municipal Watershed HCP does not disallow
logging, only commercial logging.  BPA is in the business of
transmitting electricity.  Clearing of rights-of-way to safely
construct, operate and maintain high voltage transmission lines is
incidental to the delivery of electric power.  Furthermore, the
City’s HCP is between the City of Seattle and the other
signatories of the HCP, NMFS and the USFWS.  BPA has
concluded informal consultation with NMFS and has initiated
formal consultation with the USFWS to meet the requirements of
the Endangered Species Act of 1972.

BPA is proposing an insurance package to ensure protection of
the CRW.
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422-001

422-001 Please see response to Comment 382-018.

422-002 Yes.  Seattle Public Utilities has stated that should BPA’s project
cause a violation of the water quality as a result of the Proposed
Action, then BPA should be responsible to construct a water
filtration plant for the City of Seattle.  See also response to
Comment 420-002.

422-003 You may call Phil Park (604) 293-5857 of BC Hydro.

422-002

422-003

423-001 Please see the responses to Comments 339-001 and
340-003.

423-001
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424-001 Please see the responses to Comments 339-001 and
340-003.

424-001
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425-001 Comment noted.

425-002 Please see response to Comment 382-018.

425-001

425-002
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426-001 BPA would guard against any sediment from reaching surface
waters within the Cedar River Municipal Watershed.  BPA
would undertake erosion control measures to ensure against
siltation of surface waters, and therefore, BPA does not
anticipate that any pollutants would affect the water quality
of the Cedar River Municipal Watershed.

426-002 While NERC reliability criteria does not allow both of these lines
(existing Raver-Echo Lake line and the proposed Kangley-Echo
Lake line) to be strung from a single set of towers, siting the
transmission lines adjacent to each other is permitted.  Outage
of two adjacent lines is much less likely than outages of both
lines on a double-circuit tower.  See also Section 2.3.8 of the
SDEIS and the responses to Comment 1459-009.  See public
meeting Comment 20 for a description of NERC)

BPA transmission lines are designed to handle high winds and
ice loading, so any single weather related event would unlikely
result in the loss of both lines.  BPA has looked at the expected
common mode outage rate of two 500-kV lines on adjacent
towers in this region �and has found that exposure to be
acceptable.

BPA is concerned about security and takes precautions
throughout the transmission system.

426-001

426-002
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427-001 Comment noted.

427-002 Comment noted.

427-001

427-002
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428-001 Please see response to Comment 382-018.

428-002 See response to Comment 349-001.

428-003 Please see the response to Comment 340-003.

428-001

428-002

428-003
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429-001 Comment noted.

429-001
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430-001 Comment noted.

430-002 Please see response to Comment 382-018.

430-003 See response to Comment 340-002.

430-001

430-002

430-003
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431-001 Comment noted.

431-002 See response to Comment 349-001.

431-003 Additional information on the alternatives has been included in
the SDEIS.

431-004 Please see response to Comment 382-006.

431-001

432-001

432-002

431-002
431-003
431-004

432-001 Comment noted.

432-002 If another line is needed across the Cascade Mountains, it would
likely be needed north of Seattle in the Monroe area.  BPA has
identified that another cross-mountain 500-kV line would be
necessary after about 2010, but has not done a more extensive
siting evaluation.
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1 and 2 BPA typically removes all tall-growing vegetation within the
ROW during the construction process.  This precludes problems
during the stringing process (stringing involves connecting the
conductor from tower to tower and trees left in the ROW can
interfere with that process) and makes returning for vegetation
maintenance unnecessary for a number of years.  Tall-growing
species will either resprout or seed in during that first 3–5 year
period and some of those species can grow 10 feet or more per
year.  In certain locations, where topography is such that BPA
can retain tall-growing vegetation (such as over canyons or
deep ravines), the minimum clearance over these trees varies
depending on the voltage of the line.  In this case, where a 500-
kV transmission line is proposed to be built, a minimum
distance of is 20 feet plus the specific vegetative species’ growth
factor to the line needs to be maintained to prevent flashover.

3 The trees within the Proposed Action area are upwards to 200
feet tall.  To allow trees to remain in the ROW, the towers
would need to be about 350 feet high or higher, considering
sag, insulators, minimum clearance to the trees, etc.
Discounting the fact that these taller towers would be much
more expensive to build and maintain, there are a number of
reasons why taller towers are not a good idea:

• For reliability, towers of the new line must not be able to fall
into the adjacent line.  So the taller the structure, the farther
it must be away from the existing line. For 350 foot towers,
the new line must be about 350 feet away from the existing
line.  In addition to a large increase in costs, many more new
access roads would need to be constructed.  Some of these
roads would need to go through sensitive areas.

• This height of towers would require a much larger “foot
print” — 80 to 100 foot square — to withstand the weight of
the steel.  A larger “foot print” would require much more
land to be disturbed and cleared around the bases, which
would cause higher impacts on the environment.

• Taller towers would create a visual eyesore on the
landscape since they would be approximately 150 feet
above the forest canopy.

• Any transmission tower over 200 feet in height has to go
through FAA registration.  The FAA may require lights on the

1 What clearance criteria do you use over trees?

2 You should be able to figure how tall towers need to be to have adequate
clearance (and) be able to keep trees in right-of-way.

3 EIS needs more detail describing where trees can be left in gorges — maybe
just cutting on banks.  Because in these areas, there may be adequate
clearance.
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4 BPA doesn’t allow trees to grow to height within clearance limits. (Probably
more economical to keep cleared.) EIS should address maintaining vegetation
to clearance limit — say come in and top once a year. Weigh environmental
impacts to cost. Or have taller towers to allow vegetation to grow taller.

5 I suggest you excerpt some items out of Vegetation Management EIS into this
EIS, since many people don’t have time to go through numerous documents.

6 Going through watershed is a special situation that calls for special measures;
you can’t use standard practices.

7 BPA’s estimate of 1.5 miles of new access roads: Is that based on general
assumptions or actual field review?

8 Are there conditions that you would use helicopters to install towers rather
than driving to sites?

towers.  If lights are required, a separate powerline of lesser
voltage would have to be built to power those lights.

Leaving trees in the ROW can cause problems with stringing the
conductor.  During stringing, the conductor is connected from
tower to tower.  Trees interfere with this process and have
caused bodily harm to workers.

4 BPA is responsible for providing low-cost electricity to the Pacific
Northwest.  To keep those costs low, BPA needs to find the most
economically efficient and environmentally acceptable method
to keep its transmission lines safe and reliable.  To allow trees to
grow in the ROW and continually top them would be very costly
and would involve bringing in equipment to do that job since
climbing smaller trees is not safe.  Bringing in this specialized
equipment would not only cause a safety hazard (especially if
trees are maintained near the minimum clearance
requirements), but would probably require additional roads to
get the equipment to the trees.  Bringing in additional
equipment also increases the risk of accidental fuel/oil spills and
the introduction of noxious weeds.  Controlling vegetation in its
earliest stages is the most economically efficient and
environmentally acceptable way to maintain the safe and
reliable operation of our transmission lines.

5 Please see Appendix K in the SDEIS for a summary of BPA’s
Vegetation Management EIS.

6 BPA is aware of the unique protection that the Cedar River
Watershed requires and agrees with your comment.  For
example, during surveying of the preferred alternative, special
surveying techniques were used to avoid cutting any trees over
2 inches in diameter.  If BPA decides to build a transmission
line, special care will be taken to protect this resource.

7 The road estimate was made prior to a field review using aerial
photomaps and a general working knowledge of the local
terrain.  An updated estimate based on a field review is
included in the SDEIS.

8 Helicopters have been used in situations where access
conditions make it difficult to drive large equipment, such as
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cranes, to tower sites.  However, helicopter construction does
not totally eliminate the need for vehicle access to each tower
site because foundations still need to be installed.  BPA will
require the construction contractor to use helicopter
construction techniques if BPA decides to build the line.

9 Additional information has been added to the SDEIS to address
this comment.  Please see Chapter 1.

10 Please request a copy of SDEIS Appendix H, Summary of
Transmission Planning Studies for more information.

11 See response to Comment 10.

12 BPA did hold public meetings in Seattle to get scoping comments
for the SDEIS and to gather comments after release of the SDEIS.

13 Comment noted.

14 Yes, BPA does send power out of the state.  BPA also imports
power from other states and British Columbia when power is
needed in the Pacific Northwest.

15 Comment noted.

16 Please see response to Comment 394-034.

9 Purpose of the project is not substantiated in the Draft EIS.

10 There are no studies (power-flow) in the document to substantiate the
need statement.

11 Can we provide the power-flow studies for review? WSCC cases.

12 Why isn’t there a public meeting being held in Seattle?

13 The project hardly affects the people of Maple Valley and affects the people
of Seattle much more.

14 Do we send power out of the state?

15 Agree with preferred alternative since it is the least disruption to the
watershed itself. The routes avoiding the watershed are twice as long and
have greater impact to residences. (Ravensdale)

16 Why doesn’t the DEIS address the actual clearing anticipated? It is much too
general.
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17 A new corridor is needed because the line on the existing
corridor (Raver-Echo Lake No. 1 500-kV line) cannot be
removed from service for the length of time (approximately 7 or
8 months) it would take to rebuild it to a double-circuit line.  The
system without the existing line (Raver-Echo Lake No. 1 500-kV
line) will not be able to serve expected load, the return of the
US-Canada Treaty power and withstand another line outage
(required to meet national reliability criteria) without a high
probability of uncontrolled loss of load or a system collapse in the
Puget Sound Area.  Also, rebuilding the existing line to a double-
circuit line essentially provides no additional capacity to serve
the Puget Sound load. This is because BPA must plan for an
outage of the double-circuit line as required by the North
American Electric Reliability Council (NERC).  This in essence
will not allow BPA to make use of the new line on the double-
circuit towers, therefore making the investment worthless.

18 Seven to 8 months.  Due to NERC rules, BPA cannot build this
project on double-circuit towers.

19 BPA must maintain a safe electrical clearance between adjacent
lines and to the edge of the right-of-way.  The new line cannot
be built on the existing right-of-way and maintain both a safe
electrical distance to the existing line and edge of right-of-way.
BPA also wants to make sure one tower cannot fall into the
adjacent line.

20 NERC, or the North American Electric Reliability Council, was
established in 1968 to promote bulk electric system reliability
and security.  Among other responsibilities, it establishes
operating and planning standards to ensure electric system
reliability.  NERC is composed of ten Regional Councils including
the Western Electricity Coordination Council (WECC).  WECC
members include 97 electric utilities, 17 affiliate members, and
nine State Commission representatives. (See www.wecc.biz and
www.nerc.com.)  BPA and other utilities follow NERC and
WECC criteria to ensure reliable electric service.  The Reliability
Council operates under a system of voluntary compliance.  In
addition, BPA and most members of WECC have agreed to
mandatory compliance with certain criteria and standards.

21 BPA is studying impacts to wetlands and natural habitat for
endangered species within the Cedar River Watershed.  The
Preferred Alternative (Alternative 1) minimizes additional rights-

17 Why do you need a new corridor? Why can’t you use existing towers?

18 If the existing Kangley-Echo Lake line were taken down to rebuild a new
double-circuit line, how long would it be out of service? (Answer: 6-8
months.)

19 Why can’t you build the new line immediately adjacent to the existing line so
you don’t have to clear a whole new right-of-way?

20 NERC:  Is this an advisory or regulatory group?

21 Is BPA buying replacement land for the wetlands it is impacting?
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of-way needed by paralleling the existing Raver-Echo Lake line.
This alternative also uses existing access roads where possible.
New towers and access roads have been located out of wetlands.
Some wetlands would be converted from a timbered wetland to
scrub-shrub wetlands.

BPA would also cut only those trees outside the right-of-way that
are unhealthy, are leaning towards the line or are very likely to
fall into the new line.  This is a drastic reduction from normal
practice of cutting any tree that could potentially fall into the
new line.  BPA would be willing to reduce reliability of the new
line to cut as few trees as possible within the Watershed.  In
addition, trees next to the Cedar River would not be cut or if
they are too tall, only topped.

In addition, BPA has purchased land for potential replacement
habitat forest and wetlands.  See response to Comment 340-002.

22 Mitigation measures cited do prevent, reverse, and rectify
impacts during or from construction.  There are impacts that
are not reversible such as permanent loss of timber and access
road construction.  BPA is studying the possibility of
replacement as an additional mitigation measure.  Please see
response to Comment 340-002.

23 Please see response to Comment 394-090.

24 See responses to comments 21 and 22.

25 BPA has no program to rebuild/replace existing double-circuit
500-kV towers to two single-circuit towers for reliability purposes
to meet new reliability guidelines.  Nevertheless, under NERC
reliability guidelines, BPA is required to plan for outage of a
double-circuit tower, whether that facility is new or existing.  If
the guidelines cannot be met, then some action is required,
which could include reconfiguration, remedial action schemes
or building additional lines.

When there is a need for new projects, some will be double
circuit and some will be single circuit lines. When BPA sites
these lines there may be a need for separation from other lines.
BPA has a long history of replacing old single and double-
circuit low capacity lines with very high capacity single or
double-circuit 500-kV lines and thereby minimizing the
environmental impact.  BPA has installed two of these high

22 Reducing or minimizing impacts is not adequate mitigation.

23 DEIS ignores cumulative effects of building the line through the forest and
watershed.

24 You need to replace right-of-way acreage taken out of forest production. Low
elevation forests are disappearing. Just because you haven’t replaced acreage
in the past, that’s not a good enough reason not to start now.

25 Will we see, in the near future, retrofitting old double-circuits to single-
circuit with greater separation between lines? That would be a huge
impact.

26 As reliability standards change over time, so do mitigation requirements
(replace areas permanently lost).

27 If you remove 150 acres of mature forest, you should replace with same, or
multiplier of 150 acres for immature forestland.
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capacity lines across the Cascades in the last 20 years by
removing old, smaller lines.

26 See responses to Comments 21 and 22.

27 See responses to Comments 21 and 22.

28 Comment noted.

29 Please see response to Comment 382-018.

30 These two alternatives are fully analyzed in the SDEIS.

31 New generation facilities are presently being proposed and
constructed all across the Northwest.  However, due to the
deregulation of the power industry, which allows non-utilities to
construct power plants, BPA has no control over where or when
these plants are built.  This makes transmission planning
extremely difficult because a transmission line cannot be built as
fast as a generation plant and the transmission system can only
be planned about 4 or 5 years into the future.  Completed
generation plants are incorporated in the planning studies.

28 There are some of us who want to pay for quality and full mitigation.

29 You have eliminated alternatives outside of watershed, without providing a
full analysis in the DEIS, thereby limiting your alternatives. The DEIS
doesn’t provide the relative impact of the off-watershed routes, it just
simply states that a number of people didn’t want this (Ravensdale) route.

30 Why were the alternatives for Rocky Reach-Maple Valley (rebuilt double-
circuit, or new parallel line) dismissed?

31 What about the option of building new generation facilities?
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32 The transmission system must be planned on a least cost basis,
which incorporates efficiency.  Transmission design is a very
careful tradeoff between cost, needs and capacity.

33 The purpose and need for the Monroe-Echo Lake 500-kV line
would be to ensure reliable service to Puget Sound Area loads
and to integrate potential new generation projects.  Need
depends in part on the decision of generation developers.  BPA
is examining alternatives, including approaches that do not
require transmission construction.  A decision on the need has
not been made.

34 No Alternative 5a was considered.

The purpose of Alternative 2 is to avoid taking two residences
located next to the south end of the Proposed Action.  The
purpose of Alternative 3 was to meet the WECC’s reliability
criteria, which recommended a minimum of 2000 feet
separation between transmission line rights-of-way with at least
one common terminal.  Separation provides increased system
reliability.

Alternatives 4A and 4B avoided the two residences located next
to the southern portion of Alternative 1, the Proposed Action,
and also avoided a separate crossing of the Cedar River.  Both of
these alternatives provided for crossing the Cedar River
immediately adjacent to where BPA’s existing line crosses the
Cedar River.  Additional alternatives were added in the SDEIS.

32 Shouldn’t the system be evaluated on efficiency rather than economics in
regard to delivering power?

33 What about Echo Lake to Monroe? Do you have the same situation as for
this project?   (This is another example of cumulative affects.)

34 What was the purpose of alternatives 5a, 4b and 2?
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35 Please see response to Comment 382-038.

36 The minimum ground clearance for a BPA 500-kV line is
35 feet.

37 Please see response to Comment 382-018.

38 As stated in the Federal Highway Administration’s
Brochure, “Your Rights and Benefits as a Displaced Person,
Under the Federal Relocation Assistance Program,”
government programs designed to benefit the public as a
whole often result in acquisition of private property, and
sometimes in the displacement of people from their
residences, businesses or farms.  As a means of providing
uniform and equitable treatment for those persons
displaced, your government passed the “Uniform
Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition
Policies Act of 1970,” and the “Uniform Relocation Act
Amendments of 1987.”

Any individual, family, business or farm displaced by a
federal or federally-assisted program shall be offered
relocation assistance services for the purpose of locating a
suitable replacement property. Relocation services are
provided by qualified personnel employed by the Agency.
It is their goal and desire to be of service to you, and assist
in any way possible to help you successfully relocate.

You may review the Federal Highway Administration’s Web
site “Your Rights and Benefits as a Displaced Person,” at
www.fhwa.dot.gov/realestate/rights/index.html.

35 You cross both Cedar and Raging rivers, plus several tributaries. (Raging
river has salmon, Cedar River will have salmon.) You need to look to see how
tall towers need to be to keep full riparian habitat intact along river
crossings. EIS only lists 135-ft. tall towers.

36 What is minimum clearance for the 500-kV line?

37 I’m assuming the route alternatives are not going to change (east or west) of
routes identified.

38 How am I going to be treated by BPA since your new line will take out my
house and barn?
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39 BPA usually only purchases the land rights that it needs.  If
BPA intends to acquire only a portion of the property, the
Agency must state the amount to be paid for the part to be
acquired.  In addition, an amount will be stated separately
for damages, if any, to the portion of the property you will
keep.  If the Agency determines that the remainder
property will have little or no value or use to you, the
Agency will consider this remainder to be an uneconomic
remnant and will offer to purchase it. You will have the
option of accepting the offer for purchase of the
uneconomic remnant or of keeping the property.

40 See SDEIS Section 4.11.2.5, Community Values and
Concerns, Property Value Impact.

41 Following the completion of the environmental review, the
BPA Administrator will make a decision on the proposed
project.  The Administrator will choose the Proposed
Action or one of the alternatives.  BPA is expected to make
a decision on the project 30 days after the release of this
Final EIS.

42 No, the use of superconducting conductors is
technologically infeasible at this time.

43 No, there are no plans to expand east or west of the
project area.

44 This right-of-way is very valuable to BPA for future use. This
statement is simply made because new rights-of-way are so
difficult to acquire given the expansion of population and
human activities outside of major urban areas.  BPA does
not have a date for this use.

45 Unfortunately, publishing ads or legal notices in all the
newspapers of the Northwest would be expensive and
whether the people who trespass on private property
would read the notices and follow their direction is
questionable.  Illegal use of property is a continuing
concern for BPA and property owners.  Our maintenance
staff would be happy to discuss your particular concern at
your convenience.

39 Will the appraiser be looking at damages outside the right-of-way?

40 When you put in the new line, you will devalue my house located on the
west side of the line.

41 Who will decide the final alternative?

42 Can we use superconducting conductors?

43 Are there any plans for future expansion east or west of the project area?

44 Where BPA removed lines (230-kV) on the Columbia-Covington right-of-
way, would BPA ever build new lines in this right-of-way? When?

45 Could BPA’s public involvement office publish in newspaper a yearly
statement that BPA’s rights-of-way are not public rights-of-way?
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46 Yes, there have been gates that BPA has stopped maintaining
due to the high cost of maintenance.  However, we work very
hard with landowners to maintain the gates.  Currently we are
installing stronger gates in these areas to try and keep vandals
out.

47 The new line would be connected to an existing line.

48 In most cases the new towers will not be placed directly opposite
of the existing towers but will be offset ahead or back-on-line.
The distance of offset varies, but it would be about 50 feet.

49 Comment noted.

50 Comment noted.

51 Comment noted with respect to your first point.  Paralleling an
existing transmission line in a wooded area does minimize the
clearing that would be required because no danger trees would
exist, and therefore have to be removed, on the west side of the
right-of-way, since there is an existing transmission located there.
Additionally, BPA would take advantage of the existing access/
spur road system (to the maximum extent possible) so as to
minimize the number of new roads that would be needed to
serve the new line.

With respect to the second point, it is typically true that the
fewer number of property owners, the less chance that any
property would need to be condemned to site the line.

52 The need for additional projects in the future would depend on
load growth.

53 This is not a question that can be answered with any certainty.
The entire Western US electric system is interconnected.  It is
possible that if you are a Seattle City Light customer for example,
the power Seattle City Light is buying could be coming from a
power generator in El Paso, Texas or from the Centralia Coal
Generating plant or any one of 1,000 other generators
throughout the west.  Only if the Puget Sound area were isolated
from the rest of the system would it be apparent that generators
in the area are serving the load.

46 At one time BPA put in a gate for us, but vandals cut it down repeatedly —
costing BPA too much money to maintain the gate at this location.

47 Are you bringing in lines from the east, or just tapping the new line into the
existing lines?

48 Where are the new towers going to be placed in relation to the existing
towers?

49 The Ravensdale alternative would have affected “many more owners,” but it
is unfortunate that it has to affect other private individuals.

50 The preferred route has much less impact to residential properties than the
Ravensdale route would have, although it is too bad that two houses and a
barn are impacted.

51 It makes sense that the preferred route has less impact to timber, and
requires fewer roads.  Also this route would probably have less chance of
having to condemn to acquire properties.

52 What about 30 years from now? Will a project like this come up again?

53 Where are the power sources that serve the power to this area?
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54 The information gathered from boring the trees gives us an idea
of the age and the growth rate of the trees and an indication of
site potential.  When a new ROW is cleared, trees that
previously grew within the protection of a group of trees (with
relatively little exposure to wind) are now exposed making them
vulnerable to wind throw.  This vulnerability persists for about 3
to 5 years after clearing until the trees become used to their new
environment and become more “wind firm.”  Because of this,
BPA uses the growth information to add in a margin of safety of
about 5 years to the calculations of safe heights.

55 See response to Comment 16.

56 BPA has prepared a programmatic EIS for its vegetation
management program associated with transmission lines, roads,
and related facilities.  The EIS identifies appropriate measures to
protect the environment while minimizing danger tree risks and
maintaining the ROW within safe, reliable conditions.  These
guidelines provide for protecting water resources by using
herbicide buffer zones.  BPA would comply with the standards
and guidelines established in this EIS and the Record of Decision
for vegetation management (BPA 2000).  See SDEIS Appendix K
for more information.

57 BPA does not have any information about wildlife kills related to
transmission lines.  None have been found on the existing ROW.

58 BPA does not keep records of birds killed along the ROW.

59 We cannot do without overhead groundwire on this line.  In the
past, where a migratory bird path has been identified, BPA has
installed bird flight diverters.

60 Comment noted.

61 Undergrounding the line was considered but eliminated because
of cost.  See Section 2.3.1.

62 We held the meeting at the Maple Valley Community Center in
Maple Valley since that facility was the closest suitable meeting
place to the proposed project.  Meetings were held in Seattle for
scoping of the SDEIS and to receive comments on the SDEIS.

54 How does BPA use growth-rate study information collected by boring
trees?

55 The DEIS is unclear about how much area is actually being cleared of
trees, 150 ft. vs. up to 400 ft.

56 Vegetation will rapidly invade areas cleared of timber.  How will BPA
manage the right-of- way?

57 What information do you have on wildlife kills related to transmission lines
(raptors)?

58 Does BPA keep records of bird kill found along right-of-way?

59 Since groundwire can have a detrimental impact on migratory birds, can
you do without ground wire on this project? (Note: overhead ground wire
can be marked.)

60 I recognize the need for power, but the preferred alternative is much less
traumatic than an alternative like the Ravensdale route.

61 Any way to underground the line?

62 This project affects the folks in Seattle more than it does those in Maple
Valley, so why are you holding the meeting in Maple Valley instead of Seattle?
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TOPIC COMMENT NUMBER

access roads

411-017, 394-022, 394-026, 394-037, 394-038, 394-
039, 394-044, 394-047, 394-084, 394-104, 394-135, 
394-173, 394-180, 394-187, 394-189, 394-204, 394-
218, 394-268, 394-269, 394-270, 394-276, 394-294, 
394-304, 395-002, 395-006, 405-001, 405-006, 405-
017, 340-002, 342-001, 349-003, 377-001, 378-001, 
378-009, 382-009, 382-014, 382-027, 382-039, 397-
001, 400-004, PM #3, PM #4, PM #7, PM #21, PM 
#22, PM #51 

anadromous fish 
sockeye, coho, chinook
fisheries

411-008, 411-009, 394-010, 394-022, 394-027, 394-
055, 394-056, 394-058, 394-059, 394-061, 394-062, 
394-077, 394-078, 394-084, 394-088, 394-089, 394-
132, 394-143, 394-144, 394-149, 394-153, 394-154, 
394-164, 394-165, 394-166, 394-169 thru 171, 394-
173, 394-178, 394-184, 394-194, 394-199, 394-200, 
394-201, 394-204, 394-210, 394-307, 395-010, 382-
014, 382-024, 400-001

BC Hydro 422-003

bird collisions 394-066, 394-096, 394-100, 394-101, 394-259, 382-
015, PM #57, PM #58, PM #59

bull trout 394-089, 394-178, 394-184, 394-200, 394-307 
burning, slash treatment 394-129, 394-214 
Canadian Treaty 394-002, 382-019, PM #17

Cedar River municipal watershed

CRW

watershed

411-002, 411-016, 394-018, 394-026, 394-041, 394-
047, 394-050, 394-052, 394-053, 394-075, 394-084, 
394-127, 394-196, 394-197, 394-205, 395-015, 395-
029, 405-009, 405-012, 340-002, 346-003, 354-002, 
357-004, 360-003, 368-003, 378-001, 378-003, 382-
009, 382-015, 382-017, 382-023, 382-033, 382-037, 
382-039, 400-001, 400-004, 412-001, 421-001, 426-
001, PM #6, PM #21

Coastal Zone Management Act 394-008, 395-045, 382-031, 400-001
coating on towers, zinc, sodium dichromate 394-175, 382-041
Columbia-Covington line PM #44
comment period 404-005

consistency with federal, state, and local 
laws and regulations

411-005, 411-010, 390-003, 394-013, 394-054, 394-
125, 394-127, 394-129, 394-139, 394-304, 394-307, 
395-002, 395-003, 395-004, 395-006, 395-007, 395-
011, 395-015, 395-018, 395-021, 395-045, 340-002, 
346-004, 353-002, 369-002, 377-001, 382-006, 382-
031, 403-001

Chapter 2 Response to Comment Topics
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construction equipment 394-025, 394-139, 394-141, 378-009, 382-017, PM 
#4, PM #8, 405-014 

consultation with tribes 411-018, 394-016, 394-111, 405-001, 405-018, 405-
019, 405-020, 378-003  

costs 411-009, 411-012, 394-032, 394-042, 394-213, 395-
006, 356-001, 382-006, PM #4, PM #32, PM #61 

cross-Cascade, cross-mountain line 432-002, PM #25

cultural resources
411-018, 394-016, 394-017, 394-111, 394-124, 395-
006, 405-001, 405-017, 405-018, 405-019, 405-020, 
378-001, 382-033 

culverts 394-022, 394-084, 394-188, 395-015

cumulative effects 411-011, 394-078, 394-090, 394-104, 394-195, 394-
270, 362-002, 378-010, 378-012, 382-008,  

danger tree
394-034, 394-156, 394-177, 394-212, 394-222, 394-
275, 378-005,  405-015, 405-017, 340-004, 349-005, 
350-005

deer and elk 394-120, 405-010, 405-012, 341-002

detail or adequacy of analysis of alternatives
411-002, 411-008, 394-006, 394-014, 394-029, 394-
070, 394-088, 394-154, 394-246, 394-300, 394-309, 
394-311, 382-012, 382-024, 378-005, 378-010 

double circuit on same towers 426-002, PM #17, PM #18, PM #25

drinking water - CRW
water quality

411-016, 394-018, 394-019, 394-026, 394-030, 394-
044, 394-050, 394-052, 394-053, 394-054, 394-127, 
394-196, 394-197, 395-006, 405-009, 378-003, 346-
003, 422-002, 426-001 

easements, right-of-way
390-003, 394-034, 394-038, 394-047, 394-111, 394-
157, 394-216, 395-006, 395-015, 382-009, 397-001, 
401-001, PM #19, PM #44

Echo Lake-Monroe line 382-008, PM #33 
energy conservation 349-001, 397-001

environmental quality
411-005, 382-006, 382-026, 403-001, PM #4, 405-
007, 340-001, PM #56, 353-002, 368-001, 368-003, 
371-002, 378-001 

forest dependent species 394-237, 394-238, 394-240, 394-243, 394-250
Forest Practices Act 390-003, 394-059, 394-210, 394-281 

future projection 405-002, 405-003, PM #31, PM #43, PM #44, PM 
#52, PM #53

generation 405-002, PM #31, PM #33
gray wolf 341-001
groundwater contamination 394-050, 394-139, 403-001
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Habitat Conservation Plan, HCP

411-002, 394-018, 394-044, 394-059, 394-068, 394-
082, 394-126, 394-150, 394-153, 394-155, 394-210, 
394-213, 394-227, 394-230, 394-237, 394-241, 394-
244, 394-252, 394-263, 394-271, 394-282, 392-324, 
421-001, 340-002, 346-003, 356-001, 368-001, 382-
031, 382-033, 400-001

habitat fragmentation, habitat loss 394-117, 394-226, 394-231, 394-232, 394-248, 357-
004, 378-005, 382-015

hazardous spills, SWPPP 411-019, 394-026, 394-132, 395-013, 382-014, PM 
#4, 403-001, 378-003, 378-005 

helicopter construction, sky crane 394-033, 394-135, 394-214, 405-014, 340-002, 378-
001, 378-009, 382-009, 382-031, 382-039, PM #8 

herbicide use 394-075, 394-291, 395-029, 349-005, PM #56 
insurance policy for watershed 421-001

King County code
394-125, 394-304, 394-307, all responses to letter 
395, 340-002, 341-002, 346-004, 369-002, 382-006, 
382-031

lamprey 394-093, 394-206
land use impacts 395-018
landscape analysis of impacts 394-227 
mail list 394-020

marbled murrelet 394-066, 394-088, 394-123, 394-227, 394-240, 382-
015 

merchantable timber 394-213, 394-216, 394-230, 394-254, 394-324, 411-
002, 405-021

micropile, footings 394-141, 394-217, 394-221, 395-018

mitigation

398-005, 411-002, 411-016, 394-015, 394-013, 394-
084, 394-100, 394-102, 394-108, 394-112, 394-125, 
394-126, 394-129, 394-132, 394-191, 394-207, 394-
213, 394-250, 394-259, 394-260, 394-261, 394-264, 
394-268, 394-270, 394-307, 394-323, 395-002 
through 006, 395-008, 395-012, 395-020, 395-042, 
395-043, 340-002, 405-019, 346-004, 354-002, 357-
005, 377-001, 378-001, 382-006, 382-014, 381-031, 
382-033, 382-037, 388-002, 402-005, 403-001, 412-
001, PM #22

NEPA process 394-010, 394-013, 394-014, 394-091, 374-003, 400-
001 

noise 394-120, 394-123, 394-144, 395-042

non-transmission alternative 394-043, 395-006, 409-002, 411-006, 405-002, , 397-
001, 349-001, PM #31

northern spotted owl 398-001, 002, 003; 411-013, 014, 015; 394-010, 394-
227, 394-236, 382-015, 400-001  
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noxious weeds 394-108, 394-112, 394-291, 382-017, PM #4, 405-
012, 378-003

old growth  357-002, 357-004, 360-003

purpose and need
411-002, 411-010, 394-002, 394-003, 394-031, 394-
148, 395-015, 409-002, 339-001, 340-001, 382-004, 
382-005, 382-019, PM# 25, PM# 34

Raging River
394-022, 394-088, 394-100, 394-101, 394-178, 394-
307, 395-045, 382-038, 403-001, 349-005, 378-008, 
382-014

range of alternatives
411-006, 394-012, 394-013, 395-002, 395-004, 395-
006, 409-002, 374-003, 378-011, 382-006, 382-018, 
PM #29, PM# 30, PM #34, PM #37,  

relocation and compensation PM #38, PM #39, PM #40
Rock Creek 394-022, 394-180, 394-200 

Seattle

411-002, 394-002, 394-026, 394-031, 394-270, 394-
271, 394-324, 340-002, 346-003, 368-001, 378-003, 
382-014, 382-019, 382-033, 382-039, 421-001, 422-
002, PM #12, PM #53, PM #62.  See also responses 
to comments on the HCP and CRW.

seed mix 394-147, 405-012, 382-017 
sending power out of state PM #14
significance of impacts 394-011, 394-227, 382-026, 400-001
socioeconomic impacts 340-001, 405-018, 411-005
soil erosion, landslide 394-026, 394-072, 394-180, 378-005

staging areas 394-038, 394-041, 394-047, 394-139, 394-276, 382-
023, 405-017, 405-020

stream impacts

411-010, 411-016, 394-022, 394-027, 394-040, 394-
062, 394-080, 394-103, 394-143, 394-154, 394-166, 
394-173, 394-180, 394-187, 394-189, 394-199, 394-
203, 394-204, 394-205, 394-207, 394-215, 394-304, 
395-006, 395-011, 395-015, 395-044, 395-045, 405-
001, 405-014, 382-024, 382-031

super conducting conductors PM #42
survey and manage requirements 394-284 

system reliability 390-003, 426-002, PM #3, PM #17 through #20, PM 
#25, PM #34, 405-015, 339-001, 349-001

Taylor Mountain 340-005, 402-001

threatened and endangered species

411-013, 394-010, 394-088, 394-227, 394-307, 341-
001, 341-002, 346-003, 362-002, 368-001, 377-001, 
382-014, 382-032, 382-033, 400-001, 421-001, PM 
#21

trespassing on rights-of-way PM #45
vandalism PM #46
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vegetation description 394-278, 394-281, 394-283, 405-001

vegetation impacts
clearing

394-023, 394-034, 394-069, 394-078, 394-080, 394-
113, 394-155, 394-156, 394-157, 394-177, 394-187, 
394-193, 394-199, 394-201, 394-205, 394-210, 394-
212, 394-215, 394-216, 394-217, 394-222, 394-234, 
394-245, 394-263, 394-275, 394-300, 394-305, 395-
005, 395-006, 395-015, 395-020, 340-002, 349-005, 
350-005, 378-001, 378-008, 382-016, 402-002, 405-
001, 405-014, 411-009, 411-016, 405-015, PM #1, 
PM #3, PM #4, PM #5, PM #21, PM #56

visual resources 340-005, 402-001, PM #3 
water purification plant 422-002
wells 395-006

wetlands

394-029, 394-044, 394-047, 394-070, 394-080, 394-
113, 394-125, 394-189, 394-214, 394-269, 394-288, 
394-303, 394-304, 394-306, 394-307, 394-309, 394-
311, 395-001 through 007, 395-015, 395-018, 395-
022, 395-029, 411-002, 411-010, 411-016, 405-001, 
405-014, 340-002, 346-004, 354-002, 357-005, 377-
001, 382-009, 382-010, 382-013, 382-027, 382-031, 
382-033, 382-039, 385-002, 388-002, 400-004, PM 
#21 

wildlife

394-065 through 068, 394-095, 394-096, 394-098, 
394-100, 394-101, 394-102, 394-117, 394-120, 394-
223, 394-226, 394-227, 394-228, 394-231, 394-232, 
394-235 through 263, 395-012, 395-036, 395-037, 
395-041, 341-001, 341-002, 346-003, 357-004, 378-
010, 382-015, 382-032, 400-001, 403-001, PM #57, 
405-014.  See also northern spotted owl, marbled 
murrelet, threatened and endangered species.
Note:  PM = public meeting comment #
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In this Chapter comments from:

• Federal Agencies

• State Agencies

• Local Agencies

• Tribes

• Groups and Individuals

• Public Meetings

BPA completed a supplemental draft environmental impact
statement (SDEIS) for the proposed Kangley-Echo Lake Transmission
Line Project.  The SDEIS was released to the public for a 45-day review
and comment period that ended on March 1, 2003.  Five public
meetings were held at various locations in King County during the week
of February 3-6 to gather public comments on the SDEIS.

This chapter contains the written comments from letters, e-mails,
and comment sheets received during the comment period for the
SDEIS and BPA’s responses to those comments.  It also contains the
comments from the public meetings and telephone calls received
during the comment period.  Chapter 2 contains the written and oral
comments received during the comment period for the DEIS and BPA’s
responses to those comments.

Letters and comment sheets were given numbers in the order they
were received.  Separate issues in each letter were given separate
codes.  For example, letter 394 might have issues 394-001, 394-002,
and 394-003 identified within its text.  Comments from the public
meeting were also numbered.  BPA prepared responses to each of
these individual comments.

The chapter is organized in the following sequence:  comments
from federal agencies are followed by comments from state agencies
(page 3-7), local agencies (page 3-11), tribes (page 3-31), then groups
and individuals (page 3-43).  Comments from the public meetings are
at the end of the chapter (page 3-163).  Because we have organized
comments this way and often reference responses to other comments,
please use the numerical list on the back of this page for reference.  See
also the reference page in Chapter 2.  A listing of related comments by
issue is at the end of the chapter on page 3-343.

Chapter 3 — Comments and Responses-SDEIS
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